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The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorized

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
WITH SAFE
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston ; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.

NOTICE;.

To On: Custom mis :
We aie pieaseo to state tliat we are in receipt of advices, from (lie several
Companies lejnesented by ns, statii g that their financial standing will not be
seriously impaiied by their losses in lhe San Francisco conflagration.
That they will be al le to pay all losses in that file, in lull, and still have
ample surplus to meet all other liabilities.
C. W. & F. L,. MASON.
Ellsworth, April 24, lilOfl.
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ELLSWOKTH, MAINE.

Only the Largest Companies represented.
a IiMirHnre Co.
Wen tern A«HUianre Co. Royal
A^nraree Co
Hi** li'Mitmif*- Co. Ilanhrri hue IiMirxrco «o

Fire insnrarceCo.
New York U’tu ♦••wine-s’ Au»-ncy
Holyoke Mutual Foe l< Hiirnree Co. Hxmloir lot tun Foe liswxnct* Co Coimit-rclal Umoo
Wtllfaturimrjc CHj Foe Iiixuraixv Co. Mereai tRo Fir. »n<J Mama* D aur
Fire Assi.rai ee Co
London & Lai nature File liiMirxi.ee
awe Co. Norwich fnb 11 Fire D alliance 8o«;,« ty.
At'as
NaD* al

SCHEDULE
In

APRONS,

MEN AND

HANDKER-

COMBS,

ELASTICS,

FANCY

alternate.
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MAIL 01.08RH AT »*U8T«iFFICB.

Round

tug

Ootno East—6.45 h m, 4 ami ft.30 i» m.
Goino West— 10 4> and li.bO a m, 5 30and
No ^uminy mall.
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is unable to reach her.

several attempts last week,
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getting through the ice ai
Point, where she stuck. Sb<
there {sever. I days. To-day

Indian

been

effort is being made to fre<
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in
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Baysktewharf.
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UM-

BRELLAS, WORK BOXES, STATIONERY,
BELTS, BILLOWS AND PILLOW TOPS.

Graham,

returned from
New York where he has been for several

Hodgkins

Lewis

has

i

i

We onlv ask you to
WEAR, HOLIDAY

WHITING BROTHERS.

of

I UAVEJUST RECEIVED ANOTHER CARLOAD
OFTHEFAMOUS

John R.‘ Graham, of BaDgor, genera
manager of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivei
Power Co., has given out an interview ir
which he tells of the

plans

develop-

for

power plant in Ellsworth. H<
says work will begin in the spring.
The plant will be erected on the site o
the old Boston Reduction Co., and will b«
ment of

Wear the Kirschbaum Clothes.

hydro-electric one with an initial capacity of 2,500, horse-power. Provision fol
the extension ^of the plant up to 10,001
horse-power will be made, and as fast ai
there is demand'for power it can easily be
provided for.
The entire electric and power system o

a

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
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CAMPBELL’S VARIETY STORE
ORE
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dam

sixty
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WAKfe. in the

with
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stages of
will

in the river.

water

create

of

one
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lakes in

a

length

half in

and half

WHICH I CAN SELL AT THE SAME LOW PRICE
AS BEFORE

$4.48
Pressed

Barrel.

a

Hay

and Straw.

Feeds of All Kinds.
Pay

Ellsworth,

Block,

reopened in April.
The equipment of the
power capacity.
James W. Smith, the obliging delivery electric
second
to
plant will be
none
in
clerk of the American Express Co., has
the| State of Maine, and it is the
of
the syndicate which is buildbean laid up the past week by injuries re- intention
ceived from a fall from hie wagon. He it to have every bit of the equipment the
finest
there is made. The contracts for
was out yesterday for the first since the
accident, but will not report for duty be- the electrical equipment have not as yet
been

fore next week.
Rev.

R. B. Mathews, the

new

pastor of

the Congregational church, with his wife

children,

arrived

yesterday.

and

two

They

will remain at the American house
occu-

Morning service will be held next
Sunday at 10.30; Sunday school at 11.45.
There will be a
special conclave of
Blanquefort commandery next Monday,
beginning at 4 o’clock p. m., when there

C. W. GRINDAL.

will be work in the order of the red

NOW

WORTH WHILE.
spent for trinkets by the average family at
i he
Christmas time would buy an EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
trinkets 1 a* about as long as Christmas does. The EDISON PHONOGRAPH affords enjoyment day after day and year after year.
The triiets please only the individual recipients. The EDISON
PHONOGRAPH offers a continuous round of pleasure
The money

JOl

me

WUUIC

It brings
It it. tilt greatest music-maker of the age
into the home circle all of the world’s music rendering
with wonderful faithfulness whatever song, inetrumental piece, or orchestral selection is desired.
Make this Christmas the merriest of all by having
for its chief feature an

cross.

i\

We have a full line for the holiin prices from
trade

J day

rangnig

to jou.
Also Records of the old and

$

I U

chestra

ai

d band selections, at 35c

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.,
M. HOOPER,
Dressmaker and Ladies’ Tailor.
ALICE

8 School Street,
MAISK.
ELL8WOKTH,
am
Having just purchased a button machine
kinds.
of
all
prepared to make button#

new

souks,

or-

each._

ELLSWORTH,
MAINE.

L.

LARRABEE,

DENTIST.
Kovm
Ellbworth,

H.

Bank Block.

....

Maine.

commence work on the
in the early spring, and it will be in
readiness for operation by early fall. J. A.
Leonard, of Ellsworth, will be the engineer in charge of the
operation, and it will
be planned and executed under his direc-

be

a

banquet.

At

Secretary Purinton whilo in Ellsworth last Thursday to'attend Chief Jus-

and

tice Wiswell’s funeral

Attorney-General
associate justices

were

H.

E.

of the

entertained
Hamlin.

supreme

by

The

Graham said that the plant will
easily be the best in the State when it is
finally completed. “We have got one oi
the best sites in the State,” said Mr.
Graham, “and it is the intention of the
company to develop it as fast as occasion
requires. We can develop 10,000 horsepower when it is

needed,

court

All
ent

and

can

run

at

Officers of the

Royal

year have been

B. Aiken, regent;

Arcanum

for the

elected as follows:
W. A. Alexander,

E. K.

vice-regent;
Hopkins, orator; A. F.
Burnham, sitting past regent ; O. W. Tapley, treasurer; F. L. Mason, collector; J.
E. Parsons, treasurer; M. Y. McGown,
chaplain; C. E. Doyle, guide; H. W. Cushman, warden; T. E. Brown, sentry; A. F.
Burnham, C. C. Burrill, F. W. Rollins,

help you select

large

ANTIQUES,

as

stock of

useful and suitable

Holiday

PINS.

gifts

Question.

for your friends.

appeal

to anyone.

NOVELTIES.

BROOCH

Goods that will

BRIC-A-BRAC, SILVER

PINS, SCARF

RINGS, CUFF BUTTONS. WATCHES,

CHAINS. CHARnS, LOCKETS AND PENDANTS.

the;

who

are

CALL AND GET MY PRICES.

thinking ot buying

Have arrived in town and

Money.

assortment of

brought

with them

Roosevelt’s Book of Bears, “Teddy 1J
illld Teddy G.” Best book for boys and
ALL THE

published.

ever

LATEST BOOKS,

The Newest and Best
will be

Toys

of the Season,
in my

found

COME AND

stoek.

SEE THEM.

YOUR

Chance to Save
good

j_ewg!g_r:

TEDDY BEARS
girls

ladies

HERE 18

a

F. ROBINSON.

Optician.

COATS, EATS AND FOBS,
I have

prices.

Silver-Ware.

and

Cut-Glass

low

exceedingly

All new and at

2ftbrttiscii.£nts,

J. A. THOMPSON,

Alain St„ Ellsworth.

■

LADIES’, MISSES’ AND CHILDREN'S
timej

the Maine Central railroad went into effect last Sunday.
The only changes that affect Ellsworth
TRIMHEI) and UNTRIMMED HATS
are train west in the early evening and
the discontinuance of the Sunday train.
FURS.
The train heretofore leaving at 5.36 now
I am going to give 20 per rent otT t(
leaves at 5.55. Mail for this train closes close out these
goods, as 1 do not intend tc
at the postoffice ,at 5.30. The afternoon carry over any ot them.
train from the west is due to arrive at 4.29
You will nud plenty of GOOD BARGAINS
instead of {4.28. The evening stage for
at Hus store in
and
Bluehill
leaves at 6.15 inst ead
Surry
Shoes aad Rubber!
new

this Holiday

Notic' d.

The Reliable Clothing Co. is distributing tc
its customers a handsome calendar for 1907
An excellent half-tone illustration represent*
a running race at Sheepshead
Bay track, New
York.

xo

ensuing

The

I have a

entertained

is ill.

F.

Business

by Judge L. A. Emery.
the supreme court justices were presexcept Judge Strout, of Portland, who

were

and I will

Mr.

Miss Alice Kingsbury will take orders foi
Christmas calendars at her home on Main
street.

ill

on

CALL AT MY STORE.

tion.

commandery for the year.
Qov. Cobb, Adjutant-General Farnbam

of 7

Dr. L.

let.
intended to

It is

that capacity at all stages of the water.”

w

trustees.

EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

IS THE TIM E when we sht-ld GET BUSY

plant

7.30
work in orders of temple and malta. This
will
probably be the last work of the
At 6.30 there

Ellsworth.

Water St.,

Me.

TIMES COME WHEN ONE SHOULD THINK.

house will be

until the parsonage is ready for

9 1-4 cents Cash For Cow Hides.

inspect Goods.

Franklin

pancy.

I

Call and

Department.

rairicK

Golden Grains Flour

t

with thousands of articles.

loaded

mile widest

a

isresnanan,
proprietor oi tne its widest point.
house, has closed the hotel for
Two double water wheels will run the
the winter, and moved to his house on two large
generators which will be
Willow' street, which has been thoroughly directly connected with them.
These
repaired since the fire. The Franklin generators will be 1,000 to 1,500 horse-

city.

TEN-CENT COUNTERS

CAMPBELL’S VARIETY STORE,

The dair

prettiest

Maine. Mr. Graham is of the
opinion that it will become a great summer
residence
resort
with
Ellsworti
people and others who may become attracted to it. r It will be about a mile and

t

the finest line of JAPANESE CHINA

display

We have on

height will be bail'

in

stocked with

largely

Crockery, China Ware, Class Ware, Lamps,
Books, Games, Toys of all Kinds,
Dolls of all Sizes.
Novelties of every description.

land.
A

ELLSWORTH, ME.

STREET,

MAIN

a

and

Andrew P. W is well.

line of UNDER-

our

Bangor, Telli

at the site of the plant and enough stortaking a special course in the
of water will be provided for to enable
York post-graduate medical school age
the plant to run at its full capacity at al
I
Mrs.
returned
hospital.
Hodgkins

Justice Emery is 'sitting at December
term of the law court in Augusta. The
court opened Tuesday, but adjourned immediately until Wednesday out of respect
to the memory of the late Chief-Justice

inspect

GOODS aud STOCK IN
Our SUITS
and
GENERAL.
SEMI-FITTING
For
OVERCOATS are the talk of the town.
an
and
we
have
line
ol
PRICE
QUALITY
unparalleled
FUR COATS.
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New

j
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Construction.

of Plans for

pleasant evening was passed.
The Postal Telegraph-Cable Co.

Dr.

__-__

ELLSWORTH POWER PLANT.
John R.

Rev. J.

Simonton and wife.

thef vessel where she

around

j

CONQUER

ALL DESCRIPTION.

Julia Frances, loaded witl

high school will close Friday for
her, a crew being at work with saws, axei
the holiday recess.
and dynamite. There are from ten tc
work
F.
and
A.
will
Lygonia lodge,
M.,
twelve inc hes of ice in the river, but the
the first degree this evening.
bay is free.5 There are five inc hes of ie<
The

WILL

relie

womans

lumber by Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., a
Bay-side and ready to sail for Newark, N
J., is still ice bound, and the tug Littl<

KECtIVED.

from West—7.6 a m,4 29and ti.OHpm.
From Bast— 14.12 m, ’2.05, 55 and 1( .51 \>

The

1

ONE SINGLE GLANCE

corps [will elect officers to-morrow even
in g. There will be a joint installation.
The schooner

tffect Dec. 9, J9</6.
MAI 1.8

Cook,

Ellsworth will be rebuilt and facilities foi
powrer in ‘Ellsworth and vicinity will b<
arranged, for.* A power transmission lin<
anwill be built from Ellsworth to Mt. Deserl
nounces that after Dec. 31 it will discontinue all free transmission of messages. * island by means of* w hich power for elecOutstanding franks will be honored to ! trical purposes will be transmitted to Ba]
and including Dec. 31.
j Harbor and the other places on that is-

NECK'DIES AND
COLLARS,
CHIEFS,
PURSES AND HANDBAGS, BACK AND
SIDE

L.S

The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
for rehearsal to-morrow evening at Manning aall at 7.45. A full attendance is
earnestly requested.
Mrs. Evelyn Donnell, who has been visiting her'son, Carlton S. Donnell, in Ellsworth, th« past two weeks, returned to
her home in Franklin to-day.
Walter J. Clark, jr., and wife were the
victims of a surprise party at their home
on Water street last Wednesday evening.

BOYS, COLLAR AND CUFF SETS, BRUSH
AND COMB SETW,

M A t

William Small, commander; B. F. Gray
vice-commander; James L. Cook
junior vice-commander; James Hamilton
quartermaster; D. L. Fields, chaplain
W. A. Richardson, surgeon; George F
Haskell, officer of the d9y; William J
Connick, officer of the guard; John F
W hitcomb, linspector; James Hamilton
delegate^to State encampment; James L
senior

COST OFFICE-

Mrs. Willard I. Olmstead, of Bangor,
with little daughter, is
visiting her
mother, Mrs. G. W. Mason.

are

FANCY HOSIERY, TABLE DAMASK AND
FOR

WKfcK.

THIH

slightly improved.
Rev. N. R. Pearson, of Sullivan,
Ellsworth yesterday, the guest of

looking about for Christmas gifts and Christmas suggestions.
There is no better opportunity for these than in our store, with its
carefully selected lot of holiday goods. Here
are just a few of them:
SWEATERS

»»f

AT KLI.HWOHTII

P.

BLANKET*,

rs

The literature club will meet with Miss
M. A. Greely next Monday evening.
Mrs. S. J. Morrison, who has been ill
with rheumatic fever the past week, is

CHRISTMAS ROODS.
Christmas is already upon us, and shoppers

N

»

Admr notice—Est Annie Miller.
Est Harriet E Fitts.
—Est Elva L Preble.
—Est Henry C Bncknam.
First Nat’l Bank- Stockholders’ meeting;.
Legislative notice Frank P Gieene et als.
—Leslie Bunker et als.
Albion F Merrill—Notices of foreclosure.
Probate notice—Est Angelia I-inscott et nls.
In bankruptcy—Ests Campbell & M acorn be
and Chas A Dews.
M Gal lei t—Dry goods, boots and shoes.
Eastern Steamship Co— Winter schedule,
C H l>land—Fruit and confectionery.
E F Robinson—Jeweler.
Camnbell’s Variety Store.
A E Moore—Dry and fancy goods.
Reliable Clothing Co.
Dr Lewis Hodgkins-Physician.
E C Osgood—Photographer.
G A Paicher—Apothecary.
H F Wcscott— Hardwai e.
New England Tel & Tel Co—Special rates.
—

to commence,business October 24,1<«87, the pioneer National Bank
of Ellsworth, Maine.

INSURANCE

NKW ADVKKTISKN

The fair and entertainment of Sunrise
The Y. P. 8. C. E. of the Baptist church
treasurer; E. F. Brady, warden; Patricl
H. 8hea, chancellor; Daniel E. Hurley
council, Daughters of Liberty, will take has elected officers as follows: U. G.
advocate; Hollis E. Davis, inside guard ; place at Odd Fellows hall Friday evening. Hodgkins, president; H. W. Dunn, jr.,
Robert Mullan, outside guard; John W
The entertainment will consist of music, vice-president; Miss Eva Leighton, secCoughlin,^lecturer; Edward E. Doyle readings and tableaux. The»*e will be a retary; Mrs. H. W. Dunn, correspondi -jf
trustee for three years; Herbert F. Mon
sale of fancy work, home-made candy,
secretary; C. S. Donnell, treasurer; Mi»s
M. A. Hodgkins, organist.
aghan, inquisitor.
etc., and some other fair features.
W m. H. H. Rice post, 6. A. R., on Mon
flbb<rtt»cmmts.
day evening elected officers as follows

table of

formerly.

Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of
Columbus, [has elected the following officers: Charles P. Halpiu, grand
knight;
Patrick E. Kearns, deputy grand
knight;
Charles E. McCarthy, financial
secretary;
E. F. Small, recorder; Thomas A.
Oaynor,

COATS,

Dry, Fancy Goods, Boots,
A

good stock of

ChRlSTflAS GOODS.

CHRISTMAS HARDWARE ?
Certainly. What

E.

ELLSWORTH,

MOORE,
MAINE.

appropriate gift

For the father and brother than
KX1KK?
For
These

are

only

the mother than

some

for

the

nice

pair

of

POCKET-

SHEARS?

the goods suitable for Holiday Gifts that I
Headquarters all the year ’round for

Paints, Oils
Main Street,

a

a

of

H.
A.

more

children than SKATES?

F

am

offering.

and Ceneral Hardware.

WESCOTT,
1C Usworth.

(HTIS-IA.M

HUiOK”

Hopeful

and

of ihl- column tre succinctly
In th’ title and motto—ft !• for the mutual
benefit, ant? atws t»» t»e helpful and hopeful
Being f r the common good. It I* f»v the com
non use—a public -ervant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capac ity It solicit*
The
stated

xili, St; Isa. lii. la-la; liii.

The Fabhoth school lessons far the
fast year have l<een ilevolt'.i to the
tLfe of Christ. The subject of the firsi
lesson was an incident connected with
Bis Infancy, and the last subject w.ll

purpose*

communications, and its success depend* largely
Comon 'he support given it In this respect
munications must l« slipped, but the name of
writer will not be piloted except l»y permission
Communications will l*e subject »o approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

tie His ascension. Looking back over
an entire year, we may not t>e a' le to
■elect one truth that Impressed us
If compelled to make a selec■tost.
tion i am sure that with one accord
we would choose the death of Christ.
No truth, no fact, has ever appealed
to the human mind and heart like thlgreatest tact In all human history—
It was
Christ’s death tor the world.
not so much His death that appeals to
ns as the great truth that lie dieJ f t
'Tic was wounded for our transns.
gress! a and braised for our iniquities." This is why His death stand?
•at as the supreme event in His misBut we have stud
sion to this world.
led not only the death of Christ, bui
also Ilis enti-e life, and It all should
appe.d to us, for Ills death is only appreciated and fully understood through
ilis entire life. We should be familiar
with the Hie of Christ throughout and
Jn proper proportion It sbouid all appeal to us. We should remember it
and apply it to our lives
After a year’s study in the life o.

"Helpful

Its Motto:

By REV S. H. DOYLE.
Topic —filial truth has chiefly appealed
our year's Sabbath school
from
tP you

gMsons?—Matt,

NT

Kt>VTM>

flaffr MwtlpE Topic For Itjf iVcr
Re^rinnint? Doc. 10.

all

co mmun lea

Ilona

“ONLY TRCST

MB.”

Dost thou shrink, and fear and waver?
Look upon Mine outstretched hand.
Waiting thro’ those shades to lead thee
ward to a better land.

on-

Thou art weeping o’er thy sorrows.
Dost thou ever think of Mine?
How I toiled, and bow I suffered,
B. re each sin and grief of tlyne;
Toiled, to win a rest for thee.
Died, to give thee endless life?
Yet thou faintest, yet thou fearest.
When I call thee to the strife.

Only trust Mel” Dost thou ask me
Why the way should be so rough?

*

1

/

Thou wilt know the need hereafter,
Here my word mast be enough;
When I tell tbee all is working
But to make thee meet for Heaven;
Wilt not thou accept thy portior,
Take thy lot by wisdom given?

—

j

#

While the fltaires as to tl>e numbers
Comrades of the Quiet Hoar have
not been printed for some time, the list
has been growing, as the following
summary shows. The distribution by
states is as follows:
Iii2
477
8 New .“Vrnpshire
137 New Jersey
7t>.
13 Now Mexico
3<
;■
.6.8S3 Nevada
232 New York .2,87*
26:
C!?l North Carolina
Connecticut
77 North Dakota..
144
Delaware
Ohio
District of Co1,775
T'.H Oklahoma
7?
lumbla
222 Oregon
421
Florida
If? Pennsylvania
2.3.:
Georgia
fif) Rhode Island...
31?
Idaho
1
Illinois .4,6£& South Carolina.
7 Sooth Dakota..
143
Indian Territory
227
mil Tennessee
fiP' 'Prxaa
41P
Iowa
3?
COB Utah
Kansas
Vermont
7*«
379
Kentucky
47 Virginia
102
"Louisiana
C2
6T8 Washington
Maine
271 West Virginia.
54
Maryland
54
Massachusetts ? 3"° Wisconsin
c
l.S'-G
Wyoming
Michigan
30’
3tt- Can."da
Minnesota
S27
*
Foreign lands
Mississippi
1 2 3
-r
Mis souri
23.7?'
Total
1# on tart a

Nebraska

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Colorado

...

...

—

..

fhdiana

..

...

..
....

come

\tinif u. Cir .iT,
omona; Josie 1*. Higfins Flora; Minsk1 S. Bryant, lady assista it «((ward; Ac»m M. Cunningham, organist; Henry A. Oarter, janitor.
A special moling will be held Tuesday
evening, Dec. 11, when Deputy John

This column is devoted to the Oranfre. esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the miter.

pecially

Dority

good

LAKH

although

Dec. 18-21 Annual meetingState grange
city hall, Augusta.
POMONA.

HANCOCK

the Maine anthorities to secure suitable
legislation which will enable them to cooperate to a greater degree with those in
charge of the national work.
“In the meantime it will well pay
Maine farmers and property owners to be
on the lookout for the
moth, and any suspicious appearing insects should be sent to
Prof. E. F. Hitching*. State entomologist,
Waterville, Me., for inspection.”

! effectually.
That

fail to

quickly and

Weak

Back, Rheumatism,
Colds, Lung Trouble, Kirine\ Difficulties,
Strains and all Local Pains they are invalfor

uable.

That when you buy Allcock’s Plasters

you obtain the

best piasters

made.

OIVttdR.

Hancock Pomona met with Narramissic
The day being
grange, Orland, Dec. 8.
very cold and arrivals in consequence late,
the morning session was called to order a

cold

weath-'r, only

a

fe

*

were

present.

Bridal Wine Cup," renutiun
with
tableaux; piano sold, Bernice Miller;
recital ton, Mildred
Noyes; song, Mida
Thomas; recitation, “Esau Buck and (ho
Buck Saw,” Jesse
Young, ol Lamnine
grange; remarks by Joaie
Bunker, Frank
Workman and others;
clewing with a con“W
is
a
undrum,
bon-bon like sleep.”
hy
The

•ix

of the patrons cannot
guess this
have to apply to Sister
of lamoine grange, for the answer.
John Dority grange will elect
officers
Dec. 25.
II any

they will

were

conferred

on

one

candidate.

3bbntuumnits.

The

1

mantel were sprays of
smilax entwined with red geraniums.
We looked out upon the mountain peaks
covered with snow, and the cool air
gave
us a hearty appetite for the
inviting meal.
There were present M •. and Mrs. W. O.
Smith, their daughter Zelma and grandson Norman; Mr. and Mrs. P. Q.
Wooster
and their Dephew Harvey
H. Coggins.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Wooster were schoolmates in the little red arhoolhoose on the
“Neck”, in Hancock, fifty years ago.
Dinner over, we took tarns
reading
aloud “The Real Diary of a Heal
Boy”,
by Henry A. Shute, and we had a merry
time over it, with many a story it called
up, seasoned with a good hearty laugh.
This was a happy Thanksgiving Day to
our little group of home folks.

Any skin itching la a temper-tester. The
more yon scratch the worse it itches.
Doan's
Ointment enrea piles, eczema—any skin itchlog. At all drug stores .—A dr/.

Lake View granges.

After the usual business, two members was received by ballot.
After a brief recess officers were elected
as follows.
Manoel A. Gasper, master; John H.
Carter, overseer; Lettie Ouptil!, lecturer;
James W. Carter, steward; Raymond Cunninghara, assistant steward; George Cunningham, chaplain; William M. Higgins,
treasurer; Clara I. Carter, secretsr> ; James

Grindle, gate-keeper;

Cora

Grindle, Ceres;

Headache
Can be cored only by
remedy that will
remove the cause.
The oftener you
stop it with headache
powders or pills the
quicker will it return.
n

Young’

The longest joarpey made
by any small
migrant bird is attributed to the American
yellow birds. Th y spend the winter in
Unatemala and the summer in Northern
Canada. They thus travel fully ronrthou.
•and miles ea>-h spring and autumn.

A

After the opening exercises, the lecturer
Cushman grange, Goulds boro, held its
furnished
tne
following programme:
regular meeting Dec. 5, with a good attendance. The first and second degrees

sideboard and

and genuine
whose reputation
never

V IK V

The anniversary of U< order was celebrated at La«e View grange hall Dee. 4.
As the nijhl was very cold, only a email
number waa preaent.
All enjoyed the
supper.
The regular meeting of Lakf View
j
grange waa held Dae. S. On account of

•

ifltUical.

What l lie

blood in the body paascs
through
kidney a once every three minutes.
The kidney's Biter the blood. They work
nigbt and day. W’ben healthy they remove about 500 graina of
impure matter
daily, when uuhealthy some part of this
impure matter is left in the blood. This
brings on many diseases and symptoms
pain in the back, headache, nervousness,
hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout, gravel,
disorders of the eyesight and hearing,
dirtiness, irregular heart, debility, drowsiness, dropsy, deposits in urine, etc. But
if you keep tbe Alters right you will have
no trouble with your kidneys.
Mrs. R. I. Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
living on the Waltham Road,says: “After
what Doan's Kidney Pills did for me it ia
a pleasure to recommend them.
1 have
All the

the

used them off and on fur several years for
backache and other difficulties arising
from kidney trouble. In 1903 I came home
from the hospital where 1 had been for
some time and underwent an operation.
All that winter I was miserable, coaid not
regain my strength and really ought to
have been in bed, bat managed to keep up.
Tbe medicine I used failed to do me any
good. I began to take Doan's Kidney
Pills and they brought me alinoat immediate relief. They not only cured tbe
backache and corrected the kidney action,
but they built me up in every way. I have
used them on several occasions since then,
and they keep me in the best of shape. 1
know of many other people who have used
them with just as satisfactory results as I
obtained.”
For aale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil barn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name-Doan’s-and take
no other.

Eailroaot anb Suambc.u

CommenrluK Deo. 9, 1906.
BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR.
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(a tonic laxative) will
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BAR HARBOR. 980 1 A)
.| 735
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.10 a m and 4.29 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11.12 a m, lft-62 p m,
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stop on signal to conductor,
gStops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
Theae trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly reqnestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Finis and Falls to

Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTHBY, O. P. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

comes

Lane’s Family
Medicine
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Generally headache
from a disturb 1 stomach or
irregular bowels, and
almost invariably

kidneys Dn.

Unceasing Work Keeps Us
Strong and Healthy.

Their

_

original

imitators trade.
That Ailcock’s Plasters
perform the remedial work

f«»ur taiuii

_

Worth Knowing.
That Allcock’a Plasters are the highest
result of medical science and skill, aud in
ingredients and method have never been

porous plasters upon

regular meet

on

special u.eeting will ha held Wedneer.ay
little later than the usual hour by Worthy night, Dec. U, when Btate Deputy John
Dority will be preaent for the purpose of
Master H. J. Harriman.
The address of welcome was !>y Mrs. inspecting the grange books. Officers will
Fannie M. P. Wood, and response by Mrs. be elected at the same meeting.
F nnie Little, of Enterprise grange, OrHiroUSS OBASQR.
ringtojt.
oilmen
of
Micolin
The following
The several granges, as reported by their
representatives, made manifest the inter- grange were elected Saturday evening,
1:
E.
est and resultant good, by the work that Dec.
Austin,
master,
Hoyt
B.
Harold
Maddockx, overseer,
has been accomplished during the past W.
Mad doc lea, steward; \V. M. Higgins, asyear.
Business being disposed of, the topic, sistant steward; Mary Bales, chaplain;
long.
“Does it pay to use commercial fertilizers E. H. Moore, treasurer; N. C. Austin, aecWe enjoy almost everything about this land for
general crops?” was presented, snd the retary; Hiram Dani«x>. gate-keeper; Berof flowers and fruits except these infrequent
discussion rather drifted into tbe unani- nice Moore, Ceres; Carrie Moors, Pomona,
sand storms. We wish they would pass us by; j
mious decision that the fertilizer is at Nellie Maddocks, Flora; Bessie Patten,
but since they will not, we must endure them
least a necessity for the production of Udy assistant steward.
and try to believe that they are prefeiable to
your blinding snowstorms and winter bliz- good potatoes.
ARBUTUS ORAXOR.
Dinner was served during recess, after
zards. In years one in health can enjoy
Arbutus grange, Burry, hi Id Its regular
heartier meals and greater glow of hearth, which the question, “Resolved, That an
but I think I would not trade my sand storm agricultural college is a better place to meeting Dec. 7, w ith a good attendance
for yoor blizzard. I prefer the lesser number. ! educate the ft
rming community than the aud Worthy Master F. T. Jeliison in the
I have more time and opportunity to bask in
was
discussed with promptness chair. One application was received for
term,”
sunlight and breathe the fragrance of rosea. and decided
membership, and five candidate# were inenergy.
flCSAM.
j A song by Miss Gertrude Churchill was structed in first and second degrees.
I think most of us would prefer our
enjoyed. A question box completed the After recess the lecturer presented a fine
cold “northeasters” to a sand storm, but
programme, which was much enjoyed by
programme.
we are greatly obliged for your interesting
A good number of patrons was present, all present.
description of one, and glad to hear from and the meeting was pronounced a proThe annual election of officers will be
Aunt Madge,
you again.
held Dec. 14.
There will be a special
j fitable one.
Worthy Deputy John E. Dor it y is ex- meeting Monday, Dec. 10.
GYPSY MOTHS.
pected to visit Narramissic grange, SaturSEDGWICK ORANGE.
day, Dec. 15.
Dreaded Pest is Rapidly Invading
Sedgwick grange held a regular meeting
V EBON A ORANGE.
the Stale of Maine.
Dec. 7, with a good attendance. After the
At the regular rt eeting of Verona opening exerciaee, two application* were
The national bureau of entomology anNo.
Dec.
the
fol206, Saturday,
read and left with committee* for investinounced recently the discovery of a large grange,
1,
Dumbe: of gypsy moths in the State of lowing officers were electee: R. A. Whit- gation. There were remark* from Count;
Warren
M-iine and declared that the finding of more, master;
Abbott, overseer; Depot; John Dorit;, also an Illustration
Cake and coffee
“this dangerous enemy of forest trees in Mrs. C. 8. Patterson, lecturer; Leroy J. of the unwritten work.
Maine is full of grave significance, in Dorr, steward; George Hall, assistant were served at recea*.
As the time was getting late onl; a parview of the large timber interests of that ate ward; Grace Ripley, chaplain; Peter
Abbott, treasurer; Jennie Whitmore, sec- tial list of officers was chosen.
State”.
The announcement follows a special in- retary; Orrin L. Hutchins, gate keeper; j
EAST BIXEHI1X ORANGE.
vestigation by the field forces of the bu- Etta Thomas, Pomona; Mrs. C. E. Dorr,*
Eaat Bluebill grange held its regular
Flora; Grace Bet nett, Ceres; Sadie Abreau along the roadsides and in the orchards in tbe southwestern section of the bott, lady assistant steward.
meeting Dec. 8 with forty-seven members
State. The insect was found in alarming
present.
Count; Deput; John Dorit;
LAMOINE GRANGE.
was present and made some interesting
numbers in Kittery and Eliot. Nearly
j Lamoine grange
held its regular meet- remarks. At recess, cake and coffee were
33J egg clusters were located in various
Dec. 4. There was a good attendance served.
parts of Kittery, and as many as thirty ing
nests were located in a single orchard. for a very cold night. After the business
NEW CENTCRY GRANGE.
The authorities intend to push the in- of the evening two degrees were conferred
Election of officers in New Century
on two candidates and a special in eting
as
as
the
spection
rapidly
possible along
Dedham, Dec. 8, resulted as folcoast line to Portland, a city which they was called for the purpose of conferring grange,
A. Q. Hooper, master;
E.
two other degrees, in order that the candi- lows:
A.f
out
is
1
iable
to
infestation
point
peculiarly
Thompson, overseer; H. P. Burrill, lev tbecause of the immense amoum of travel dates could attend county grange.
M.
W.
Q.
A.
Oinn, steward;
Gra;
Lamoine grange has passed the 200 mem- urer;
and traffic centering there.
assistant steward; N. B. Colby, che;lain;
Following the general policy of using bership mark, and is still gaining. Ten
E. W. Burrill, treasurer; Mar; M. Burrill,
local men for the work of inspection, new members have joined since September.
secretary; Wallace Graves, gate-keeper;
young men with good eyesight are being j
Mabel Thompson, Ceres; Mattie W'harff,
HIGHUM) GRANGE.
brought from Maine to tbe moth districts !
Highland grange. No. 384, North Penob- Pomona; Annie Colby, Flora; Lizzie Gray,
of Massachusetts where they are familiar- 1
at its regular meeting Friday even- lad; assistant steward.
ized with the habits and appearance of the Bcot,
moth. Then after a brief apprenticeship ing, Dec. 7, elected the following officers:
BAY VIEW ORANGE.
E. E. Gross, master; Harvey Leach, overthey are sent back to take np the work
j
Bay View grange, Salisbury Cove, has
in Maine.
i seer; Kate Bryant, lecturer; H. W. Lowell, elected
;
the following officers: D. G. Hall,
steward; Hill Wilson, assistant
j Tbe United States agent in direct J. B. Wilson, treasurer; C. H. steward;
B. P. McFarland, overseer; S. N.
Bryant, master;
charge of the operations is Dexter M.
Betta Lowell, secretary; Galen Rich, steward; Mr*. D. G. Hall, lecturer;
Rogers, special field agent of Boston, who chaplain;
A. G. Emery, secretary; Miss Florence
learned that numerous gypsy moths were Grindle, gate-keeper; Alice Leach, Ceres;
Annie Gross, Pomona; Ida Lowell, Flora; Pettingill, chaplain; Lester P. McFarland,
scattered along the New Hampshire coast
treasurer; Miss Inez Hamor, Geres; Mrs.
line and whose resultant investigation Qtro Lowell, lady assistant steward.
Jennie Jellison, Flora; Mrs. Estelle Stanbrought to light a serious spread of the
GOOD WILL ORANGE.
ley, Pomona; Ephraim Alley, assistant
moths in Maine. Mr. Rogers said:
Good Will grange. No. 378, Amherst, has steward; Miss Edith Gray, lady assistant
“Where pine trees, spruce and similar
moved into its new hall, and although it steward; A. C. Haskell, gate-keeper.
trees are stripped by the gypsy moth,
is not finished inside, it is comfortable.
their death follows in a single year; hence
JOHN DORITY GRANGE.
Julian Emery, county deputy and masthe bureau of entomology will make a 1
In spite of the terrific weather of last
ter of Green Mountain Pomona,'visited
special effort to locate and to wipe out all
Friday, Dec. 7, some fifty patrons of John
the grange Nov. 28.
these incipient infestations. A. W. Gil| The grange is planning for an entertain- Dorit; grange gathered at the hall In the
man, commissioner of agriculture, and his
There were visitora present
evening.
ment and tree Christmas.
assistants are heartily co-operating in this
from Schoodic, Pamola, Lamoine, Greenwork, and steps are now being taken by
wood and Cushman granges.
CCRHMAN ORANGE.

very hot fire. I make squash pudding the
same way.
Now for those who do not have milk, make
your brown bread as follows; One cup flour;
two cups meal, two teaspoons soda, one of

the

exemplify the

reason.

DATES.

at

and

The new grange
hall addx pleasure to all the meetings.

again.

Dear ■*«»»* Mndgr.
I would like to write
I am feeling
you and our sisters and cousins a letter th s
evening, and I’m going to do so and tell yon
about the sand storm we've had during the J
afternoon. It is still blowing but not so hard.
It is very seldom that we have high winds;
there is almost always still air or ju t a fanning breeze Bat we may expect about this
time of the year a stiff breeze—a blow for a
few hours that will come tumbling down from ;
the mountains, and sweeping across the valley, bringing dust aud sand with it. so that i
the air is filled with dnst; and this is what;
We call j
we have experienced this afternoon.
it a “sand storm” and as I write, roy eyes feel !
to be fall of fine sand and my hands and face
feel begrimed, and. although I may wash
j
them often, they do not remain clean for very

not

are

present

tug, Dec. 16, degree work
date* will he in order.

following officers were elected: Ira Guptill, master; John Whitaker, overseer;
•
Linley Bose brook, lecturer; Earl Young,
steward; Irvin McDonald, assistant steward; Lor ins Guptiil, chaplain; Grace Holt,
treasurer; David Guptiil, secretary; Ambrose Young, gate-keeper; Edith Havey,
Malar Thanksgiving Id California.
Ceres;
Georgia
Young,
Pomona;
Pasadena, Cal., Not. 29 (special)
Mildred Noyes, Flora; Sybil Tracy, lady
Por the fourth successive time the Smiths assistant steward; Ina Guptiil,
organist.
and Woosters met at Thanksgiving board
W. L. Guptiil gave a select reading.
together. This time it was at the pleasant Cecil Hose brook via elected delegate to
home of
I
Wf O. Smith, formerly of Sooth State grange.
Hancock, Me. This is a New England i
RAINBOW ORANGE.
home, the honse New England style. Oor i
Owing to th2 bad storm of Dac. 6, Rain* 1
dinner was a New Englanr
Thanksgiving bow grange held no
regular meeting, but
dinner, including oysters, turkey, cranthe master and secretary received a short
berry aance and apple, pumpkin and mince
visit from the deputy, John Dority, in repies.
to grange work.
He pronounced
Inside, the house, under Miss Zelma's gard
Aunt Madge, I am going to maxe this as
Rainbow grange in good working condilong as 1 can, so you won’t have to fill the skilful fingers, was a bower of beauty.
tion.
column. See? Now for something to eat. Against the dainty lace curtains in the
Have any of the sisters eve; made any pump- parlor were
HABVESTT HOME ORANGE.
bouquets of crimson and pink
kin pudding? I mare them and we like them
Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth,
roses, mostly La France from their own
much.
Make
them
the
same
as
very
you gar en. The den and hall were decorated held its first
meeting in the new grange
would for pies, only no eggs and a lot of with chrysanthemums and
marguerites; hall Dec. 8, with thirty members prespumpkin; then roll out (if it is a six quart and the dining-room was bright and
cheerlul with decorat ons of scarlet and ent, lonr visiting members from Ala moo i
pan) eight or ten common crackers, mix
with pumpkin, bake three or four hours with green. Wreathed around the chandeliers, sook, one from Arbutus and one from

equaled.
That they

will be

unwritten work. At the next

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Uncle Dudley, why don’t you write so we
will know you are alive? Ann and Belle, hope
you are well and happy. With best wishes
Mkb.
to all the Mutuals.

Thk amkkica*.
Klleworth. Me.

!
Christ:
1. We should remember Christs hn
No more wonderful life was
Iteell'.
It is the world’s only ideai
ever lived.
There’s a place within My temple
Hfe.
Human nature Is weak at its For
long ages kept for thee:
man's
we
when
see
and
proneaess I must fashion thee to fill it
test
to wander from God and his unfaith
Thro’ a bright eternity.
fatness to his fellow men it is no small From the quarry I have hewn thee.
to
con
one
life
least
to
have
at
Bugged, hard, and sin-defiled;
thins
template that was without a flaw. No; I must change, and I must cleanse thee,
should we only remember It It should Would'st thou stay the work, My child?
he our Ideal and our inspiration. We | Ask it not, ’twill soon be over.
should not only admire His life and Then thou’lt thank Me for the pain,
See how every pang was needed
eheracter. but should Imitate them,
v
J. We should remember the works of Not one stroke bestowed in vain;
Tools of earth, sharp axe and chisel.
Christ. He did not live an Idle life by
Will have ceased their work at last.
mmj means. He was ever going about
Perfect to thy place I’ll bring thee.
dalng good. But above all, the mar Every tear and trial past.
should
ealou* works of Christ
appeal
“Only trust Me'' till that hoar
hit Nor should we ever donbt tha:
When the need for trust is o’er.
In this
Christ performed miracles.
Never weary days to fret thee,
hey. when so many would do awn\ | Never sin to harm thee more,
with the supernatural, we must firm!:
Never change or pain to grieve thee.
An we know o: ; Friends neglect to wring thy heart;
•tend our ground.
Bnt the friend who loved thee always
haia Christ is told ns in the Scrip
From thy side no more to part.
tores, and they declare that He per
tormed miracles. If the testimony con
I will give thee all the power
earning the supernatural Is false, can If the will to trust be thine.
Fain I now would hear thee tell Me—
we accept that concerning the natural?
H one man can strike out the miracles, “Saviour, do thy will, not mine;
Not
my will, though storms be raging.
cannot another with as much reason
If some one Not my will, though billows swell.
strike out the parables?
On to Heaven those billows bear me,
that one chapter should be
am say
I can tiust Thee—all is well.”
eaaltted. cannot seme one else say that
another chapter should go? What is j So on earth My peace will keep thee.
Uierefnre the result? Simply that the So thou’lt restful watch and wait
Till I summon thee to enter
Scriptures all stand or all fall. The At the Golden
City's gate;
records of the miracles of Christ are There the
crowning and the glory,
true or we can believe nothing else
There tbou’lt bless Me for the road
written about Him, for His only hi
Thro’ whose roughest paths I led thee
torians record His mlradea
And why To the mansions of thy God.
should It lie thoocht incredible that the
Dear Mu*ual»:
Bon of God did a few things that an
The poem was sent for the column by
ordinary man could not do? Could
God make millions of eyes and not our old friud, Mrs. Ida Lane Dieter, and
heal a few that had become diseased? will be read with interest and appreciation
Could God create a universe and not
by many who have awoken of her and
pot new life Into a single human arm sympathize with her in the months past.
It may be interesting to the M. B’s. to
teat had become paralyzed? What absurdity! Let us accept all the works of know how large our family circle has
Christ and by His miraculous ones be come to be. More than seventy* five have
esnvlnced of His deify.
already become contributors to our colX. We should remember the words of m un, and there is room for more; so come
Christ. What grarioue words fell from and join us.
It seems really good to hear from yon
His Bps—matchless parables on God's
tore and human duties, tender words again, Meb, after so long s silence, but we
St Invitation to the erring and the shall be obliged to overlook that, yon have
fallen and words ef comfort and good given us so many new ideas tais time.
Cheer to the weary, the bereaved ami
8kowhkqan, Dec. 8, 1906.
and M. B. Siattrt:
toe discouraged! “Never man spake as Dear Aunt
I
shan’t
make
excuses why I haven't
any
He spake.” Therefore let ns treasure
written before
I olten think of the laat reBi words and be helped and comfort
anion and the kindness of Mra. and Miss Wyad by them.
man end of Mr. Wyman.
When I told him I
4. We should remember, above evwas one of the “Mutuals”, he told me to
arytblng else. Christ’s dead! for ns. He “make myself at home”, 1 enjoyed my stay
toad the Innorent for the guilty, the there very much. Aunt Madge, 1 want one of
fast for the unjust, the righteous for the gold pins; some day will send for it.
Aunt Maria, I had a good laugh when 1 read
toe sinful. We were a along the guilty,
toe unjust, the sinful. Therefore He your letter. I knew yon would reply to Dell
calling
you an old woman. Oh! Dell doesn’t
toad for us.
And let to remember
think yon are old yet; tell your John those
tost He died for m In the sense that
chick ets I told him about, which had no
Ha died In our stead.
Had He not fee then when I got home two weeks after
paid the penalty of our sins upon the the reunion, I hardly knew them and now
anas we ourselves would have been
they are great big fellows.
Well, Joan, I have found out who you are.
soopeiled to pay the penalty for them,
lot os therefore remeanber and rejoice Think when I am in Portland again I will
call and see if you know me. 8unday mornto the fact that—
ing makes ns think of winter; eight below
Jesus paid it afl.
aero and wind blowing a gale, and I haven’t
All the debt I awe
got the house all cleaned; have been painting
Bin had left a crimson stain;
floors so it put us behindhand, and 1 didn’t
He washed It white as snow.
want to clean as long as a fly was left.
BUiLF amvKElSCES.
We have plenty of work to do. Have had
Matt, xxvi, 26-28; Rom. HI, 23-28; v, nearly 600 roosters, hens and chickens, but
II
Cor. v, IS; Gal. i, 3-5; iii, 11-14; have shipped some. Have two calves. WTe
*-8;
I Pet. I, 18-21; U, 24; Ml, 18; I John li. are raising two little pigs, over 200 pigeons,
2.
keep three cows, one heife:, one horse, and it
X
takes qnite a lot of time. But there! we have
a new stove, and it will take a big stick of
Uuiei Hoar K*roHmeat
of

! I will

to

“Only trust Me!” D<> the shadows
D rkly o’er thy pathway He?
W s there ever earthly shadow
That could hide thee from Mine eye?

2lmong tl)c ©rangers.

nicely, tnrn on ^hrec cups boiling water, mix.
then add three-foaiths cup molasses, steam
salt. In a
ten-pound laid pail, mix all
in a covered pail or can about four hours.
I think a ten-pound lard pail fine to mix in.
To thr re who like cabbage and no meat, cut
up the cabbage fine, let it stand a few minutes in cold water, then put in the stew dish,
sprinkle over it a little salt, turnon boiling
water enough to coo!' it in and let it boil
thirty-five minntes; drain, and put on a little
batter and pepper. We like it better than
when boiled with meat. After you try these

vtauimn.

Ln-iutit

itlntnai

-NUKAVOK.

Steamship Companv
WINTER KEOUCGD RATES.
Effective
BAR

Proportionate

euro be adache in short order by regulating
the bowels and reinvigorating the

to

HAIIItOK

March at, 1007.
to

BOSTON

reduction

from

93.00
all other

Landing.

stomach.
!t !.* a great blood medicine
and the favorite laxative of old
and young:.
At

druggists’, 25c. and 50c.

j

Bloodinc
Ointment.

Commencing Monday, Dee. 10, 1906, steamer
lea v« s liar Jlarbot MuikUvs «nu Thursdays at
10 a tn, touching at heal Hart or, N* ft* eas* Harbor Southwest lin*bor arc! liars Harbor, HtonIngton, Noah Haven and Rocklami, connecting
at Rockland with steamer tuj l’«' ton.
Sttiimer leaves KltiehlH, pi 9 a tn. Mondny*
ard Thursdays for South HluebHl. WcsiTremooi, lirootltii, se-'irvvlck, l»«er Isle, Sargent
vllle, South liroofcsvi le, Daik Harbor and Ko«‘k1anit. connecting at Rockland wilt steauiCr for
Huston.

beturmng
New Cure of Kpilepsy.
J. B. Waterman, of Watertown, O.,
Rural free delivery, writes: “My daughter, afflicted for years with epilepsy, was
cured by Dr. King’s New Life Puls. She
has not had an attack for over two years.”
!

Best

pills

body

on

cleansers and life giving tonic
earth. 25c at E. G. Moore’s drug

Cures Eczema, Salt Rheum,
Piles, Tetter, Old Sores, Eruptions, and all Skin Diseases
are
quickly cured by it.
50c a Box.
Mailed.

E. G.

MOORE, Druggist.

From Horton Tuesdays and Fridays at ft I ®.
From Kockland «i ft .Ml a in, Wedieadays »n‘‘
Saturdays, via way tin lings.
All earvo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this wuni any. Is insured against lire anu
marine risk.
F. 8.

Shkkman, Superintendent, Bockland,

Mi “h. Hat scon, 0. P.

4 T. A

Boston. M»*».

He was learned In
preme coart of Maine.
the law and possessed to an eminent degree
the judicial temperament.
His decisions
of
chief
justice have added to the high reputation which
Maine courts enjoy throughout the country,
WI9WELL LAST THURSDAY.
Just as his personality aud character have
added to the respect in which our supreme
DitrrrsGriHfiKD Oathrimno or htatk court is held by all those who have dealings
with it. He was a man of culture, and broad
orrioiAU, Lrual ah**ci atba and
sympathies, and by much reading and wide
NKIllMH >K» DO Hitt HONOR.
I travel had acquired a fund of information
1
with which he enriched every topic he disLait Thursday was a day of general cussed. Always courteous and kindly in his
mourning in Ellsworth. On that day n manner, he was, nevertheless, always minddistinguished iMetiblape of public men ful of the dignity due his position, and the
from all sect ions of Maine gathered to do best traditions of the bench were safe in his
While the members of the bar rethe last sad honors for Chtat Just toe An- I keeping.
spected his intellectual qualities aud honored
drew F. Wiswell, joining h re with citihim as an upright and scholarly judge, they
I
zens of Ellsworth to whom h° was more learned also to love hint for his
qualities of
During ih ? hours of the heart. * *
than judge.
He honored every position he
was
business
suspractically
funeral,
filled, proved faithful to every trust and gave
throughout the city, and the in unstint d fashion to the great cause of law
! and Justice the best that was in him. His
schools were closed or the afternoon.
The remains of Judge Wiswell arrived private life like his public career was without
a
He will be mourned and missed by
here Wednesday night from Boston, and
tke bench and bar of Maine and by the wide
were taken at once to the r side'ice on Main
circle of friends, but the memory of his life
street. They were accompanied by Mrs. and work will long be cherished among ua.
W is well, her
brother, Dr. Robert H.
Portland Rxpren*.
Greene, of New York, with hi-* wife, and
The sudden death of Chief Justice Andrew
of
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Boston,
Miss
Peters,
i\ Wiswell, of the Mvine supreme court,
Eugene Hale and Chandler Halt*, from comes as a shock to the people of Maine,
Clarence
Hale
and
whose
si mnt he has long been, and
whose
Washington, Judge
Col. Frederick Hale, of Portland, und Mrs. iuteicats he has so long and so ably labored
to promote. In the p.ime of life, apparently
George P. Dm ton, of Nc wr Bedford, Mass. 1
robust iti health, possessed of a mind of unThe services were held at th? house at 1
usual keenness, aud a judi iai turn which
o’clock Thursday. Rev. Dr. John S. mode him
peculiarly adapted to the work to
Bewail, of Bingor, a long-time friend of which many years of his adult life have been
his
remarks
the family, officiated,
showing given, it would seem that his usefulness
an intimacy with and an appreciation of
among his^ellows could not yet have been
of
The over. Thebench loses its brightest ornament,
side
Jud'e
Wiswell.
the personal
the citizens a highly honored and trusted
the
service was extremely simple, fitting
; official, and his
a genial, kindly man,
quiet dignity of the life which had gone devoted to them friends,
do less than he was to the
out.
! public work which he was called upon to perThere were many magnificent floral form.
In his untimely death the whole State
pieces, the bar of every county in the meets with a loss that is well nigh irreparable.
State being thus represented, with others

OLD TRKHONr SCHOOLS.

LAST HITES.

Southjwest

Former Resident of
bor Grows Reminiscent.

funeral

[Written for Thb American by Rev. E. M.
Cousins, of Thomaston. Me.]
The recent interest in the dedication of
new school
building at Southwest
Harbor sots one to thinking of the older

the

days,

who

Hpofford,

Bucksport;

of

State

ItlVKlt.

luez L. Pratt visited her parents, Capt.
L. Pratt and wife, recently.

When the original house in district No.
was sold to make room
for the new
house, it was bo ight by William Shields,
who owned the house, now burned, on

2

Mrs. Allen Retnick and son Allie, of
Bangor, are visitiug relatives here.
Mrs. Delia Whitmore, who has been in
returned
since September, has

Boston
home.

Liquoi

1

I

PUKAM

T

thtfeorner,

and

line to his

lot, being

Linda Leach,

moved
used

just

as

a

over

the

hall for

a

the Shields
was

But how little

there be lying before you any bit of
work from which you skirk, go staight up
to it. The only way to get rid of it is to
If

do it.

know.”

to the story upon the friendly rivalry of these schools and the remarkable

chapter

development

talent

of

What
(

spelling

and

dramatic

under the teachers first named.
it W'oulrin’t Do.

A

toothsome candy

quickly check
UgrlpM. When

you first catch cold—or feel
it coming on—take Dr. Shoop’s Prevention,
sad the prompt effect will certainly surprise
and please you. Preventics, surely supply
the proverbial “ounce of prevention”. Sold
In 5 cent and 15 cent boxes by G. A. Pakcubo.

Dyspepsia is oar national ailment. Bardock Blood Bitters is the national care for it.
It strengthens stomach membranes, promotes
flow of digestive juices, purifies the hiood,
builds yon up.—Jdvt.

f,»l*t4ln nnif One S«*<tni.«M oi schooMr
Kim in

Aufiula,

Kouf

8h»»
n

mile*.

a

(

killed and three were inh iil-on collision between two

N

On’ral freight trains <mf and onehalf miles east of Monn>utb ih >t ly before midnight last Thursday. Th dead
are Engineer llsrrhnan, Engineer
Ptstcber,
went bick to th3 dining-room carpal, and Brake man lx*
j
we, Fm nun ii>Ktf •.
j
the agent faded sadly away.
Dr. Walter O. Wabh’f, a t*r<ntin<knt
druggi.-t of Bath, di**! Bin day, ag d flftyELLSWORTH MARKETS.
eight years. He leaves a widow, one
Maine

daughter

and two sons,

Harry

U

Cbija

Biy

-fco

>ul> r»t waters of

thi

o-ning down along th
u'i
-tis, shi h»i

BL

n na

Bri

n tnow

th*
undy.
western roist oT
and into

Bav of

i-

fight

constant

a

nsf'»*n«t w ind and wave. Th
list night to a t crrlflc fain.

wind

rue*

bif

>re th
northwest r, with th*
bowing a boot the scero martf»
t te Harv- y r *a h
1 a poi.it just off Sloes*
cove, ei^ht miles east of Dijfhy Gat. Bh»
n

lewoer*ttire

almost in sb

w*s

>re

fieri!. With hi«
I li.ally to keep his

W

Perish.

safely out through th

nra?

trance to

tur

m»B were

jured In

Ilarvey

eirKaur**, and on a larniti was drowned.
The Harrey sailed from Maple island^
V. 8., bound for Njw York wiih lumber.

press.

boodu1, thirty

ft.

Hirvey, of Bjckipirt, wis wricked netf
^ibf, N. 8., Tuesday night of last week.
J. W. Barry, of Mat hias, died froM

It is stated that the Hinf «r A Aroostook
railroad till next year bcgta thy <*>nnrvction of a n *w line from
Ltfnnft* to
Bi

t

Toe three-mi* ted schooner E

bis

amd

Capt. Berry

n>n

h

vess

l

worked
o.T

the

saw

frse—

rock%

ebber, but she was hurl'd ashore and went t*
Hardly Hold to l*resent i editor of the Bath /edepradewf and
in a few minutes.
and
James
P. Webber, in- j pie**
f'Xerprise,
Prices I'ntII Christmas.
Th re was no ti dj to 1 lunch
boat*..
structor at Phillips Exeter academy.
In spite of approaching Christmas, to
Kvery man on boirj was thrown into th*
Fire in the haaineas section of Reth'l
which date eg? producers hope to hold up !
water, and tried to fight his way tiiroegjh
Sunday night caused f1\090 damage. th" breakers to land. All but one seams*
present high prices, there are indications i The Cos* block was ruined, and a small |
succeeded in dot rig
so.
Oapt. Berry
that they will not be able to do so. Hens i store adjoining w *a guti-d. Th'* masonic
reached shore, crawled a *ew ft*t from th*
The waves, and aank down dead. ThS other*
have defied the cold weather, and are lay- I lodge room was in the Cross block.
ing better. At the same time, Ellsworth Masons saved their charter and records, of the crew ound shelter with a coinradL
hous3keepers are economizing on eggs, so but all furnishings were lost. O. M. For- family.
that eggs are accumulating in the stores. bush, general merchandise, met with total
Capt. Berry was about fifty years oldL
Some dealers have turned away eggs loss.
He leaves a widow and family at Machfca*.
The retail price
within the past week.
Ex-Governor Alonso (larc Ion, of L-*wThe schooner Emma K. Harvey was built
quoted is 35 to 40 cents, bat 30 to 35 is pre- iston, died at Medford, Mass., Saturday, at Hartford, Coon., in 1872. Sh was for—
merlv
the Abby K. Bentley. She regisdicted before the end of the week.
aged ninety-three years. When Gov. OarButter holds up woll, and supply is j celon retired Friday night he appeared to tered 239 tons net.
light. There are few other price changes. be in his usual health, ilc failed to apOn the Sanity River Rond.
The quotations below give the range of pear at breakfast Saturday, however, and
To one who lit lnr«r of nature in nil ft
when his daughter, Mrs. E. G. Denis, went
retail prices in Ellsworth.
there ia no more plead
to his room she found him dead. Gov. glorious forma,
Country Produce.
land and witerscape aoenery to be seen IS
Garcelon was born in Lewiston May 6,1813,
that obtained by taking a trip over the Mai
Creamery peril.ro?35 and was the oldest
living ex-govemor, Ontral and Handy River railroads to that
bniry.Sod Jo
and the only one living who at the time of riooa
Cheese.
points of interest in the heart of t
his
election
was
a
democrat. He served wood* bordering their routes.
Best factory (new) per lb.I64U
Beet dairy (new).It
A
book
of outdoor life In the Maine
one
1879.
He
was graduated
only
term,
i#
butch (Imported).
from Bowdoin college in 1836, studied entitled “The Range ley Lakes and the 1
Of.
Nttuioh&tel.
medicine at Dartmouth medical school River Regions", issued this year by the 1
kicks.
Central and Handy River railroads, and aaam»
Fresh laid, per do*. 35@40 and at the msdical school of Ohio, gradu
piled and arranged by Harris B. Coe, asm
Poultry.
ating from the latter. He began the prac- | printed entire, including the cover, at tha
Chickens.18 <2.0 tice of his
profession in Lewiston and Vain# IT«>«d* office at Phillips. and is beaaffii
Fowl
15&I8
continued until his death. He served in fully illustrated throughout by many balf*>
Hay.
both
branches
of the State legislature | tone cuts of the various places of intend!
Best loose.per ton.....18a 4
H> from 1863 to
Baled.
1857, and in 1877 was mayor jI along the routes of these roads The cover tm
straw.
of Lewiston. In company with the late ; especially attractive, being printed in fear
j
Loose. S^ll
Win. H. Waldron he started the Lew istoq colon with the design of a typical Melaa
15
Baled.
guide and a display of flies ftflch as lore tha
Journal in 1817.
Vegetables,
speckled beauties and gamey salmon lisflt
'.0 Onion*, ®
Potatoes, pk
C«®04
their favorite hauuts.
(5 tteets. lb
2
1'arnilpS, tb
The book is copyrighted by P. E. Boothh^
01
Nominated by the Governor.
02 Cibbage,®
1'uriiip tb
20 42
03
■'went potatoes,®
el*ry, unch
nominations by Gov. Cobb re- general passenger agent of the Maine CentvaB
Among
u
tb
Cltr
03
lb
(2@0i
'quash,
a
( nrrots, m
cently announced are the following in road, Portland, and copy of this dainty. InBeans—perqt—
teresting and instructive guide book, witha
2.»
Yellow-eye
10® 12 Hancock county:
sp uMCti, pk
)0
10
Pea.
of
the
sectious where fish aadL
Lettuce,
complete map
To administer oaths, acknowledge deeds
Fruit.
game abound, may be had by sending llsla
and
solemnize
F. Mr Boothby.
marriages —Mary
Oranges, do*
25350 Lemons dor
23030
10 Apples, cooking, pk 20
Cranberries, qt
Macomber, Goulds boro.
Apples, table, pa -.>aoU
Trial justice-Fred A. Torrey, StoningA Mlrwculou* Cure.
Oroc«*rl«H,
ton.
The following staicm nt by H.
.06
Bice, per A
Coflee—per ®
Adams
and
V
.16®. 2!
wife, lieari •tti, Pa.,
2btit25
Notary public—Ralph E. Dority, Sedgliicgar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
.05
M°‘h
interest parents and others. “A min
wick.
.os
8ft Oatmeal, per ®
cure
has
ions
taken place in our ho
.21'
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per ®—
child had acsema 6 years and
Mrs. Morningsyde, (showin: Central Olf
.04
■45®.65 Graham,
Japan,
we
when
incurable,
pronounced
66
.04
meal,
.80®
Bye
Oolong,
Park to Mrs. Struckoyle of Pittsburg)
about Electric Hitters, and concluded
Granulated meal,® 02 H
Sugar—tier ®
That monument? Oh, that’s Cleopatra’s try it. Before the second bottle wai
Granulitel, 05*806 Oil—per gal—
for the betta^
<t>
taken we noticed a
Coffee—A A B,
.850.70 Needle. It came from
Linseed,
Egypt, you know, and after taking 7chancre
12
Yellow. O
Kerosene,
bottles he was com.05*
and IS literally covered with hieroglyph08 410
Powdered,
cured.”
It
s
the
pletely
up-to-date blouC
Molasses—per gal—
ics. Mrs. Struckoyle Goodness gra< imi“!
medicine and body-building tonic. Guar-35
Havana,
And hasn’t the board of health ever tried
anteed.
60c
and
at
E. G. Mooutffe
$1.00
.50
Porto ttloo,
to exterminate thnm?
.60
8yrup,
Egg*

Will

j

..

MlMiK

Meutsand Provisions.

Pork,®.
Chop,
Ham, per®
8boulder,
.060.10

Reef,®:
Steak,

.15 9^0
.12 *.25

Roasts.

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

18

.05008

Veal:
St ak.

20 025
.100.. 6

Boasts,

8aft°n*
Laird,

16
16#A5
11
It 025
1'®

8ausage.

The only form of food made
from wheat that is all nutriment is the soda cracker, and
yet—the only soda cracker of
which this is really true is

«

12@.8

Lamb

10020
Spring lamb,
ufi
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish,
06 Smelts, fh
15
06 Mackerel, each
25
12018 Lobsters, tt>
2*@30
50 -hrlmps. qt
12
.5 Pin nan huddle, lb
40
Sc.illops,

Cod,

lock.
Halibut,
Oysters, qt
Had

Clams, qt

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 0096 50
3 00§5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
1 00#1 2ft
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

Uneeda Biscuit

7 50
75
7 53
75
65

soda cracker

Flour, Grain Ad Feed.

blind piles disappear like mag'c by its
J
\ Pvaeuat.
Try it nisei!

scientifically

baked.
soda

cracker

effectually

protected.
soda cracker ever

crisp

fresh,

and clean,

soda cracker

good

at all

times.

ffc

In

a

dust tight.

moisture proof

package.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

use.

-J

In color, Havor,

nutrition and
quantity of bread
per barrel

“Madam,”

said the young man who had
called at the back door on Monday, “I

the pleaaure of introducing to you
automatic bousedeaning machine
simple little thing which does the

have
our
—a

It’s no use spending Sunday praying the
Lord to enter your heart when you are
spending the week barricading it with
bad business.

none can

If space is found for these lines the
writer may be tempted to add another

BUCK8PORT VBSSKfi LOST.

Patents hsve beef* fnmtrd to MiIm
inventors as follows: Ntepfeen W. Walker,
Anson, wind brake; julisn L. Wilder,

removed and

new,

whole work of

housecleaning, leaving to
merely the general supervision.”
“Does it all, hey?” demanded the woman

you

house. “Will it wash the outside
of the upper windows?”
“Why, no, madam, but—”
“Will it take down, wash, stretch to
dry, iron and hang up the parlor curtains?”
of the

philantropic person called on a negro
family that was in destitute circumstances.
The family consisted of a mother, a son
nearing manhood’s estate, and two yonng
children. The benevolent old gentleman,
after hearing the mother’s story, gave the
“Will, of course—this-machine—"
oldest son fl to get a chicken for the
“Will it gild the chandeliers, paint the
public loss.
.Kennebec Journal.
Thanksgiving dinner, and took his de- kitchen, make my
daughter help with the
Chief Justice Wiswell was a worthy suc- parture. No sooner was he gone than the
cessor of the distinguished line of strong and
her
said
to
son:
“Sambo,
yon
gib
negress
liong Tennessee Kight.
noble meu who have presided over the aume dat dollah, an1 go get dat chicken in
For twenty years W. L. Rawls, of Bells.
de natchral way.”
Tenn., fought nasal catarrh. He writes’
If “taken at the Sneeze Stage” Preventica-a
Tablet—will surely and
an
approaching cold or

KITTKRV TO rAMHOII.
Tb* M
<*hur h «t Old Town win
h»rmd Monday. Th* Hr* mnffat from
tbw fnrntoc.
L».«, f9,9J3; isitinoot,
lAfiOO.

50
Oats, bu
became, I think, Flour—per bhl—
moth^
4 50 *5 ftO Shorts—bag— 1 25 01 80
Sunday.
a part of his present dwelling-house.
12» Mixed f eed, bag,
Corn,100® bag
8 fl 8ft
Both the origin il and the later houses
Walter Qetchell, of Bar Harbor, is visCorn meal .hag
1 23 Middlings.hag 1 85£ I 50
1 25 Cotton seed meat, 165
iting his grandparents, Mark L. Milliken were used for many years as places for re- Cracked corn,
ligious meetings until the erection of the
and wife.
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
first meeting house on the north side ol
A bush) 1 of Liverpool silt a*»all weigh 61
Frank E. Swett and son Leon, who are the harbor in
1885.
poun Is, and a hush d of Turk's Island silt shall
employed at Bar Harbor, spent Thanks70 pounds.
weigh
Following Mr. Heath as teachers came
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
giving at home.
the Wentworth brothers, John R. and In good order an 1 'It for shipping, Is 60 pouuds,
44 pou nds.
Oscar Reraick and wife are receiving Freedom, of Appleton, Clifton G. Huckins, of apples,
Tiie w xttdard weight of a bushel of beans in
congratulations on the birth of a son, of Kenduskeag, James B. Hawes, of good order and (It for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
wheal, be> ts, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6
born Nov. 28—Clarence Alexander.
Brooksville, Hervey K. Hawes, of Surry, of
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 5J.
Josiah H. Higgins, of Ellsworth, Gideon
of carrots, J'ngl sh turnips, r\e and
pounds;
Mrs. Linda Leach, who has been visitIndian meal, 5o pounds; of parsnips, 41 pounds;
of Eden, J. M. Frost and others,
of barley and buckwheat, 18 pounds; of outs,
ing relatives at B&ugor, Roukland and Mayo,
including the writer for two winters. 32 pounds, or even measure as uv agreement.
Lawrence, Mass., has returned home.
Two at least of the teacher's named, and
and
wife
are
C.
rejoicRay,
jr.,
Henry
Piles get quick relief from Dr. Shoop’s
many of the pupils, have passed on to the
Magic Oiutiuei.it. Remember it’s made alone
ing over the birth of a ten and one-half1 side of the great majority.
»
for Piles—and it works with certainty and
29—Francis
CelesNov.
born
“We
boy,
a
little
pound
longer stay.
satisfaction. Itching, piinful. protruding, or
which

Kl Ht'TKH.

Portland Prems.
The sudden death of Chief Justice Wiswell
in Boston, is a grant shock to the bench and
bxr aud people of the State. Only last week
be was In this city and apparently in the
enjoyment of good health, and it is well remembered by all our readers that he made
the chief address at the laying of the cornerstone of the Cumberland cohnty courthouse.
*
*
•
Of Justice Wiswell as a man, neighbor, friend and jurist, his professional associate# are more competent to speak at the
proper time. Suffice it to say now that no
citizen of the State sto.-d in higher esteem
and honor; that he was learned in the law,
and his judgments were just; and that his
death is regretted as premature and a great

was

Liter J. f. R. Freeman purchased
property, including the hall,

time.

Commissioner Justin M. Leavitt, Portland; Gen. Charles Hamlin, M. C. Pierce,
Elwin G. Merrill, Isaiah K. Stetson, John
F. Robinson, T. B. Towle, Dr. D. A. RobI
inson, C. H. Bartlett, L. D. Candage, F. O.
M.
Frank
Higgins,
Vickery, Bangor;
Limerick; Beecher Putnam, Houlton;
Fair- I
Fort
H.
T.
Powers,
County-Attorney
field; Stephen C. Perry, Portland; L. C. I
Haycock, Cherry field; C. S. Whitney, Gardiner; O. Vey Holman, New York; Eugene A. Holmes, Caribou; Fred J. Allen,
Hanford; Beth M. Carter, Lewiston: A. D.
MeFaul, Machine; L. B. Deasy, E. B.
Clark, Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker,
B. E. Clark, Albert H. Lynam, Charles B.
Pineo, Elliot N. Benson, Montetle W. Ab- tin.
bott, H. L. Graham, William Fennelly,
Lionel S. Stewart, of Bar Harbor, and
Dr. George A. PhBlips, Dr. D. W. Bunker, Violet M.
Swett, of Ellsworth, were marDr. J. T. Hinch, A. P. Alley, Bar Harbor; ried Nov. 28 at Bar
Harbor, Rev. Mr.
F.
FelJudge O. P. Cunningham, Oscar
Hanscom officiating. The bride’s dress
lows, Bucksport; Elmer P. Spofford, was of gray nuns /eiling, with trimmings
Deer Isle; Judge E. E. Chase, Bluehill.
of white silk and lace.
She was attended
by Mrs. Flora Stewart, si'■ter of the groom.

|

town.

1862.

W.

Mrs.

Southwest

1860, when the writer’s perrecollections begin, both houses were
crowded in winter and instruction was
j
given by schoolmasters of whom any town
be
these
teachers
Amon?
might
proud.
were three natives of the town, the Fernald brothers, Oliver H., and Charles H.,
and William W. A. Heath. The Fernalds,
who were then obtaining the education
which fitted them for their itnp' ant
places in the world, divided their ti.ue between their home district in the old house
at the head of the Cove and other parts of
the town, especially district No. 3, in the
“Durgin” or “White” schoolhouse on the
south side of the harbor, and some of the
Bass Harbor districts.
In the No. 2 house Mr. Heath taught
longer than any other master, or perhaps it
is safe to say, any other teacher ever taught
continuously in town. For at least seven
successive winters he taught this school,
beginning about 1856 or 1856 and ending
in 1862 or 1863 and then only on account
of the intense political strain induced by
the Civil war then at its height.
Mr. Heath was a progressive and inspiring teacher, and in addition to leading his pupils in the perennial struggle
with GreenleaFs Old and later New
National arithmetic and the Parsing book,
he induced them to take up the study of
algebra, primary and advanced United
States history, astronomy, geometry and I
think navigation and possibly for one
class, trigonometry.
It was under the inspiration of such
teaching and the leadership of Deacon H.
H. Clark, the largest tax-payer in town,
that the new schoolhouse was planned
and built.
It was a two-story building
with belfry and bell, with patent seats in
the upper room, and was said at the time
of dedication to be as good a school building as ft as to be found in the county outside of the village of Ellsworth.
Mr*
Heath taught one, possibly two, winters in
the new house, and then retired for the
reason named, carrying with him the respect and regard of every one.of his many
pupils in district No. 2. This new house
must have been dedicated in either 1861 or

Robert B. Carter, who has been quite ill,
is better.

his

at

sonal

Waterrille Sentinel.
If Andrew P. Wiswell had not been chief
if
he
had
not been on the bench, if he
justice,
had never been a member of the bar, if he
had not been connected with any bank, if he
had never held public office, his life would
have left its impress on his generation and
his death have been a public calamity. There
are, and have been, more learned lawyers, on
the bench and off than he. There never have
been judges more anxious to do justice. There
are, and have been, men possessing greater
business capability than did he. There never
was a business man with a finer sense of
honor. Because of his love of justice and his
keen sense of right and determination to do
it under any and all circumstances, he had an
influence over every man who came in contact
with him, which made for good. He was a
fine product of Maine’s civilization, possessing the brain, the heart and the manner of a
gentleman, which he in truth was, by inherent right of birth, of training, of temperament and of nature. He lived a quiet, modest
life, filling high positions, because he was
fitted for them and because the voice of his
people called him to them, but always withoit ostentation, without undue pride, without
affectation of greatness. Elevated in a sense
above his fellows, he remained one with them
and now that he is gone and they are better for his having lived, they mourn him as he
lived and as he would wish to be mourned, in
simple, man y f isbion.

over

one

* rora loou to

J

wife's

are

new

ourna'.

visited

ed

This house will be remembered
by many as a single-roomed, substantial
house with its home-made seats, but capible of seating from fifty.to sixty pupils,
with its box-stove and its one wide crack
in the floor which the classes used to toe.
Both of these houses were built before
Tremont became a town in 1817, and later
belonged to districts Nos. 1 and 2 of the

The sadden death of Judge Wiswell creates
shock throughout Maine. Judge Wiswell
was everywhere regarded to be eminent in
character and in ability. He was especially
* learned in the law. • * *
He was univer• sally popular with the bar.
Among the people he was well and kindly known, approach| able, genial and cultured. He was conservaI tive and perhaps unusually so, but his sense
of justice and of fair play was keen. Caution is a part of wisdom on the bench, in particular. And Judge Wiswell possessed that
faculty well balanced with social forecast.
His death devolves new and grave responsibilities on the State.

Duffy, of Bangor,

few

Harbor.

a

Frank

a

Perhaps the facts recal

recently-abandoned

!

MOUTH OF THIS

for

excuse

interested in them who were not
able to be present on that enjoyable occasion.
So m3 historical data at hand shows that
there was a schoolhouse nt Norwood’s C ove
or “C.eSk” as early as 1833.
This refers of
course to the old, typical, tap-roofed house
with seats around three sides that preceded the present Norwood’s Cove house,
and was located near the head of the cove
on the spot where Capt. Cyrus W. Lurvey’s barn has for many years stood.
In 1839 we find mention of the South
Norwood’s Cove schoolhouse, later (1847)
called the new’ schoolhouse at Norw’ood’s
Cove or (1818) Freeman’s schoolhouse.
This is the schoolhouse that preceeded the

1

LPii'istnn

ar

may all have been presented it the recent
dedication, but there are certai.ily some

pended

business and educational institutions
with which Judge Wiswell was connected,
and from personal friends.
The pall-bearers were A. W. King, Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin, Judge John
A. Peters, of Ellsworth; Col. Frederick
Eale, of Portland; L. B. Deasy, of Bar
Harbor, and O. F. Fellowe, of Bucksport.
L. M. Moore, M. Y. McGown and Henry H.
Higgins, from the First national bank of
which Judge Wiswell was president, acted
as ushers.
Following the service, the remains were
taken to Woodbine cemetery for interment in the family lot. A large number
of friends, including many of those present from out of town, accompanied the
remans to the cemetery.
Relatives and family friends present
from out of town, in addition to those accompaning the remains here, were Mrs.
John A. Peters, Mrs. Charles Peters, Miss
Prances R. Peters, Dr. and Mrs. William
C. Peters, Miss Frances Means, Mrs. B. B.
Thatcher, of Bangor; George N. Black,
Ch tries Pitnam and Harold Pitman, of
Boston.
A nong State officials and other prominent men present from out-of-town were:
Uo.ernor William T. Cobb, with his chief
of staff, Adjutant-General Augustus B.
Far iham, and private secretary.
N. B.
Purinton; Justices L. A. Emery, William
P. Whitehouse, Albert R. Savage, Frederick A. Powers, Henry C. Peabody and
Aloert M. Spear, of the Mtine supreme
ojrt; George H. Smith, of Houlton, reporter of decisions; C. O. Barrows, Portland, stenographer to chief justice; Judge
Clarence Hale, of tb9 United States District court, Portland; Franklin A. Wilson, Fred H. Appleton, Judge Louis C.
Stearns, Judge Charles A. Bailey, John R.
Mason, P. H. Gillen, of Bangor, and
Judge Charles J. Dunn, of Orono, a committee representing the Penobscot county
bar; Arthur 8. Littlefield, of Rockland,
representing the Knox county bar; W.
E. Wall, dean of the Bangor law school,
representing the faculty, and E. J. Emery,
of Bangor, representing the student body;
Prof. E. A. Cooper, representing Bucksport seminary, of which Judge Wiswell
was trustee; ex-Attorney General William
T. Haines, Waterville; Morrill N. Drew,
Portland, Speaker of the M&ioe House of
representatives; Harry R. Virgin, ol
Portland; State Railroad Commissioner*
Joseph B. Peakes, of Dover, Benjamin F,
Chadbourne, of Biddeford, and Parkei

and may furnish

reminiscences.

%

from

Har-

dishes, persuade my husband to be contented with cold dinners, get oat the
screens and patch them op?”
“O, midam, this tmchine ’*
“Will it take down the parlor store and
set up the refrigerator, wash the winter
bidding and pat it away, lay down the
furs with moth bills, paper ths hall bedroom, w ish, fold, starch and Iron ani put
away th3 family clothes, darn, pat^h and
Sew on buttons, wash dishes, set three
msals a day, and pacify the household.
“No, madam, you have misunderstood
the limitations of the machine.*’
“Limitations?” demanded the woman
of tha nous3. “I guess it has limitations.
It will ba a long time yet before any man
will get up a machine that will do all a
woman his to do in h >.n?elcanin $ tiiu?/’
Sh too'< a fr3sh miuthful of tacks and

“The swelling and soreness inside my noee
was fearful, till I
began applying Bucklen’s Arnica Salve to the sore surface: this
caused the soreness and
swelling to disappear, never to return.” Best salve In
existence. 25c at H. U. Mookk’s,
Drug-

“TownTalk’Tlour
(America's Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

Leads all competitors.
Makes more and better

bread, biscuits, cake,
Jhk your Grocer for "TId.Bits" from "Tou>it Talk"
Cook-book.

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

—

the latest

Cold in One

Quinine Tablets. ^

Saves MHBon boxes sold In past 13 months.

This

Signature,

than Others.
paStrV
J

*

Day

c*
b Two Deyi.

on

every

box. 25c.
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Tribute** to Judge Wlswell.
Bbookltn, N. Y., Dec. 8,1906.
To the Editor of The American:
I feel the shock of Justice W is well’s
sudden death, ana in common with all the

of Ellsworth, and is still one of its
directors.

good people of Ellsworth, realise
to the State, the city, the home

Millions

and his

last

man

■

leaving
I join

with you

SOLID

Z. JELLISON.

marked by the display of great
moral and mental power that it was
said and felt throughout the State
that he was a model chief justice.
so

Bangor, Mr., Dec. 5,1906.
To the Editor of The American:
As a former Ellsworth boy, I claim a
right to share, on that ground if ujjon^no
other, in the grief which such a loss as
that sustained in the death of Chief-Jus-

and the people generally
loved to see him preside at nisi prius,
where, like the fabled figure of Jus
tice, he held all things in even balance, and where, although he looked
bar

tice Wisweil must

bring

to

yonr

The

sense

occurrence

of
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Kemember to treat the Savings Account to

commu-

well made a record which will be imperishable. He sat worthily in the
seat which had been occupied
by

read the
jjnonnn"»ement of the plans of the Bar
Harbor & Union River Power Co. in
relation to the development of the

intensely gratifying

to

power of Union river. What
General Mauager Graham has to say
may be found elsewhere in this issue,
and so far as anything in the future is
certain, the building of the longwater

talked of sixty-foot dam near the site
of the lower dam will be begun in the
Spring. It is not easy to comprehend
Sow much this will mean for Ellsworth. No better service can be ren-

the loss of one of its greatest figures
in public life. But what shall be said
of the mourning in Ellsworth, his
birthplace and the home that he
Chief Justice Wiswell beto Ellsworth, vine and leaf,
His father was the
root and branch.
leader of the Hancock bar, and his

longed

moiher was a daughter in the Peters
family, the best of all stock. Child
and boy and man. wherever he went,
he gladly returned to us. We watched
him in his schools, in his college, in

great

Tflese include reform currency legislation, the inheritance tax bill and the

Philippine tariff, but they are
likely to stand much show during

not

and
well
known
Prospect
Harbor,
throughout the county. The bride is a
sister of H. W. Dunn, of Ellsworth, and a
native of

Franklin.

the

Capt. Deasy and his bride-to-be were in
brief session.
Ellsworth last Wednesday night, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dunn. Thursday
( hlet-Justice Emery.
they went to 8t. Stephen and were marThe appointment by Governor Cobb ried, returning to Franklin for a visit of a
of Judge Luciliua A. Emery, of this few day? with the bride’s relatives before
city, to the office of chief justice to going to their home at Prospect Harbor.
HU the vacancy caused by the death of
Many think they are defending faith
Judge Wiawall, is received throughout when
they are only fighting against the
the State with expressions of intense
necessity of thinking.

satisfaction.
The people of Ellsworth and Hancock county, among whom the new
chief-justice has lived and labored for
more than forty
years, are much

pleased by the appointment. Judge
Emery has always been a hard student
and worker, and has attained his present emineooe largely through those
qualities, lie has scholarly tastes and
acquirements, and has read widely.
He was largely instrumental in es*
tabiishing the Ellsworth high school
against considerable opposition at the
Otarrn Cannot bo Cared
«rtth LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
blood or constitutional diseaae, and in order
tocure'it you must take internal remedies.
Hall's CatfirrhCure is taken internally, and
acta directly qo the blood and mucous surfaces- Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
by one of the
_dieine. It was
best physicians in this country fo• years and
is a regular prescription. It is composed of
the best t nics known, cowbined with the best
blood purifiers, acting dMeetly on the mucous
surfaces. The perfect combination of the two
ingredients ia what produces such wonderful
results iu curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials frfee.
F. J. OHBNEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by drnntete. 7*c.
Take
Family Pills for constipation.

Site

—

prescribed

It’s a wise old world that waits for the
indorsement of every day honesty on the
checks of extraordinary holiness.

t0TOitasicnal (Tarns

£)R.

LEWIS HODGKINS
h's return from the New York
Post graduate Medical School
and Hospital.

announces

j

own

light by

BABBIDGE—At Dedham, Dec 10. Margaret G,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs J A Babbidge. aged y months.

BAKER—At Sullivan.

Dec 5. Moses
Baker, aged 81 years, 2 months.

H N

BRIDGES—At Springfield, Mess, Dec 8, Mrs
Adelaide A Bridges, f Penobscot, aged 31
years, 2 months, 6 days.
<

GREENE—At Bluehill, Dec 6. Miss Lorenda
Greene, aged 83 yea-s, 7 months. IS days.
GRINDLE—At North Brooksville, Dec 4,
William Grindle, aged about 74 years.
HOLT—At Orlaud. Dec 6. Mrs Mary J Holt,
aged 82 years. 7 months. 18 days.
The mother who would be horrifies, at the
thought of letting her aughter wander awav
to a strange country without guide or counsel,
>et permits her to enter that unknown land
of womanhood wi hout counsel or caution.
Then, in utter ignorance, the maiden must
meet physical problems whose solution will
effect her whole future life. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription has been well named a
“God-send to women”. It corrects irregularities and imparts such vigorous vitality to the
delicate womanly organs, as fits them for
their important functions. Many a nervous,
hysterical, peevish girl has been changed to a
happy young woman after the use of ‘-Favorite
Prescription" has established the sound
health of the organs peculiarly feminine.
Not a patent medicine but the “Favorite
Prescription” of Dr. Pierce, a Specialist in
the diseases of woAien
Of known composi
linn, without alcohol or other daugerous
stimulants the active medicinal principles of
Golden Seal and Lady’s Slipper root, of Black
Cohosh root. Unicorn root and Blue Cohosh
root are extracted from each by the use of
chemically pure, triple-refined glycerine.

iourrtiOT.icnv

STOMACH’S IMPORTANCE.
Strengthen
Act
To
it is

as

it

it

so

That it Will

Should.

enjoy both health and happiness
absolutely necessary that the

stomach and digestive organs should
be strong enough to properly dige-t
the food. If they are weak and inact-

ive, the body will
semi-starvation.

soon

be in

a

state of

Nothing equals Mi-o na stomach tablets in giving strength and tone to the
whole digestive system.
Use this remedy for a few days, and you will lind
the appetite keen, the digestion giod,
distress alter eating, no
sleeplessness, no nervousness and the
backaches and headaches that are the
direct results of a weakened stomach
will soon be overcome.
Ask (}. A. l’archer to show you the

guarantee which he gives with every
cent box of Mi-o na. It is the one
remedy he has enough faith in to guarantee.

So

Jfor Salt.
REAT OPPORTUNITY for an me one—A
X piece of property in the grow ng town
of 8
Btonington; ISO feet on Main street and
water front, with g.od wharf
privilege and
house thereon. For particulars address Look
Box 26, Btonington, Maine.

G

AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

houses for ssle
S. L. Loao, Ellswoith.
HOU8ES—Several
weather
(horse) brand
direct from the n>Mnufaotarer.
YANE—One
Rod and fixtures
Will
or rent.

First National Bank

Offices,
Eh.bwoktk,

Y,

F. SIMON TON,

PHYSICIAN

and

Offlce and Residence
No. 60

Building.
Matnx.

m7

D.

SUBGEON.

vane

new,

be sold
complete.
cheap. Had two; one is sold, and purchaser
bsppy. Who wants the other? Inquire at
Amkbicam office.

S*lp ©Santa.

(J. M. Bale bouse),

BAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME
Tsuraom.

11RL— An opportunity is offered for bright
girl to ieara type-setting. Apply at thb
Ellswobth Americas office.

VX

generous

deposit, and by

JUgal Xoticcs.
To

mil person* interested in either of the eatales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at bucksport, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of December, a. d. 1906.
following matters having been preJL sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that uotice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order Ip be published three weeks successively in the fellaworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be he d at Ellsworth. in said county, on the first da} of
January, a. d. IWT. at ted of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if tbe> aee

'pdfi

Christmas
;

Perfumes
Brushes

I

Angelia Linscott. late of Lamotne, in said
countd cea-ed. A certain ins rument purpcning to <t the last will aud testament of
said d ceasei together with petal u lor probtieiberto-, present* d by 0»car A. Liu scot,
the eiecuior therein named
»arab E. Ti d»-n, Iste of Castine. in said
county, deceased. A certain 1. strument pur
portn g 10 be the las: will and ie*-tam»-nt of
said • ecea e
together with petition lor pro
ba e then of. p tea? uu-d by Geo. E. Tildeu, the

Combs
Cases
Novelties

executor Uiereiti named
Andrew P. Wiswell. ia!e of Ellsworth, in s -id
county, deceased. A certain in-trume t purporting to be tb? last will aud teal*men: of

Candies

s.id

Don’t

forget

wbat

eeeused.

»

'Ogeiher with petition for pro

bate thereof p esen'ed by Emma (J. Wiawelt.
the executrix therein named.
iobn J. Bridges, late of Bucksport, in said
A certain iokuu'u.ui pur
conn y. deceased.
porting to be the last will and testarne<-l of
said lit ctasrd. together wiih petit.ou for pro
bate thereof. p:ess med bv Tbeouote H. Jiiuuh,
the executor therein named.

Candles
a

Charle* H. Harrimau. late of Penobscot, in
said ci'Ui.ty. dec* an d. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and te-Uaunit
of -aid detvas d, together with peti it n lor
probate ihereof, pres nt«d by Mary W. tiurri-

welcome

present a Tabard Inn Library
Book would be.

man, the executrix the.

Parcher’s
4J&.

Vt Drug Store,
vM/,

•5J-5.

Ellsworth.
yMf. ^

v\lfr

eic

n »med.

Jeie nish H Perkins, late of Castine, in slid
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to he the last will uu ! its ament of
said de» e*'* d. together with petition lor probate thereof, pr«» tiled by Geur»,ie C. Perkins,
ihe <-x cutrix theiein i.auudOlive C. Bowdt n. I tie ot Brooksville, in sii!
Petition tuat a mutable
couuly.dec ased.
person be appointed <dm ni-tra or of the palate of said deceased, presented by L xa C.
Cousins si.-ter of said ecea-ed.
Fraticis P Perry. lair of Bucksport. in stld
county, d# ceased. Unit and final account of
^ A. (dttieflelo. sdminis'rat. r, filet lor set

nent,
Miry F.

tie

£peual 2»*9Uus»

WllUnl, lute of Or land, in sai<l

(lec«*an‘i.

STOCK !IOL >*KK S M ICK T1 NO
Firat.Naiio Ml it >tik of KiUwortb.
f|7HE annual meeting of the stockholders of
Ftifl National bank 01 Ellsworth. will
btflkln.; r^msin Ell-worth.
the hnio ai
Maine on Tun-day the eighth day o January,
a d
iat-7. at ten o' lock in ibetoreuoon for the
following purposes:
Piist. *lo eie-t » Board of Directors for the
en-u! g >ea>.
To act upon such other business as
deco< d
may come b- fore said .1 *etUg
L. M Mooaa, Teller.
Dec. 11. 1906.
ANNUAL MKKT1N
KiteHsport Ns<Ion <1 Ksnk, of Ktirliftitert.
annual meetingo' the stockholders of
this oank wilt he held at their banking
rooms. Tuesday, the eighih day of January
nezt. at 3 o’ciock p. m.. tor the choice 01 di*
rectoisaud ibe transaction of uny other busi*
ne»s that may legally come before tl eni.
hUU’AUD B Moob,
Dec. 3, 1906.
Cashier.

r|^H15

NOTICE.
)
U- 8. Circuit Court,
»i unu District.
Portland. Dec. 7, 1W6.
)
to the iules of the Circuit
Court oi the Uuit«d tites for the Dis
trict or Miine uoiice is her. hv given, that
Heih W. No. wood or s .uthwest Harbor, in
said district, has appied for admission as au
attorney and counsel or or said Circuit Court.
Jamh» E. HEWiV, Clerk.

PUB8UANT

Becomi accoun Of J'heo
uo
esecuor. tiled tor settlement.
Willi* h. TrO-vOrgi, an Insane pe.-son. of
I'sao^ui, iu Maid county. FiiSt ace-»u«*i of
Ella F. Gordo-t. guardian. filed for setileuie-t.
Jordan 8i W'bilaker, o Korn, in said cfnin
tv
hr»t jfouot ot Kben K
Wnitaker, iurvivin< p* me tiled (o* s-euleim at.
Lucy Anu Ken, a peraou oi unsound mind,
fit ©edgwiclf, in said count}.
Tniid account
of Mail L. hUe 1. guardian. filed for settle
n>< bt by Howard L. Llwel1. adiuii.ist ator of
the estate of Mark L. El well, decrss d.
Barah Jane Katoc, late ol Sedgwick. in said
Pf<iiioik tied by James
county, debited.
Eaton, administrator a fib ire will annexed,
fo license to sell certain r* al estate oi Said
dece s*d as described m s »id pe.l.iou.
WiuNiow U. Hincks, late o Bucksport. in
said county, d< ce *seJ. Petition tied by Ann
Maria Hincks, widow fur an allowance out
of the personal e-tate o' said deceased.
O. P. OUMMNiiUAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of ibe original.
Attest;—T. F. Mahoret, Register.
^

H

rPHE subscriber, Atmutl E. Buckntm. of
Pnil ade'phi a. std-* of Pennsylvania,
X
hereby giv**s n »«i e that h* has been duly appotut d adm nisi raior of the eat ate o Henry
«
Buckn tin, late oi Bucksport, in the county
of ti >ncock. deceased aud givt-n bonds as the
law directs, and that he has appointed Tin o
(lore U Smith, of said Bucksport, his agent
in the Statr of Maine, as the law directs.
All persons having demauds against the e»
late of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

Decembers. 1906.

Samusl E. Buckvam.

NOTICK.

rpiiE New England Telephone and Tele1
graph Companv respectfully petitions
the Maior and Boird of Aldermen of toe City
of Ellsworth. Maiu-. for u location for it*
poles and wire* then on. and the necessary
supporting ant strengthening fixture* and
the following named streets and
wires, in
highway * of siidcltv.
Said company agrees to rese ve space for
one cress arm at he u>p of all the above pole?
fire alarm
and t o ice s goal
tor te ephone
wires, owned by the city and used for rou
ui'.-ipal purpose*. Suiu poles to be erected
tinder the supervision of such officers as said
city

m

»y

desiguute

following are the streets aud highways
above referred -o:
West Ellsworth
road, so-called, entire
West M pie street, entire length.
Plessa t B red, eutir*- length.
Dean-t re t ent Ire length.
Pme street, entire length
Wa«er street, fiom Maiu street to the junction of Franklin street.
Hiaie si r*-e.. f rom Main atreet to the junction ot Oak street.
8 uth street, e tlrelenath.
Fourth street eniie length.
Laurel street, entire le..gtu.
New K no land Tblbphonk and Telegbaph
Company,
By Francis A. Houston,
General Manager.
C. H. A.
Date Nov. 23, 1»(«.

no nausea or

Special attention given Nose and Throat,
Rectal and Gene ml Surgery.

J. WALSH,
J}DMOND
ATTORNEY

a

the hard knocks of the future.

protection against

Cigars

D»KI>.

Bankrupt.
Order of Non*** Thereon.
District of If*irk. s«.
O tbiasthdty of December, a. d. 1908, oo
reading he foregoi g uetitio
it is
Oidertd by tite court. tha> a hearing be
bad
upon the same on the 2sth day of
De emne-. a. d.
19u6, before
sad coirt
sa>d
at
Portland
in
d.-tric.
at
t«n
the foien on; and that noin
o'clock
tice thereor be publish' d In the Et'sworth
American, a newspaper p ime * in s<id district, and that all known cre.ii ors, and other
persons in inters ». may aiqetr at the ^aid
time i*nd place, and *h<»w cau-e. if sny they
have, why the prayer of said pe it oner should
not be

j

ADAMS-DEASY—At St Stephen. N B. Dec fl,
Mrs Cynthia C Adams, of Newburyport,
Mass, to Capt Caniel Deasy, of Prospect
Harbor.
CAIN—W'ESCOTT—At Sedgwick. Dec 2. by
Rev C C Koch. Miss Helen P Cain, of Sedgwick, to Cecil Clinton Wescott. of Brooksville.
CARTER—LOUNDER—At Hancock
Point.
Dec fi, by Rev J P Si monton. Miss Gertrude
Edith Carter to Samuel Arthur L under,
both of Haucock.
EATON—SHEPARD-At Deer Isle, Dec 1, by
Rev J N Ames, Miss Cornelia May Rato-. of
Stoning* n, to Otis E Shepard, of Deer Isle.
LUFKIN BANKS—At Deer Isle, Nov 25, by
Rev L M Bo-worth. Miss Julia Lufkin, of
Deer isle, to Swausey Banks, of Stoniugtou.
LUFKIN—GROSS—At Deer Isle. Nov 30. by
Rev L M Bosworth, Miss Bessie May Lufkin
to Lester Morton Gross, both of Stonington.
WESCOTT—BOW DEN—At Brooksville. Nov
28. by Rev Richard Wilkins. Miss Olive
Adel! Wescott to Harold George Bowden,
both of Brooksville.

How to

safe

ajrjrrfftmutt*.

MAURI KD.

loved ?

his entry to the bar, and in the suc! cesses that awaited him in hie profesdered to the town than for everybody
sion.
whenever and
io talk Ellsworth
We saw him translated to the legis
Her
wherever opportunity offers.
lator constantly going forward and
natural advantages as a locality for
increasing in usefulness an 1 influence,
industrial enterprises, while not limitand when,.at an age younger it may
less, are so many and so varied that ! be than there was any precedent for
made
can
be
too
no talk likely to he
in the State, he was made a justice of
Strong. A mushroom growth is neither l our
highest court, we all knew that
likely nor desirable, but from the first that court was strengthened, and that
stroke of the pick on this proposed
another good judge had been aUJeB to
dam, a eeady and healthy industrial its rolls.
growth is praotically assured.
We rejoiced in his promotion to be
the head of the court, and have
"There is a great deal of speculation
be> n proud, ever since, of his record
over the legislation that Congress will
and the high esteem in which he was
be able to get through in the short
held wherever men kne v him.
We
session. It is generally agreed that
knew and enj >yed his hnman side, his
the ship subsidy bill wi'.l be passed
tender side, and the flash and the light
There ie hope also in a great many
of his wit and humor in the hours that
on**-*'--" *hat the Speaker will consent
he passed with his friends. With somu
to the passage of a river and harbor
of us nothing can take the piace which
bill.
The
appropriation
plan of the these filled.
River and Harbor congress which met
There will be sadness and mourning
In Washington last fall is for a widefor long days in Ellsworth. Her bust
spread and systematic scheme of
ness will
miss Mm, her courts will
river and harbor improvement, which
miss him, her households will miss
would involve an outlay of about
him. He left no children to inherit
♦50,000,000 annually, for several years the
priceless legauy of his great public
to come.
This is a large amount, but
but this will be in the possesit is held that with a reasonably cer- service;
sion of and will be the cotnfo t and
tain fixed appropriation work can be
of her who was the nearest and
carried on more economically and pride
dearest.
effectively than when it is left to
guess work whether or not any money
Capt. Daniel Deasy Married.
will be available to complete projects
Capt. Daniel Deasy, of Prospect Harbor,
already under way. There are a and Mrs. Cynthia C. Adams, of Newr urynumber of other measures of consid- port, Mas3., were married at St. Stephen,
erable importance which will probably N. B., last Thursday.
Capt. Deasy is a prominent citizen of
furnish a basis for a
deal of talk.

loses any of his
it in others.

CLIFFORD—At South Brooksville, Nof 30, to
Mr and Mrs Percy Clifford, a son.
DOW—At Stonington, Dec 5, to Mr and Mrs
Simeon Low Dow, a son.
HOOPER—At Castine, Dec 2, to Mr and Mrs
John L Hooper, u son.
HOWARD—At Bluehill, Dec 5, to Mraud Mrs
Emery O Howard, a son.
REYNOLDS—At Stonington, Dec 2, to Mr and
Mrs Clyde Harold Reynolds, a son.
SPOFFORD—At Stonington. Dec 4, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene Hale Spofford. a daughter.
STEWART—At Hauco k. Nov 27. to Mr and
Mrs Charles I Stewart, a daughter.

of The

a

shock attendant upon an
tragic moment should

BORN.

Maine’s greatest lawyers and judges,
his predecessors, of whoso important
American is 2,250 copies.
work in the past he spoke apprecia2,313 tively in his last public utterance, not
Average for the year of 1905,
many days gone, in Portland.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1906.
All Maine is stricken, and mourns
It is

doing form

so

of such

man

kindling

SOUND

d£

—

light

MOON’S

BANK,

DURING THE RUSH

At.

No

i, 1907.

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

stir us all to at least momentary realization of the evanescent unimportance of
side, of tempering justice with mercy, the things of this world to which we so
In the trial of civil causes he sought j
blindly attach significance utterly beyond
for the real truth of the matter, and their real worth.
l
able
to
better
was
ever
no judge
preThe city and the State have suffered a
sent the facts to a jury in Buch a way bereavement as signal as it is sharp.
Yours truly,
that each man could see the way and j
C. Vey Holman.
for himself.
the
the head of the law court of
Maine, whose decisions are to-day regsrded as among the soundest of the
courts of the land, Chief-Justice Wia-

CVIAKLK8

DEPARTMENT

Quarter Begins January

Next

nity.

it that the law should be enforced
and crime should be punished, he yet
had that great faculty, on the human
to

holidays are
by all classes,

on

Ellsworth in

»
In the matter of
Chablm A. DhW*.
In Bankrupt*,
r~~w.
)
Bankrupt
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the District Court of the United State* for the Dili
trict of Maine.
A. DF.WS. of El'nworth, Id the
j county off Hancock and State of Maine
iu said district, respectfully represents,
that
on the 2 th day of Nep>Mnber. last
past, he
was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy; th
he has duly surrendered all his property
aud rights of property, and has fully complied
with all the requirements of s«id acts and of
theordersof court touching his bankruptcy
Wherefore he
prays that ne mty be
creed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3d day of December, a. d. lao#.’
Charles a. Dkws.

}

Expended Annually

SAVINGS

“good-bye”
September last.
all in this public sorrow.
Sincerely,

to whom 1 said

are

Bankrupt's Petition for blRohnrfe.

—

SAFE

luxuries. The
By the people of the United States for
about lie re, and that means a large expenditure of money
mostly lor luxuries.

loss

the

The chosen flowers are most
sought after for heaven as for earth.
Justice Wiswell’s loss will be widely
felt.
My acquaintance with him was
limited, but very pleasing. He was the

( 'ontributet1.)
It is difficult to measure the extent
of the loss to the people of Maine in
the death of the late Chief Justice
His whole career, while
Wiswell.
filling that moot high place, had been

The

—

friends.

i
The Lute Chlcf-.ltistloe.

Xcttcofc

S6bnit*tmtnt«,

Comaponomrc.

time. He also brought about the establishment of the Ellsworth public
library, and has served as chairman of
its board of trustees almost continuously for thirty years. He was one o?
the founders of th“ First national bank

<

JT T

Or

nbL'WORTU, n A n b,
ok Aldurmen,

In Boakd

J

Upon the foie«oiug
that notice thereof he given by publishing a
ropy of said peitiou and this order thereon
<n the Ellsworth American, a ne*simper
pr nted in the ci y ot Ellsworth, Maine, ana
that a hearing thereof be given at the AUlermeu's room on the seventh day of January at
7.ao o’clock p. m.. at which lime and place
reoidenu and owners of property upon the
highways to be affected by the fronting of the
permit applied tor. and all other persons interested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted,
tbe last publicatiou of said notice to beat
least fourteen (14) days before said bearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Atleit:—Tuomas E. Halk,
Clerk.

_Pity
CARD

OK

THANKS.

the undersigned,
\tTK,thank
our

wish to sincerely
neighbors, friends and the

siugers for their kintlue

s in our sorrow, the
loss of wife and mother and also for the beautiful flowers.
Mb. Vknk Orxndlr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lson Ortndlr.
Mr. and Mas. John Jrluson.
Mr. amd Mrs. Hkrbkrt Cunningham.
Mb. amd Mas. William Carlislh.
Hadis and Alton Urimdlh.

OWNER WANTED.
owner of the
two seated carriage
stored, prior to 1W2. in the stable owned
by Sopbia J. Cbilcott is respectfully requested
to call for same and pay charges.
La no don 8. Chilcott,
Administrator Sophia J. Cbilcott estate.

THE

giv^ notice that
appointm administraof Annie Miller, late
of Bucksport. iu the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bouds as the law directs
All persons having demauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, aud all Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment i u
mediate I v.
December 4. 1906
Mary L. 8c<»tt.
trix

of

the

estate

subscriber hereby
rpHE
X she lias been duly

trix of the estate
of Kllswodh.
in

gives notice that
appointed administra

Daniel K. Fitts, late
the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds usthe law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and ail indebted
thereto are requested to make paymeut iiurued iately.
December 4,1906.
Emma G. Fitts.
of

subscriber
rpHE
be has oeen
X

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed artminlsof the estate of Elva L. Pieble late
of bullivau, in the county of Hancock, de
cease t. and
given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tale of said deceased are desired to present
t e same for settlement, and alt
indebted
thereto are requested to mate payment im
mertlsteit.
December 4. 1906.
Charles H. I’rbblr.
traior

Irgal Natirrs

Date Dec. a.
)
petition, it is ordered

ff

subscriber hereby
r|^BE
JL she has beep duly

N'OTICK

W^H^KEVK

for

Tbe

NOTICK OK KllRKCMMUItK.
Arvilie S. Jordan, of Waltham,
of Hancock and -rate of
de *d dal© 1 the siith
mortgage
by
day of January, a d 1*93. a>-d recorded in
vol 2*9. page 21, of the registry of deeds for
Hancock county. Matue/'conve>ed in mortgag© to Albion F Merrill, oi e.ddington. Pethe following tracts
uooacot county. Main©
land, being dr-cribed in siid
or parcels of
morig.ge In the language following, and to
which mortgage express reler«uc© is here
In the county
WHEREAS
hi*
Maine

First. A certain lot or parcel of land si to*
ted iu Township Number 21, 11 uncock couuty. Mali e, beiug the west naif oi ticket Lot
numbered 2" tu »«ld Township .\1.d ll© Division, the whole of said Tick©* Lot Containing
three hundred and tw nty acres
Being the
me by
same property thi* day conveyed t
harl»a L. Jones, by his quit claim di ed to be
recorded in Hancock registry of dodi, io
which deed and the record thereof reference
is here in de.
Second. A certain lot or parcel of land situated iu Township Sumner *1. Hancock countv. 4ai"C. an
being lot number 22. in said
Township and bounded and describe*! a- follows:
Oh the north by the Ministerial Lot:
on the east by lot No. 23; on the south by lot
No 29; on the west by lot No 21; a< cordiugtb
h xcepttng and
the pLn of said Township,
rtserviug. however, hci©fr»ni fifty acre* on
r said lot ber«tof..r- (told to one
the west side
1 i,ioi 1 E. Jones.
Being the same premises
hailr.* L Jones
his dav conveyed to me by
by bi* w trrantee dc- d to Ire ©corded in Hancock registry »•* d* <*s, lo wh»ch de d »t d tue
recorded thereof reference i» here made
A certain lot or parcel of iai <1 situThird
Wat.bant. Ham-oca c only. Maine,
ated i
and bounded and de^c ib d as folio*-: Beginning at a point on the town line «>: Walttis lot;
tnam. *»t the southeast corner «
thence ruui ing wi Hteily b> ‘he lot or c heck
now or f -rmerly owp^d b\ Win. Mercer and
Hugh Twym ain; thtuce running nortierly
n ill's lot an*i 11«e lo. of
«>n tb© line he w
and
v%'.. stid Twynham to the -outlieast... ,nJ.
cor; er 0 the L-t 91 V h >rie- L >
a

>

e11y

»fl« a-tithwe ttrly cori.ti’’
if‘**n’s loi; theme e,»*i©riy
Unepf aiid Kmgniin's lot
mlxtrtu* id; thence by w.*id

place
he

ha

u

e

of
n.'.rla
ui.de

bfffiouiBtf*
ii.11
tu
1.

me the sid
ue© t is mail©

ol Ja»*ph *infon tin woutfurly

to tm town line
town line to the
reference is
a.rles L Joueslo

Kspr*§s

—

t1 iloftl >
Arviie * J r0'ht

ft «...
,1

W-

*

ArvlilP
10 in© under uie rtnftt*
Jordan, dried Nov. 2<, lb t». and reCO>sed in
Hancock rt gislry I deeds, bo tk lib P k'?6*.
Aiso ie er©uce is h© e in de to deed nom A.
F liurnbatu to me, dated N iv 21. ifHW. and recorded In book 232. page 296 of said -egi try.
And wnereas. the condiliou* ol said mortgage have h en moken aud art- now broken
and unperformed now the ©fore I. the uuder-igned. do he'rby claim a foreclosure of
a.id niortgdg*'. and rto hereby give this written notice as requited by statute ot my intention to foreclose ■taid mortgage for breach of
the conditions thcr*of.
Dated tu 14 tentb day of December, a d 1906.
Mkkkill.
Amt n F
N»1

UK

OF HIHMLOSIKK.
Arvill S. Jordan. of W.lthara,
on the

Hancock oouuty. Maine. did
WHKR-AS
thirteen day of December. IH«2. bv his

mort-

iu
66,
gage «1e *d of that date, record*?
page 473 of the reg stry ©f de-ds for Hancock
county M line, c mvey in mortgage to Albion
F. vierriil. of Lddinatou, Penobscot c iaotj,
Milne. "Five undivided sixths” of the r-aal

hereinafter particulaily described ani
certain lot or parcel ol'and suu »u«i a J lyin
a
*ld town of Waltham, county and Mat*
ing
aforesaid, and hounded «nd describe 1 t» follows, to wit: On the south by the Fox lot. so
called, on tne w»-Bt by the road le ding through
Waitnaiu to Amherst, on the north by the
hast branch of Union river; and on the east
by the west Hoe of Hugh l’wnharn * homestead tot and a oontinu >liou of said Twynham’s west l.ne to a.ild east brauch of Laun
rive
containing tad hundred and fifty "jres,
more or le»s.
Reference ts here made to*
need from John K. Whitcomb aud others to in®
said Arville s. Jordan, date t Dec. 6. a. d. .891,
and to be recorded in Hancock county registry of de ds. wherein s.id five undivided
sixths were conveyed to said Jordan.
Also a certain lov or parcel <»f laud
in said Waltham, and bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Meginn ug at ibesoutheast corner of ot No. 10
Township No
thence northerly in the etst line ? -ard lot,
.u in®
ninety nine (9•) rods; thence wester
north line of lot couveye 1 by Lewis Ktngmau
seven
(87) rods;
to Samuel s. Jordan, eighty
thence southerly aud parallel with iht-firstmenti tied line ninety-nine ( 9> rods; il»®i|Ce
etweeu I owneisie ly in the division line
u>
ships Nos. 20 and :4. eighty-seven (87; rods
the place ot beginning, containing tidy tore®
*0“
or
less
acres an I 133 square rods. nor
being ihe s ime premises conveyed to **HAH*
Arvitle 8 Jordan by Samuel 8. Joidiu by »•»
deed dated June 9, ;892, at d recorded in boo*
deeds to
2*4
p*ge 212, Hancock registry of
which refer.
And whe ess the conditions of said mortbroken
gage hive been broken aud are now
and unperformed, now therefore
dersigued. do hereby claim a foreclosurem
said uiortg ige, end do here >y give this written notice as required oy htitute of my ,ar*“I
o*
tion io foreclose said mortage for breach
the conditions thereof.
v.
i.
a.
Dated this tenth day of December,
Ai.uioN F. MtiKaixdestate
a

■

1

.,

NOTICE of KOHEOI.OSI KK.
Arvill 8. Jordan, of Waltham.
iu the county of Hancock. Maine. °y
hit* mortgage deed dated’ the twcnty-fouriiu
day of December, a d. 18-9. and recorded io
vol. *241. page 2ti, of tv e registry of deeds
Hancock couuiy, Maine, conveyed m mori
re
gage .o Albion F. Merrill of Kd.iing'on.
uobscot county. Maiue. the following lot®
ot
wit:
laud,
to
parcels
,OT,.i
lana
First Lot. A certain lot or parcel or
situated m said Waltham, and
described as follows: Beginning at tne_io
road on Fliiott Jordan’s north line; l“*;”
eust by said i-ue about eigbteeu rods
by ®
north
•tone wall; thence
1 be
stone wall to the town road aloreaiid;
said road to the place of heg

WHI.UKAS

itb

KOKKCLUSl'Kt.
Arvlll S. Jordan, of Waltham,
▼ ?
Hancock county. Maine bv his mortgage deed dated the twenties b day of February, a. d. J8'id. and recoided in vol. 2 0. page
317 of the registry of deeds for Hancock county Maine, conveyed in mortgage to Albion K
Merrill, of Edaiugton, Penobscot county/
Maine, three undivideu eighteenth* of a certain lot or parcel of land situated and lying
in the town of Waltham, Hancock county,
Maiue. and founded and described as follows,
to wit:
On the south by the Fox lot. so c died,
ou the west bv the road
leading through Waltham to Amherst, on the north by the east
branch of Uoion river and on the east by the
west line of
Hugh Twynham's homestead lot
and a continuation of stid
Twynham’s west
line to said east branch ol Union river, contwo
hundred fllty acres, more or less
taining
in the whole lot.
Being the same three undivided eighteenths which were conveyed to the
said Arvill rt. Jordan by Ernest L. Curtis,
guardian of Winnie Davis, Percival Davis and
Charles H. Davis, minor heirs of the late
Charles H. Davis, by deed dated Jan. 18, 1833,
and to be recorded in Hancock
registry of
deeds.
And whereas the conditions of said mortis® have been broken and are now broken
and unperfoi roed now therefore, I, the underaigned, do hereby claim a foreclosure of
said
and do hereby give ihla writmortgage,
ten notice
«s required
by statute of my intention to foreclose said
mortgage for breach of
the con- it ions thereof.
Dated this tenth day of December a. d. 1908.
Albion F. Mbbbill.

Subscribe

granted.

And it is fun her ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send *•> mail to all known
c< editors c >pi s 01 s id
petition and this orde adJres-ed to them at ibeir placet of residence at stated.
‘Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the stid Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the tkh d ty of
December, a. d. IWOfc.
Jambs E. Hrwby, C'erk.
[8-alJ
A true copy of pediion and o der thereon.
Attest: —J am as E. Hkwky. clerk.

American

bound*„

westerly

southerly by
niug containing

two acres, more or less.

buildings therqpn standing.
Jo
premises conveyed to the »aid
by Increise Jordan by his deedrecord
third day of December, I8j8. end
Hancock registry of deeds, book 166, P**8
all

same

in

to which reference is made.
d
Second Lot. A certain lot or parce
»
situated i Township twenty-one (iJ)
>.
No.
lot
Ticket
county, and being
four In said Township Middle
acres
contsining three hundred and tweotv
and being the same premises
bv
o.v
other
and
said Jordan by Gideon L. Joy
their deed dated the 30th day of ■y
reg
Hancock
in
1889. and to be recorded

(&|)

Pin tv*
hfr

the condition,
°,Adn'ddwl.erMS
been broken

ot “Id

“°”n

gage have
„o
and uuperformed, now therefore,
of
dersigncd, do hereby claim a
writsaid mortgage. and do hereby
intenmy
of
len notice as required by statute
f
for breacn
lion to foreclose said mortgage
the conditions thereof.
1FJ
s d. I**D»t«d tbi. tenth d.y o»

*°r<fhU
JTjv*
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CHIEF-JUSTICE EMERY.
MADE FRIDAY BY
GOVERNOR COBB.

APPOINTMENT
APPROVAL

expressed

the action was sustained in an
elaborate opinion by Chief-Jnstice Appleton. The case was taken to the United
States supreme court on writ of error, and
there also the action was sustained. The!
t~al and

throughout

THB STATE—-CHARLES K. WOODARD,
OP BANGOR, ASSOCIATE JUSTICE.
Governor Cobb on hriday nominated
Justice Lucilius A. Emery, of Ellsworth,
chief justice of the supreme judicial
court, to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Chief-Justice Wiswoll. Charles
p Woodard, of Bangor, was appointed associate justice.
The appointment of Justice Emery
meets with general approval throughout
the State, and is particularly gratifying to

members of the bar and his many
friends here in Ellsworth.

the

Lucilius Alonzo Emery was born at Carmel, in Penobscot county, on July 27,
1810, the son of James and Eliza Wing
Emery. In 1850 the elder Emery removed
to Hampden and was prominent there as a
merchant, shipbuilder and town officer.
Mr. Emery fitted for college at Hampden
academy, and entered Bowdoin college,

other case, a criminal one, w'as the prosecution of Edward M. Smith, in Hancock

county,
after

for

murder,Smith being

Emery

in the Qreen If g says:
“It will thus be seen that Just'.ce Emery
went upon the bench with an ambition to do
things for himself and for his State, and with
an untiring zeal in the performance of his
duties. His idea of the judicial functions is
high and dignified. He is personally polite!
and a lover of correct deportment, aud encourages them in others, sinee politeness and
good depoitment render the admi istration j
of the law easier, enhance its usefulness, and
add weight and influe ce to the respect that
is due the court. He is social and agreeable
and pleasant in his manners whi;e presiding
on the bench.
He never shows temper. His
rulings in the progress of a trial are prompt
and fearless. He never indulges in levity or
repartee on the bench. When occasion calls
for a reproof, it is usually administered in
the form of a suggestion. It is universally
declared that Justice Emery writes good declsh ns. They cover a wide field, embracing
many points of law and eqnitv. His repu a-

professor

appointment of .juage Kmery to tne
chief-justiceship and of Charles P. Woodard,
of Bangor, as associate justice of the supreme
court gives general satisfaction in this city
where Judge Emery is known as one of the
ablest jurists in New England and Charles F.
Woodard oue of the ablest lawyers of M tine,
Judge Hale of the United States district
court was particularly well pleased with both
appointments. “Judge Emery was my teacher
in the law,” said Judge Hale, "and I feel a
great personal interest in his appointment,
No better or more fitting appointment could
have been m ide. H» is one of the leading
jurists in New England, is a scholarly man
and profound in the knowledge of the law.

me

LOCAL PUBLIC SERVICE.

Emery

city

generation

a

economy

at

STICK THIS UPON YOUR DESK
FOR

Yale,

a

FUTURE^REFERENCE.

“PROGRESS IS BORN OF EXPERIENCE.”

well-earned

she is

a

reputation as an educator;
graduate of Bryn Mawr, and as

instructor

That 1. L. Ilalinau should have the credit for the

enterprise.

Wellesley,
j and
at Brown.

That Real Estate in Ellsworth is lower at the
present time than it will ever be again.
That this is the best time to buv Real Estate.
That the budding of the Dam will bring in numerous fact, ries and enterprise
That Ellsworth is one of the best places for manufacturing industries in New England.
That Ellsworth has the best water power of any
place on the coast.
That Ellsworth’s shipping facilities are excellent.
That fieight rates are as low here as at any point
in Maine.
That the Castuie Electric Itoarl wil' be built.
That an Electric Road to Mt. Desert Island would
be a good thing.
That onr Sin e Factories can be made a success.
That the Hardwood F ictory promises a great industry for Ellsworth.
That the Dews Woolen Mill has a bright future.
That it is possible for an Electric Road to be built
up the river to bring in our liardnood with
prone.
That this road can be continued to Mattawamkeag,
connecting with the Canadian Pacific and
bring business this way
That tlie Washington County Junction should be
in Ellsworth.
That we should have a new Union Station.
That our Hanks should encourage local enterprises.
That our influential men should do mo.e for Ellsworth.
That there will be anew Iligh School Building before long.
That we have the best Insurance Agency in Eastern Maine.
That we have more business than our competitors
because we look out for our clients and pay
our losses more promptly than others.
That our facilities for writing insurance are unexcelled.
That our unoccupied farms can be made profitable.
That Ellsworth’s streets, sidewalks and roads
should be greatly improved.
That Ellsworth and vicinity offer many advantages for summer residences.
That we can handle your Iteal Estate. Insurance
and Investment'business better than anyone
else in tin's section.
WE BELIEVE in people having confidence in (heir own community, and if all will work togetberon this plan,
that Ellsworth will be a city of 12,000 to
1.1,000 people, and that we will soon he talking Greater Ellsworth, and that, Bavside,
I.amoiiie and Hancock Point will be suburbs.

I

j
JI
j
1

ASSOCIATE

JUSTICE

WOODARD.

Woodard, the new associate
justice, has long been recognized one of
Charles F.

the

strong

is

native of

men

of the

Penobscot bar.

He

Bingor, where he was born
about fifty-eight years ago. He is a member of the widely-known firm of Wilson
& Woodard, and has acted as counsel for
large interests and been engaged in many
a

ago.

To him perhaps more than to any other
one individual Ellsworth is indebted for
the establishment of two local institutions-the high school and the public li-

the most important cases th it have in
recent years been heard by the courts of
Maine. A w’ell-read, sound lawyer, care-

preparation of his cases, he is
regarded by his associates at the bar as
one well fitted in all respects capably to
perform the duties of the honorable place
to which he has been chosen.
ful in the

brary.
It will surprise many of the present day
there was no little opposi-

COMING KVENTS.

to know that

both,
persistent work that their establishment was hnally brought about.

tion to

and it

was

HIS HOME.

Judge Emery

has

a

KLTa WORTH.

not without hard

and

most

Friday, Dec. 14, at Odd Fellows hall—
Fair and entertainment of Daughters of

Liberty. Admission, 15 cents.
Wednesday, Dec. 26, at Odd Fellows
hall Dancing party by Park street imdelightful provement
society.

-uFirlands”-at the head of Park
street in the northeastern part
of the
city, and both he and his estimable wife
home

BELIEVE tin* Dam is tr->injr to lie built.

WE

executive officer served at
at the University of Wisconsin
or

of

aThe older residents of Ellsworth do not
forget the public service that Judge
rendered the

political

of

Annis C., wife of Prof. Francis G.
Allinson, of Brow'll university. Before
her marriage Mrs. Allinson had acquired
and

P trtlnni Prean.

convicted

trial.

great
General Hamlin, in speaking of Justice
a

StibrrtiBimtntB.

have long been known as delightful entertainers.
Judge and Mr3 E nory hive two children Henry C., a graduate of Bowdoin, a

action has dispelled all chance for discussion
and speculation. Moreover, it must be gratifying to him as it is to all the people that his
nominations are so completely in line with
the unanimous sentiment of the court, the
bar and the citizens of the State in regard to
their candidates for tho positions.

-ii»lvwr*» ih«

t«»»*

l

int

\

mm

aODEUtarnutUB.

be graduated in 1861 in a class distinguished for its members becoming
where

college presidents, professors,
soldiers and lawyers. He began studying
law with Hon. A. W. Paine, of Bangor, |
eminent

as

APPOINTMENT

( Black

and

CIGAR

COMMENDED.

was

admitted to the Penobscot bar in

It will
was written and published several years ago.
now, a little ahead of the times then, but never mind.
I have always been ahead of the times, and I hope so to continue. It is
much better to be in the lead. This is why I have such a good business,
and if every Ellsworth business man will join hands with his neighbor
The above ad.

business
soon

*

follow.

business man, wake up and join the new Board of Trade; conyour mite financially and sentimentally, and bustle for Ellsworth.

Every
tribute

editors also wake up and talk something besides politics and
say some good things about Ellsworth, onoe in a while;
new energy into 1ypvtr paper.
Gao. H. Grant.

Let the local
the

Sturgis bill;

put
v

some

SPECIAL

5c.

by

always

formerly.

produce

by

E. G.

It is

Ellsworth a prosperous and beautiful city—not only a
centre, but also a tine summer resort—the happy result will

and work to make

ih& Choicest Havahfl-Sumatra smoke

is without

as

1

REAL ESTATE, INVESTMENTS.
.Ellsworth.

White

exception
That the appointment of Justice Emery
Its sifiooth, mild, fragrant blend is
ever offered at the price.
;
chief of justice meets with general apsmokers everywhere as the qualenjoyed and recognized
proval throughout the State, is indicated
August, 1863.
had to pay double the price for
ity they’ve
In the October following his admission ; by the press.
Following are a few ex2,000 National Cigar Stands have lowered cigar prices
to the bar, Mr. Emery opened a law office tracts:
Kenntbec Journal.
and sell our own cigars direct to
in Ellsworth, where ho has sincp resided
co-operating to
is
the
The appointment of Justice Emery
tne smokers.
forming a co-partnership with Samuel } deserved
thorand
of
a
veteran
|
promotion
Waterhouse! which continued for four ; oughly qualified jurist who commands the
The beat cigar* are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Store*
in
years. He was elected county attorney
respect of the bar and the public.
haring the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window*
1866. In 1868 he entered into partnership
Bangor News.
with Eugene Hale, then entering on a
These apppointments had been confidently
The partnership
Congressional career.
expected by the members of the legal profesdissolved
only ious iu eastern Maine* to whom from all exlasted fifteen years, being
by the appointment of Mr. Emery to the pressions heard on the subject, they are very
gratifying. Justice Emery was the choice not
supreme bench.
Justice Emery was a member of the only of all eastern Maine, but was also favin other
Maine Senate in 1874 and ’75, and in ’76 ored by many members of the bar
sections of the State.
was elected attorney-general of the State,
Members pt the Penobscot bar declared
serving in that position three years. He that in elevating
Justice Emery to the chief
was again elected to the Senate in 1880, and
Gov. Cobb had made the best
justiceship,
and in 1880-81 he served as chairman of choice
possible, and that in all parts of the
the joint committee on judiciary.
State the appointment would be bailed with
In the fall of 1883 Justice Emery was so satisfaction. The uew chief justice is reHave you begun to hustle to get those Christmas presents you are thinking
nature
of giving? Vow is the time when the stocks are fresh, and one won’t have to
generally recommended by the bar of the garded as one eminently qualified by
for
the
attainments
place
responsible
State that Qoy. Kobie appointed him an and
Perhaps you may not find in present stock what you want, and may
which he is to occupy. A profound scholar in hurry.
associate justice. In 1889 he was elected
Take time by the forelock.” Factories are very busy, and it
law. of equitable mind and true judicial want to order.
professor of medical jurisprudence in the temperament, and of long and varied experimay be difficult to get specialties. I am prepared to till your wants in the
Maine medical school at Bowdoin college, ence in the
legal affairs of this State. Justice jeweller’s line.
a chair formerly filled
by Chief-Justice Emery is regarded as a worthy successor to
DIAMOND KINGS from $2.50 for the CHINA WARE in original packages
those great jurists who have preceded him at
Tenney and Judge Charles W. Goddard.
from Jap .n. Hand-painted, low prices
little ones; upwards to $50 for the
head of our highest court.
the
AS A LEGISLATOR.
and a fine present.
older ones.
Portland Express.
.Justice Emery’s legislative labors were
The appointment will be generally apSOLlsJGOLl) trimmed Back Combs at
from $1.25 to $50.
WATCHES
notable (or his efforts to ameliorate and proved. Justice Emery’s great legal ability
low prices. A nice present.
CLOCKS from the $100 alarm to the
simplify the law, and to extend the equity is everywhere recoguixed, aud as he is the
CUT GLASS of tbe celebrated Thatcher
Mantle clock.
of the supreme bench in point
stately
extensive
member
oldest
His
pracof
court.
the
powers
Brother make. The difference befitness in his
tice had well fitted him, and he had the of service, there is a special
JEWELRY—a large and varied assorttween it and other American makes
promotion to the position of chief.
ment. Tin specialties this year in
rare courage, for a lawyer, to attempt and
a novice can tell.
Lrwiston Journal.
seemed
which
for ladies are Bracelets, Hair
th8
jewelry
changes
carry through
The State will warmly endorse the action of
!
to him to be required. During his first
Barrettes, Chains and Lockets and Hat FOUNTAIN PKNS-I have the largest
of Governor Cobb in filling the vacancy
and most varied assortment to be
I
enactwhich
have.
all
of
the
he
in
the
Senate
Pins,
year
procured
caused by the death of Chief-Justice Wiswell,
found iii this section of the state. It
ment of a bill permitting the amendment
by the promotion of Justice Emery, who is SIGNET RINGS are still popular, of
Parker’s
contains
Lucky Curve,
of writs to cure the misjoinder or non- entitled to that honor not only on account of
which I have a
good assortment.
of
Waterman’s Ideal, Paul E. Wirts,
joinder of plaintiffs. It remains a part of seniority of service, but also ou account
engraved thereon gratis.)
(Initial
of that service.
Moore’s Unleakable, the Rival, and
the permanent legislation of the State. the distinguished character
decisions are characterized SLEEVE BUTTONS-I have the finest
others. Prices, $ l to $5.
At the same session he advocated, as a Judge Emery’s
of
thought
be
found
noble
to
assortment
not only by
independence
anywhere. SILVER NOVEL! IKS—I have a limited
member of the judiciary committee, givbut also by strict loyalty to law, illuminated
(Engraving free to purchasers.)
supply which I am selling at low
ing the court full equity powers, which it by a wide acquaintance with the theory and
now has.
STERLING SILVER and SILVER
prices.
practice of the profession. Justice Emery
PLATED WARE in large variety. There are other kinds of goods you can
At the follow ing session in 1875, he car- has a logical mind admirably equipped by
social
the
see
abolish
Coma
bill
to
to
includes
Oneida
culture
ware
Senate
The
the
of
ried through
breadth
general
find here, which I have not space to
plated
He has conenumerate that will make useful and
munity ware, conceded to be the best
imprisonment for debt. The hill was de- relations of judicial decisions.
submade.
feated in the House, where it was pre- servatism, but not of that crass type
pretty presents.
to the graveyard. In character, in
sumed this humane legislation would be ordinated
and
culture
judias well as in special
There are three things that sell goods, viz: STYLE, QUALITY and PRICE.
general
later
ten
most popular, but
imprisyears
cial experience, Justice Emery is the peer of
My goods are in STYLE right, QUALITY good, and in PRICE low.
onment for debt was abolished without
any of his distinguished predecessors.
I have the goods, and I desire to turn them into CASH, which I propose to do.
of
the
Senate
chairman
opposition. When
Bangor Commercial.
In the appointments^Gov. Cobb has acted
judiciary committee in 1881, Justice Emery
waa largely instrumental in framing and
moat prudently and wisely, doing the right
the right way.
carrying through the legislature the thing at the right time and in
not only prevented the possible deequity procedure act, to make proceedings He has
of rivalry among candidates had
in equity more simple, speedy and effect- velopment
ELLSWORTH.
S MAI N STREET,
the nomination been delayed, but his prompt
and

t

repeating

bear

ioned 3-for-25c. brands.

i

>

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

the best cigar you ever bought
anywhere for 5c. in your life—
a cigar that will give you as
much enjoyment as you ever
got from any of the old-fash-

tion ns :v jurist might safely be measured by
this part of his work, for he certainly has
doue his full share.”

<•

H. GRANT CO.

THE GEORGE
INSURANCE,
Manning Block,

Light
Up

i

TELEPHONE OFFER

MOORE, Main St.

Nearing

the

For

a

limited

and business

Hustling

period

new

residence

subscribers, signing a

fifteen months’ contract, will receive

Time of the Year.

A. W. GREELY,

AH

ATTORN EY-OENEEAL.

During his term of office as attorneygeneral Justice Emery conducted two cele-

brated cases for the State. One was the
of the State vs. the Maine Central
railroad to recover a tax on railroad franchises, which was resisted by the road.
He brought suit against the Maine Oencase

THREE MONTHS’
FREE SERVICE.
DO NOT NEGLECT THIS OPPORTUNITY.

For

■RFMFM'RTi’P
JlI/ IJ JLVJL lJ lfJ. JLj U li

and Fine Floral Work for any and
every

FItED’K H. MOSES, Bar Harbor.

full particulars call the
Ellsworth Exchange.

the

ILtgislatibe flattcee.
-VTOTICB is hereby given t° all persons inJ3i tt- rested that the Legislature of Maine1
will be asked to provide legislation prohibit- ;
ing the taking of lobsters from all or a portion of the waters of Hancock county during
the months of January, February an I March.
Lbslib

Cranberry Isles. Me., Dec. 5,

Hunkkk
and others.

R.

town

SMALL
F-OP*

Ellsworth

Dec. 8,1908.

Greenhouse,.

officers of the

tnat

petition
Legislature
for such legislation as will give said town
power to regulate or prohibit the running of
all
the
on
or
automobiles
public highways
any
town

TABLE

Long-diAt&nce telephone.

_

Special Notices

they

in the said

FERNERIES
THE

Wall started.

1906.

undersigned
of Bluebill hereby give notice
THEintend
the next
to

occasion

Open all the year round.

of

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

municipal

Moses Flowers

and

rates

Manager

of BluehillFbank P. Grbknb,
A. T. Stbvkns,
E. j. HtNCKLRY,
Municipal officers.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
cot

in Ctiniculocaa Pai*k.

trespass
demand protection to iife and
DO
of Hancock, the
from the

I

property

State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mast C. Frht* Austin*

ooanfcy

*u,b3criber* at to:
th‘. 111 post-offices in Hancock count
Ail t»» other pavers in the Hounthcon
fci ir. do not reach no many. THK AMEE)
not the only paper printed **
CAN i*
•

arried a bouquet of white carnations
nd maidenhair fern. The bride was at*
*nded i y her sister, Bessie Tufts., ano
he groom by Joseph Tufts, brother-inLittle Hazel Carter and
tw of the bride.

P
r

f

J

\

he.,

•ride, acted as pages.
After the nuptial knot had been tied
vlr. and Mrs. Lounder received congratuitions, and refreshments were served,
'he bride was the recipient of many

has

merioan

*

art ha- never claimed
n?)» ••that can proj
the on i.
'!!• ed u
Col'NTY paper,' all th
y '*e
The circuit
rest are Ttpeelv t<v
tap***
ii
o/ The American, narrinp >he he
•rhov 11 t-corii » summer i.ist. is largi
M * rhn: <>/ all th, other papers print*
in Hancock county

county

bon cock
'Vt ti

t.

■

A ditionai County

0>

FRANKLIN ROAD.

a

next

is at hume after a
visit with friends in Boston ano

tsaui

Edward Butterfield and wife have
turned from a visit to Boston.

day

shower of rise for Boston where

oappy and
Dec. 10.

vicinity.

Miss Stella Shaw and Mrs.
a

daughter,

her

with

wi-'k

Unity, returned

last
WEST

A. O.

Mrs.

Henry

to her home in Trenton

Mrs. I

-n

Pi hardson spent
ith her

few

in

w

a

quiet

have time

I

j

to

get the doctor.

jmmsmm
Anodyne

Charles Graves, who is a student at
Higgins Classical Institute, Charleston, is
spending his vacation with bis parents,

|

bad

Otis Ingalls, Jasper Norwood and Eugene Brewer shot a deer Nov. 33.

Bangor
M s. J. W. Hastings, who was HI with tonbut
s'.
is,
slowly recovering when her
(.

week

TREMONT.

a

Ellsworth.

Master Gerald MeKmzie, of Franklin,
his
last we?k with
a few* days
grandjiart uts, Reuben Williams and wife.

T. Webster is very ill.

attac'v of

days
daughter,

a

in

always

Tracy spjnt

spent

Mrs. Zulma S. Cl irk, who has had
grip, is better.

Wednesday.
■

j
i

C.

days last week

few

hours of midnight or during the busy
when, where, or how pain comes—there’s
ready remedy in Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment An
application inside or out relieves before you’d

Whether in the
dav—no matter

re-

Mrs. G Jorge P. Clark has returned to her
home iu Newton, Miss., after spending
the summer and fall h^re.

_

Caroline Moore, who spent

Mrs.

prosperous life.

Clement, of Seal Harbor, is here
f^w days on business.

a

School commenced to-day, Miss Mary
of Hancock., teacher.

groom is employed as express agent,
bride’s travelling dress was of blue
ilk mohair trimmed with Persian silk.
Their many friends wish them a long,

.tlrs. Grace Pease

few of his

Young,

i'he

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

a

A. E.
for

he

pa.

ew*«,

happy couple left the

The
mid

pn>.t9

IM

Charles Graves entci^ained
friends Saturday evening.

>resents.

uoUNTY NE\\>

Or)«nti/ ffeirn

'l.'iditional

of th

nephew

niece and

Hopkins,

Irnest

m

aourrtiennrmB

COUNTY NEWn

LBMMENT

Fred Graves and wife.

people’s family doctor for 96 years. When
C. E. Scribner and wife have moved into
taken internally on sugar it will quickly and surely relieve all
M Fariand house, and are!
Horace
Mrs. Lydia Walls is very ill at the home
respiratory troubles—from an everyday sore throat to bronkeeping hmse. Since their marriage they
her returned home.
gn
chitis, asthma, etc.
Cholera, Diarrhoea and other bowel
of her daughter, Mrs. Thomas Rich. Her :
hive boarded with Mrs. Scribner’s parare quickly cured by it.
troubles
For external troubles—such
Miss Lita Freeman, postoffice assistant, sister, Mrs. Margaret Murphy, of Seal
eats, U. A. Butler and wife.
as Sore
Strains,
Muscles,
Sprains, Aches, Swelled Joints,
j
has returned from her vacation trip to Cove, spent Sunday with her.
G.
Chilbl ains, Chaps, Cuts, Burns, Stings, etc., treat the affected
! Dec. 3.
Rockland. Her place in the office during
Alfred Joyce, who his been hoarding at
parts with John&on*s Anodyne Liniment and the pain
her absence was filled by Mrs. Grace L. W. Rumill’s while running the clam
SEDGWICK.
will soon disappear.
Carroll Clark, who served in that posi- factory, left for his home in Brooklin
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Our great-grandmothers used Johnson’s Anodyne Linition so acceptably tor more than two Sunday, having closed the factory for a
has
enof
death
The
angel
again
Whereat,
ment because it was good—and it’s as good to-day as it was
our dearly beand
removed
our
tered
then.
You may need it soon.
yi rrs.
i
lodge
S^ld In two sizes*
while.
i loved brother. Ephraim K. Drew, therefore
25c—three times the quantity for 50c.
A-ibur Gilley, who came from Boston to
The W. T. I. S. meeting with Mrs. Jennie
be
it
his
of
services
father, Dow Wednesday was well attended, fifattend the funeral
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston Mass.
rteeol'-ed, That a man has fallen that auy- ;
for a week
A. O. Gilley, has gone bat
j teen being present. Many thanks are due one might be proud to call brother, one whose
to
of
returning
w ith t he intention
carry
Cipt. H. T. Webster for making the new love and interest in the frater nity never for
»n his father’s work in the barber shop.
steps to th? church, also to the people of one moment lessened in the slightest degree,
now
in
ia
His younger brother, Rudolph,
one who was always ready to stretch forth a
the place for the sura they gave to help
in their time
in charge there.
build them, and to Dennis Norwood, for helping hand to his fellowmen
Hyde’s point, moved in last Monday.
1
of need, and a constant attendant at our meetThe Christmas sale of the Congrega- painting them.
They are cutting wood for Mr. Stinson.
nfh*r
in
our
tulditionnl
while
For
Onunttt
village.
ings
page*
tioDat sewing circle will be held at TreThe
The remains of Mrs. Lucinda Ellis, who
schooner Ann C. Stuart, which
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
mont hall Deo. 18. Rev. C. D. Crane will died in the insane asylum at Bangor, were
went ashore on McIntyre’s ledge, is leak-'
Drew, Eggemoggin lodge has lost a worthy
TRENTON.
one
entertainment
for
the
evening’s
give
buried here Monday, Dec. 3, with services and esteemed brother, his family a beloved
ing. Her cargo lias been taken out.
illustrated lectures,
Bert Stover is at work for C. C. Young.
; imorous
;
Abe.
at the grave. Mrs. Ellis was seventy* anil honored husband and father.
Dec 10.
member
is
exand
church
of
circle
to
the
we
extend
R
That
a
few
for
family
sober?.
fcvery
Clarence Pierie is in Frankfort
eight years old and had spent twenty-two
some article, useful
our heartfelt sympathy,
brother
our
deceased
contribute
to
DEER ISLE.
pected
of those years in the asylum. She leaves a
days.
assuring them that we, too, share in their j
or fancy, for the saies-table.
son, Byron O. Ellis, and one brother,
K. L. Moore was in Bangor Saturday on
The ladies’ aid gives a supper in the
loss, and that our brother has not
great
One day last week Pearl Hanna, a young William A. Norwood, of th:s place.
rooms Wednesday next.
wholly gone from us here below; he still lives business.
hunter of this place, narrowly escaped
Letters have been received from Mrs. in the thoughts and affections of those who
Miss Maud Jordan is in Brunswick,
James Staples, who has been in. New
j
killing a deer. Whiie following a trail he Cora E. Clark, who with her four chil- so long knew him and loved him.)
where she has employment.
Mexico for the last year, arrived home
came ill Sight of a large deer and fired.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
dren. went to Portland for the winter, to
Benjamin Jordan was in Bar Harbor this week.
be spread upon the records of oar lodge, a
The animal looked surprised, and conin ke a home here for her two daughters,
of the deceased broth- one day this week on business.
Capt. Ed. Y. Haskell and wifo left last
cluding that “out of the way was out cf Kate and Julia, who have employment. copy sent to the family
sent to Thk Ellsworth Amku*er, ami a
John Donlin and wife, of Frankfort, Monday for New London, where they will
danger”, trotted away. Very soon another Her husband w ill join the family soon, as ican for copy
Theo A. Smith,
publication.
spend the winter.
are visiting Mrs. Ponlin’s parents, Alex
but a sm3’ler deer came within range of he works there winters.
Mr. Clark’s
John F. Lane,
Pierie and wife.
Elmer Greenlaw will move his family
the hunter s rifle. He fired and the game mother, Mrs. Zulma 8. Clark, will spend
Harry O. Ford,
j A large moose was seen in Stafford’s to Stonington, where he will occupy one
dropped. Running quickly up young j the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Committee on Resolutions.
J
Dr. Small’s tenements.
Hanna sat down on the deer, patted it on
[mature about noon last Saturday. He of
George W. Lunt.
the head and b gan to feel for his knife,
must have known that the fine was on, as
Pine Tree chapter worked tne royal arch
Thelma.
Dec. 10.
SORRENTO.
when the deer eprang to its feet, flung off
he took plenty of time and walked leis- degrees on Capt. E. Y. Haskell, William 1.
Miss Mary Goodwin, of Ashville, is vishis rider, giving him a smart kick and
urely across the ice to Lamoine.
Conary and Daniel L. Couary Saturday
HANCOCK POINT.
L.
N.
at
Bragdon’s.
iting
bounded away oat of sight.
J.
Dec. 10.
evening.
a
bad
cold.
Ball
is
ill
with
W. H.
Archie Saulisbury, of Bar Harbor, is in
Spray.
Dec. 10.
Dec. 10.
Rex.
BUCKS PORT.
Henry Ball has gone to Franklin, hunt- town working for M. H. Mason, the
has been the

j

the

|

_

COUNTY NEWS.

Aching

Broken Arches.

Tired,
Red and

Swollen

xAn

j

Heaflnq
anflsepdc

liquid

Mont Gilley recently shot a fox of a
ing.
species strange hereabout.
V. M. Carter, of Nicolin,
Mrs. Amelia Gilbert and daughter Vona
Thursday.
are spending the winter in Concord, N. H.

Walter Stanley and wife have returned
from

where

Manset,

they

have

spent

the

j

summer.

Mrs. Seth Norwood has been spending
the past two weeks with her parents in
Mil bridge.

j

plumber.
Eugene Jellison returned home last
week from Gouldsboro, where he has been
Allen Crabtree has moved into the Livy employed.
Frank Knowles and wife, of WinterPenney house.
Mr. Thurston has gone to McKinley to port, are boarding at George E. Robertson’s. Mr. Knowles is teaching the winter
visit his family.

Crabtree and wife are expected
th? winter with his parents, William Crabtree and wife.

joined

Mrs. Rose Lurvey was at home last week
lor a few’ days, called here by the death of
her brother, A. O. Gilley. Her brother
■William and his

wife

came

also

from

Bteuben.
The

schooners

Dec. 10.

Spec.

and

home Satur-

visiting

Her

came

the

in

several

!

was

born

to

j

|

\

!

concert and Christmas

at

j Vernon Haslem and Marion Jordan
I who have been spending their vacation al
Miss Ethel Reed closed her school at the home, hive returned to their studies ir
Pittsfield.
Sound last Friday.
J.S. fearle and wife, of Machias, wh<
.a tne village will close Friday,
have been visiting Mrs. Earle’s sister
Dec. 14, for a vacation of two weeks.
Mrs. Alden Haslem, have gone to YVynna
George Atherton, who several weeks ago
suffered two Pa., for the winter.
was stricken with
attacks

more

Owing

to

on

Stephen Jordan

the storm of last Friday, Dec.

7, the lecture which was to have been
given on the evening of that date was
postponed indefinitely.
Mrs. Elliott Wood, of Winthrop, who
weeks
has b;en spjnding the pad few
with her daughter, Mr3. Clarence Kimball,
left for her home Sunday.
Dec. 10.

and bride gave

a

ness

has closed the weir busi-

report bait

scarce.

price

fishermen
last

paid by

the smacks

J. G. Dunham has moved into the woods.
Brainard Silsby has gone to cook for him.

Dennis

was

succeeded in catching any, yet

22 ;! that they were
than the foxes

Taf.s ia visiting hsr sister,
in Trenton.

Crabtree is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Annie Bpratt, in Bar Harbor.

of

I

The

OAJSTBH-LOONDBK.
home of Augustas M. Garter and

of

quiet but pretty

wife
wedding Thursday, Dec. 6, when their
slaughter, Gertrude Edith, was united in
marriage to Arthur bounder, of Hancock
Eoint. The ceremony was performed by
Hev. J. B. Bimonton, of Ellsworth, the
in the presence
ring service being used,
of relatives and a few friends of the
bride and groom. The oouple stood beneath two white bells, the parlor oeing
tastefully deoorated in green and white.
was

the

scene

a

in
The bride was becomingly gowned
trimwhite crepe de chene with pearl
over laoe, over
ming and white chiffoa
a bridal veil
white taffeta silk, and wore
She
which was fastened with pear! pins.

the foxes

afraid of

of

think

the men,

letthen]

some

by

The

lobster catchers have got their traps

diet,

about set.

etc.

Climax Medicated Powder for all
Sores and Inflammation, DQc. One trial wins
enthusiasts: endorsement.

little mare
Kittie for another horse. Lester Newman
8.
has also traded his black mare Nell for a
j red horse which makes a due mate for bis
his I old Charles.

Dec.

day
rose

Hodgkins returned Wednes
of several weeks in Mel
and Sharon, Mass.

from

a

visit

Mrs. Ada

will open

Ed. Newman has traded his

Springer

and

family

heavy strain

STANDARD REMEDY CO.,
aij Market St., Lynn, Mass.

We

a

mother.

Her system is called upon
nourishment for two.

to

supply

Some form of nourishment that will
be easily taken up by mother’s system
is needed.

the winter term.

10._H.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Charles

Brann killed

Miss Gertrude
from Castine.

a

deer

Bragdon

Friday.

easily digested form.

Mother and baby
helped by its use.

are

BAKTLETT’S ISLAND.

ington

banking.

returned home from Farmschool.

has

normal

Mina
1

Hay

Robbins has returned home from
college, Bangor.

Shaw’s business

Dec. 3.

6/

ts what your money will
invested in shares of the

L.

If you like Coffee but dare not drink it, try
Dr. Shoop’s Health Coffee. It is true that real
Coffee does disturb the Htomacl*, Heart and
Kidneys. But Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee has
not a grain of true coffee in it. Being made
from parched grains, malt, etc., it forms a
wholesome, food-like drink, yet having the
true flavor of Old Java and Mocha Coffee.
“Made in a minute.” Call at our store for a
free sample. Sold by O. A. Pauohkb.

Millard Kittredge, Ira Hagen and Holli
Austin, also E. E. McFarland at the Cove
are having the telephone connected wit:
their dwellings.
Y.
Dec. 10.

APPLES

A
is

now

H.

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
pax incuts Hid interest together
wil* amount to but little more
thau you are uow pay ng for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

&

CO.,

OWN YOUR OWN

Eat. mi.

Mrs. Wesley Ford and little daughte

expect

to go to

Bangor to-day

to

stay

on

til after Christmas.
Melvin and Homer Wilbnr and Clai
Yonng, who have built a camp e

ence

CO..
MASS.,

IJ Parteull Hall Mkt.,
BOSTON.
will handle your
at

POULTRY, ECCSand APPLES

top prices and give prompt returns. Hend foi
market report and steuctla.
Mention th!, paper when writing or
shipping.

HOME.

Fori particulars inquire of
Hknky W CUSHMAN,

8e£y,
Brag.

rirst NatTi Bauk

A. W

_

BOURNE &

RENT

you

shares, give

38 Clinton Ft., Boston,
and Ret lull value, quick sale1*,
prompt returns.
Write for market report.

MARLBORO.

il

NEW ftEIUKS
Shares, 81 ‘each;
m Gnts, 81 per share.

PAY

when

WANTED.

WALL

open.

WHY

SHIP TO
R.

earn

Silsvorth Loin and Bniln^ss'n.

aWjtrttstmtnta.

Misses Addie and Lottie McFarland wil
home this week from Bar Harbo
for the holiday vacation.

wonderfully

H.

has retnrnei

come

Scoffs' Emulsion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourish*

10.

Dec.

Vina

boarding-house.

Emory Curtis and daughter Rutl
guests of Mrs. Benjamin Young las
week. Miss Ruth will return to Castin*
Misses Ethe
normal school to-morrow.
R ynoids and Vera Berry will also attem
Dec.

there.

havi

were

on

!
I

Millinocket, where Mrs. Springe

Mrs.

Nursing baby?

ment in

all who liave tested them.
If you hive any liv~*r, kidney or stomach
troubles wri e us, emlo .ing 5t)c and we will
send you the tablets at once and prescribe

SEAWALL.

!

j

Mrs. P. L.

a

They relieve indigestion, sick headache, sour
stomach, heart palpitation and all kindred ills.
II. C. TubleU cure that tired, languid feeling, loss of appetite, etc- Recommended by

I

dDDmiseounte

It’s

H. C. TABLETS

8.__
pounds, being the largest.
WEST EDEN.
Herman and Joseph Bowden, of Orland,
who have been here through the season,
Ernest Hall leaves to-day to resume
have gone home on a hunting trip accom- studies in Pittsfield.
| Walter Newman and wife have gone to
panied t>y Philip Moore.
valuable I Hampden to visit Mrs. Newman’s sister,
B. T. Knowles lost quite a
Chips.
10.
Dec.
: Mrs. Nellie Snowman.
horse last Wednesday night.
They will go to
Franklin to visit Dr. Homer and wife
Miss Abbie Torrey, of Manset, has beer
BAR HARBOR.
; before coming home.
week.
The first basketball game of the season visiting friends here the past
Dec. 10.
Dolly.
The Sunday school will bold a Christmas
was played Friday evening at the Y. M.
A. gymnasium, between the Cbipman entertainment and tree Christmas eve ai
EAST LAMOINE.
2. ub team, of Waterville, and the Y. M. Town Hill hall.
Mrs. Almena Hodgkins has closed her
a
score
the
latter
A.
n
o
winning by
team,
Misses Martha and Hattie Mayo,
home here and gone to Bar Harbor to
The home team, put up a I Southwest Harbor, were guests of Misi 1
of 28 to 4.
the winter with her son Curtis.
spend
ifs
ndid
opponents Oct a via Hamor last week.
game, outplaying
spi
Mrs. Leslie Deslsles and little son Harold
all the way along. The Ohipman team
M.
Dec. 10.
was the hardest proposition that the Y.
j left last Tuesday morning for Chicago, to
her husband who has employment
LAMOINE.
M. C. A. team met last season.
j join

at 413

Miss Jane

George Hopkins, wife and littie son
Ernest and Mrs. Fannie Douglass,- of
Trenton, were in town last week to attend
Mrs.
the wedding of
Hopkins’ sister,
Gertrude Garter.

more
were

some

in g the beautiful animals go
within about twenty feet.

slaughter among
Driscoll’s tipped the scales
j

was one

,-T. DESERT PERRY.

George Hopkins,

Nearly everybody has it sooner or later. Too
much
hustle” aud worry. The most effective remedy is

They

nets.

M.

Mrs. Bessis

INDIGESTION

family, of Bar Harbor,

Mrs. Grace Richardson and Mrs. Helen
Friday.
I
of Bar Harbor, are visiting ktheir
About a dozen men, old and young, Gregg,
Andrew Gregg and wife.
turned out Thanksgiving Day and chased 1 parents,
Dec. 10.
O.
have not
foxes around Atlantic.

returned home last week.

off his

Frost and

in town for the winter.

wife, who have
vacation, arrived

and

two weeks’

a

on

moved to

Mrs.

Irving
are

Otis Albee went to Rockland Saturday
business.

Llewellyn Joyce

for the season, and has taken

this town, is

..

recep-

their friends at Fox hall, Dec. 1
There wa3 a large attendance. Refreshments were served. Their many f. iendi
wish tlrnn all the happiness lif? affords.
Dec. 10.
H.
tion to

ISLAND.

of

visiting friends here.

Mrs. Edward Giles, who has been visiting in Bangor, has returned home.

Harbor,
Philip Moore

Last week

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

paralysis,
Sunday last.

Lily

AMHERST.

Guy Haynes, formerly

ATLANTIC.

Trundy.

cents.

the town hall Tuesday evening.
Dec. 25. All arednvited.

tree

Announcement is made of the engageof John C. Sherman, of Boston, son
of Thomas Sherman,
formerly of this
place, and Miss Mabel Chase, of Providence. R. I.

home

j pigs.
a

at

whb

rio

liquid

*

COVE.

K. M. Carter, of Belfast,
Lake house Wednesday.

ment

been

The

recently.

received

Miss Vina Moore, who had been visiting

Lobster

Newell, the little son of Alfred'Hardison,
the haymow and broke his collai

There will be

been

meetings of the

returned to their homes.

GOTT’8

R. H. Jordan and
M. C. I.,
here the past

.SEAL

on

fell from
bone

have

men

in Bar

at the

few

Dec. 10.

WALTHAM.
sou

have

next

Owing to the severe weather, N. P.
Foster, contractor and builder, has been
obliged to shut down all work, and the

E.

wife, Dec. 9.
Lowell Jordan, a student
| Pittsfield, visited friends

F. here

and the

order will be very interesting.

home with her.

I

A

I. O.

lately,

husband

Dec. 10.

Marcus

Edwards, Capt. E. P. Sawyer, and F. G.
French, Capt. Watson Hunt, are at anchor
off Norw ood’s cove, waiting for a wind to
proceed to New York.

time.

some

there,

been

Mrs. Edna Gallison Russell and her sister, Carrie Achorn, both of Portland, are
visiting their mother. They came to attend the wedding of their brother, Arthur
Lounder, and Gertrude E. Carter.

I

three-masted

her

came

has

Martin

He will remain home all winter.

to

The next meeting of the Y’s will be held
Miss
Deo. 14, at the home of
M. Dixon. Programme
to be a
mo.k trial.

Mrs.

Bangor for

is

Friiay,
Esther

spend

J. Q. Martin and wife

day.

school at Seawall, has gone to
begin a winter term.

?**■*"'

to

Alamoosook preliminary surveys are
being made for the proposed power plant
which will furnish Bucksport and Orland
with electric lights.
At

Frederick K. Smith, la
Francis Sl’vct, Rmbury,
Mass says:
.My Uxt
were swollen twice their
size, and 1 could not evea
keep a st <kmg on. I
ba.ncd my feet one n:ght
wi h iha: liquid X-Zalia,
mod iu the m rning the
wa-t entire lv gone and
liad o tiou' le petting
Into my boots." I>o your
feet swell up, gTow red
and ache? A re your arch*
broken down ? Do they
get so fired they actually
twi ch with n.-rvousacssr
Then rmnly bathe the*
X-Zalia.
with this
Takes out a 11 soreness aad
inflammation

Chester Robbins has moved his family
A. R. Harriman, who was killed in the from
Opecbee for the winter.
Monmouth
freight train wreck near
Miss Lulu Pierce, who has been em- !
Thursday night, was a native of Bucksployed at McKinley the past season, is at
The liquid that grows healthy fttsk on any tore.
term.
port, the eldest son of Ira Harriman.
home.
Torn Flesh
I'czema Sorts
Running Sorts
has
that
Met* h Sorts
Mrs. William
Pettee with daughter j The Summer and Winter hotel,
Ulcers
Humor
Warren
of Trenton, was the Scaly Itching
I ’aricose Vtias
Bartlett,
Pimples
thorLottie, of Birch Harbor, is visiting her been closed since the fire, has been
Car bum let
Chapped If ends
guest of W.«). Harper and wife Saturday. Head Catarrh
daughter, Mrs. Grace Trundy, and other I oughly repainted, furnished and reopened
the sore wet with X-Zalia.
do
is
to simply
All
you
keep
Mr. Harper will leave for Boston this week
Get a Utc. bottle from any druggist to-day.
relatives here.
under the management of Mrs. Lena
on business.
Several applications for membership in O’Brien.
FREE
BOOKLET
N.
| Dec. 10.

Arthur

to-day

from Brooklin,
Capt. Mayo
engaged in the sardine business.
M122 Helen Sawyer, who has just closed

Opeechee

town

Crabtree has moved back into
Point.

William

Capt. Jake Mayo and wife have returned

ft

in

his house at the

Eiwin Robbins has moved his family
home from Winter Harbor, where they
have been for a year.
Joseph Nor«wa#d has moved hia family
to Northeast Harbor. He has employment
at Seal Harbor for the winter.
where

was

A

Kino. President.

_

Notice
Pauper with
the City ot BUjeontmeteil
for those
worth to support
HAVINU
next
the
jemrw
i*e*d assistance during

won

ana care

•u

ore

v

legal resident* of Kllsworth. nyPg
all persons trust lug then* <*» mf wePwrllfc*-Tr
ions »
there Is plenty oi room and aoeonimooal
jar© for them at the Uty Farm
tml

are

yuse.

w

COUNTY NEWS.
a,lii {tionn I

Onunly N> w»,

see

other pvpes.

CASTING.
George Dickson is

in town

for

few

a

days' visit.
F.

hot water
B. iiurtram.

E. Rea is installing
in the house of W.

plant

a

new

Hnrbntt w»nt to

gnv. Robett
on steamer
this morning
C. B.

Witherle,

making her return trip, in throwing her
searchlight to locate the Green island reef,
happened to see Mr. Gross signaling for
help. His boat was out of the course of
j the steamer, and it took nearly an hour to
rescue him.
When brought alongside the
steamer he
cold that he

It

v\aj a

benumbed

was

so

was

unable to

very

himself.

Portland,

l)r.
called here on professional business last
week.
Mrs. R. II. Brown was called to Bucksillness of hi r
on Sunday by the

porl

father.
At the meeting of the G. A. R. post last
week, R. R- Brown was elected com-

were

closed for

Varden

the

Lord, arrived

T.u; iJcmon of Apprehension.
Old Mlstah Troublesome, he's alios loafin’
’round!
Der ain’ no place on earth he isn’ like y to be

found,
busy in do winter when de clcuds is in
de sky;
He’s busy in de summer when de sun is blazin’ high,
He’s sunipin’ like yoh conscience, cause Le
whispers in yoh ear
He’s

A lot of observations dat you doesn’t want to

yacht Emerald.
F. W. Townsend is quite ill. Mr. Towmsend is a vetran of the Civil war.

An’ der ain’t no ude o’ hintin’ dat it mightn’t
all be true;
He keep too busy whisperin’ to be listenin’ to

to look after the

L/iughlin Davis is at home from Boston.
Barker Blodgett and son Seth, after a
ten days’ visit in Portland, are at home.
The schools which

other pay**

Carlisle, who has been ill with
tonsilitis, is out again.
Capt. McKay has gone to New London

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

was

»ee

Stella

Golden Rod.

of

County New*

Mrs. Frank Knowles is critically ill.
Otis Carter has sold his oxen to W. E.
Gasper at North Bend.

with the

help

n'ldlUonal

SURRY.

escape for Mr. Gross.
Une Femme.

narrow

D®c. 10.

Bplfast

COUNTY X 1TV.\
‘or

tionable shape he seems as a alike a tr e
product of nature as the animals of the
Lie received hie name
heraldry office.
when muskets were of an ancient pattern,
and when he is at full cock he is n^t to Le
trifled with.
Catarrh of the nose and throat should lead
you to at least ask us for a free trial box of
Dr. Shoop’s Catarrh Cure. Nothing ho surely
proves merit as a real, actual test—and Dr.
shoop, 10 prove this, earnestly desires th-t
we let you
make that t«*st. This creamy,
Snow White healing balm soothes the throat
and nostrils, and quickly purifies a foul or
feverish breath. Call and investigate. G. A.
Pabcher.

you.

Friday from
painting.

home

Gardiner where he has been

Thanksgiving vacation will be reopened
Mrs. Gott, of Swan’s Island, arrived
M nday, Dec. 17.
Sunday to spend the winter with her
Domingo E. Smith, who has been emdaughter, Mrs. Daniel McKay.
ployed in Fairfl_*ld the past summer, is at
Rev. H. B. Haskell, presiding-tldcr,
home for the winter.

mander.
Miss Elisabeth Weeks has arrived home I
preached an excellent sermon in the
After making a trip to Bucksport toafter teaching a term of school at PassaMethodist chapel Sunday eveni' g.
morrow the steamer Ruth will
into
go
domkoag.
Capt. Harry Wood, in the schooner
winter
at
Belfast.
quarters
Miss Alice Cox has returned from Bosand Charles Sinclair, in the Maud
Lincoln,
Charles Blodgett, who was badly infor a number of
ton, where she has been
S., arrived from Stonington Monday.
jured by falling through an open hatchmonths studying millinery.
The smelt fiishermen have caught very
way two weeks ago, is out again.
Mrs. Packard, of Crie Haven, arrived
few smelts until to-day, when some of
Thomas
an
old
and
the
winter
faithful
solto
with
Gray,
her
spend
last week
them got good catches. One man caught
dier of the Civil war, who has been quite
daughter Mrs. Horatio Crie.
seventy pounds which,with the high price
ill for several weeks, is able to be around
J. M. Vogell and party returned on
they are selling at, will make him a good
again.
Saturday from a week spent at their cotday8 work.
Schobner Clinton, Capt. Ed. Lord, arMrs. Hattie Torrey,
lage at Alamoosook pond, Orland.
who
recently
rived from Rockland
Thursday morn- bought the Joe Carter house and moved in,
K. 9. Perkins rrd daughter Josephine
loaded decks to the water wdth grain
ing
a
for
short
visit
with
his
was
a
:»ft this morning
given house-warming by her neighand coal.
bors and friends.
A
daughter, Mrs. Axel Leaf, at Vinalhaven.
goodly number
Leslie
and Herbert, sons of Capt. Her- assembled there
Saturday evening, carryMrs. Hattie Melville and daughters,
bert
nine
and
seven
Wescott,
aged
some
years, ing
quite valuable presents. The
who have been spending a short tim; at
have put under cover this fall nine cords
evening was spent in playing games and
their home at Portland, arrived Saturday
of titted wood.

I shets my eyes an’sees him, when I tries to
take my rest,
He’s like de picture of ol’ Father Time, but
better dressed.
He tips his shiny hat to me, and smooths his
whiskers down
An’ den begins to tell about de hard luck
fcravelin’ ’roun’.
He kinds o’ keeps a record of de bother dat I
An’ den he reckons what I’se gwine to get is
twice as bad.
I s jes’ about concluded dat his pesterin’ ways
ain’ right—
So, look out Mistah Troublesome, we’s gwine
to have a fight.
—

abbcmscmenia.

Steamer

Golden Rod made

BRIDOE
WORK
is

the

offers

his

tooth or

JORDAN,
FURNITURE

have moved from the
Eno building, State street,
to my residence, corner
Pine and Franklin streets,
where I shall he pleased to

W

Crown and

Maipe.

...

Inlays.

QREELY,

_

were

at

South Bluehill last week.
Wallace Smith, who has been employed

with

a

Youug is
bad

the

confined to

Htniutnunls.

house

'NO

cold.

spending

some

WEST END

nesday.
Mrs. Lina Cnnningham has joined her
husband at Stonington, where he is em-

ployed.
Lewis Smith arrived home Wednesday
from Boston, where he has spent the past
two weeks.
Miss Carrie Joy, of Bangor, has returned
her home, after spending the fall with
Miss Alice Judge.

to

R. W. Nutter and wife came home last
from Prospect Harbor, where they
have spent the summer.
week

Bert Anderson, A. 11. Kane and E. W.
Oriffin are at home from Addison, where
they have been employed.
Allen

came

home

from

The Farther Lights met in the chapel

Lincolnville Center. She expects
spend the winter with her children.
in

Mrs. Fred P. Curtis and daughter, WinFalls, arrived home from New York
last week. Mr. Curtis has gone to Los
Angeles, Cal., for the winter.
nie

Is

Mrs. J. M. Ellis went to New York last'
wife

were

in

Send For Free Booklet
L.

boat go ashore and
in the gale last Friday.

much

North Sedgwick, has purchased the timber of Dr. R. E. Hagerthy
on wbat was
formerly the Reuben AiU n
lot on the Flye Point road. Mr. Allen has
a crew

at work

on

the lot.

Naskeag, nearly
Swansey Gross,
his death on Friday last. While coming
from Stonington to his home here in his
naphtha boat, the machinery broke down
and left him at the mercy of the extreme
cold. Fortunately the steamer Pemaquid,
met

of

Only

sure

Cough

and Cold

cure.

Guaran-

teed by E. G. Moore, Druggist, 60c and
$1.00. Trial bottle free.

1.00

Horses.Cattle. Hogs b Fbultry.

_4S

Jim-wr:

*3.50 &*3.00 Shoes
BEST IN THE WORLD

W.LDouglas$4 Gilt Edge line/^

DO YOU WANT TO OWN
A TALKING MACHINE

;

'^v

W\

If so fill out blank l elow and mail it to
us and we will send you.
five of all
charge, illustrated catalogue and desheets
of
scriptive
special outfits Me
have made up
for instalment purchasers, costing

Cleveland P. Eaton came home Friday |
night, returning Monday to Rockland, j
wnere he is attending commercial college.
O. E. Weed and M. C. Weed were in

$38,

$14. $io, $25, $27,
were

Edison Phonographs

H.

and

Upwards.

and Victor Machines

Including Records, Large Horn and Support.
on Your Own Terms of Payment

_

The mao who perfectly understands the
work he is doing is not doing the work
he is worthy of doing. Unless he does
that which goes beyond him, he is
not doing that which is fcis full work.
He alone is doing worthy work in the
world who finds in the work he is doing
something greater than he understands.—

Sold

ANYWHERE IN NEW ENGLAND.

The EASTERN TALKING MACHINE
HI

j
I

TRBUONT

CO., Boston

STREET.

Mail to.

Full information regarding Talking Machines as advertised in Ellsworth American
It is understood inat L am under lio obligxtlou to buy.

Dental Co

ass

>ciate^

h-

•/

THE

on the Sullivan shore to the terminus ol the
rotd on the Hancock shore, being the s.me
location and over the none found i.ion of the
pie s ol the last bridge erected across said

Dated at Sullivan.

Maine, Decemb*

r 3.19
Orlando W. Foss.
Cha« H. Woos er
Bradbury Smith.
Stewart E. Phelps.
Will R. Havey.
Bedford E. Tracy.
Geo. H. Grant.

S.

is hereby given to all persons or
corporations concerned, that the legislature of Maine will be asked at its text session to provide legislation excluding automobiles from all or a portion of Hancock county,
and for the regulation and restriction upon
the use of automobiles throughout the Mate
of Maine, with ample provision tor licensing
the same, and tor proper inspection thereof.
Dated November 20, 1906?
H. B. Phillips
and others.

NOTICE

NOTICE.
notice is

that Job a
and oiber
Desert, in
Hancock county, will apply to the L gislature
ot Maine, at its next session for a Charter or
a Water Company
with the right to take
water from Echo Lake.
Long Pond, Somes
Poi d, any or all of them, in the town of Mount
Desert-, for the purpose of supplying the village of Somesville and vicinity. in said town
of Mount Desert, for domestic, sanitary ai <1
municipal purposes, including the extinJohn W. Somi-s.
guishment of fires.
Gkokgk A. Somes.
Mount Desert, Maine, Novem' er 27, 1906.

hereby given
W. Somes, George A. Somes
PUBLIC
residents of the
of Mou
town

t

3Ltgal Notum
Notice of First Meeting; of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Edward T Campbell and
John H. Macomber. indiIn Bankruptcy.
viduals. and Campbell
& Macomber. copartners.

|

To the creditors of Campbell & Macon^er, of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock and
District aforesaid, bankrupts:
is hereby given that on the 1st
day of December, a. d. 1906, the said
Campbell & Macomber were duly adjudicated
bankrupts; and that the first meeting of their
creditors will be held at my office, at 39
Main street in Ellsworth. Maine, on the 19th
day of December, a. d. 1906, at 10o’clock in the
forenoon, at which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact
such other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me.. December 5, 1906.

NOTICE

STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.
To Led W. Paige, of Ellsworth,'Hancock county, Maine.
Levi W. Paige on tire twentyninth d *y of December, a. d. if-05. mortgaged to A. E. Clement, of Mount Desert, in
Slid county of Hancock, “all m\ 1 ou~tholil
g ods, now in the home occupied by me on
upper Main street in said Ellsworth, cons sting of chims. tables, carpets, stove* dishes,
and all and sundry the fun litre nod utensils
used hy me in bouse keeping,*’ to secure tne
payment of One Hundrtd and hoitv Dollars,
which mortgage is recorded in the
ity
records of the said city of Ellsworth, in book
7. page 119; and whereas the cone irons of
said iuf>rigape have been bioken, now therefore, notice is hereby given ol my indention
to foreclose said mortgage for breach of its
condition.
A. E. Clk.mknt.
November 21. 1906.

WHEREAS

<

^

O'

O' Q

BY PAYING $1.00 A WEEK?

|

To Cur. a Cold lu On. li.y
Take LAXtTIVB ItHOMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money If K falls to cure- B. W
OKOt'E‘8 sisualureIs on each box.?£e-

W. L. DOUGLAS

To Shoe Dealers:

LITTLE DEER ISLE.
William Spinney caine from WiscasLefc

Phillips Biooka.

DISTRIBUTORS.

W. I.. Douglas’ Jobbing House is live most
complete in this country
Semi for CutaloQ

10._H.

Rockland last week.
George E. Snowman, wife and son
visiting in East Bluehill last week.

GEQ. S. HARRIS & CO., Boston, Mass.

oannotbeequalledatanyprioe//

commences

Dec. 3.

And bo convinced. Five Cento,
All Deafer*.

_EA8TKRN

a

The winter terra of school

Dec. 10.
Western Wonder.
There’s a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that’s
twice as big as last year. This wonder is
W. L. Hilt, who from a weight of 90
pounds has grown to over 180. lie says:
*‘l suffered with a terrible cough, and
doctors gave me up to die of Consumption.
1 was reduced to 90 pounds, when I began
taking Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds. Now, after
taking 12 bottles, I have more than doubled in weigh* and am completely cured.”
A

on

*

j

Address Dr: Earl S. Sloan. Boston, Mass.

Rockland

last week.

J. M. Ellis had

whole medicine chest

Price 25c 50c 6

NORTH DEER ISLE.

Thursday.
F. E. Hardy and

a

Bridge Wor.
write for it.

undersigned and associates hereby
give notice that they will petition the
legislature of Maine, at its com'ng session,
lor legislation authorizing them 10 hi corns
incorporated for the purpose and with the
autboiity and right to construct, operate and
in tintain a toll bridge, wffh such dra-v ;>nd
piers as may be reasouauly necessary, between
the towns of Sullivan amt Hancock, in the
couuty of Hancock, across Taunton hay or
8 l>ivan river, so-cal ed. from the point just
above the terminus of the road now existing

Bankrupts,

Sloarts Lirviirveivt

D. Treworgy has gone to Virginia
he has employment a9 carpenter
through the winter. His wife is with
Mrs. H. B. Phillips in Lllsworth.
Tramp.
Dec. 10.
W.

where

Dec.:

of

M.

SMOKE A

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

to

“East Dee. 10, taught by Miss Lillian Knowlton,
evening. Subject:
Africa.” The meeting was followed by tt who will board with F. E. Hardy and wife.

Roy Allen,

RLLBWORTfi,

AlOc. CIGAR for 5 cts.

~

Wednesday

social.

BRIDGE,

North Penobscot and Bluehill.

in

damaged
Brookline, Mass., Wednesday, where she j The Liberty club met with Mrs. Montford Haskell last Wednesday evening.
has been visiting her daughter.
The Dorcas society will have a sociable [
Mrs. Amanda Sellers and Byron Sellers
came
home from Sunshine Thursday. and supper in the sehoolhouse, Dec. 21, ftr
the benefit of a Sunday school library.
They will spend the winter in town.
Mrs. Henry

IVA8HRK,"

weeks with relatives

Volney Coggins and Dexter Young have
gone to Whitinsville, Mass., where they
are employed in a machine shop.
Mrs. A. H. Coggins is now at her son’s
Florence

Mrs. H. H. Bartlett and Miss
Bartlett came home from Addison Wed-

NO

H. B. ESTEY & CO.v

Mrs. Calvin Young and daughter Hazel
are

PAY,

All kind* of laundry work done at short notice
Goods called for and delivered.

Mrs. M. A. McCollum is keeping house
for F. H. Harden through the winter.

at

Melrose, Mass., is at home.
Raymond Allen, who has been employed
on steamer
Juliette, is at home.
H. E. Freethey and wife, and Capt. Fred
Phillips and wife were in Rockland Saturday.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

SOUTH SURRY.
Bert

you'll

tain a street railroad, for street tratlic tor he
conveyance of persons aud property, n me
towns of
Hancock.
Sullivan, Goulds »ro
Winter Harbor amt Steuueo. along hi d over
md
streets, roads and ways therein and ove
acros-such lands as may seem advi*ai>le md
necessary, with such single or double tra* k«,
side tracks, switches, turnouts, station* anti
appurtenan.es, and with suer, poles, wires,
and appurtenances as shall be rea-no *uly
convenient in the premis s. with all the p <wers and privileges
incident to or usu Ily
granted to si mi. ar corporal ions, including the
right to cross tide waiers ar.d
avig -le
waters, within the limits of any of said o ns,
or connecting any two thereof, upon existing
biidge or bridges hereaf er const u -l d. or
upon bridges or structuies erected by the
corporation therefor, with such draws' ..ml
piers as may be reisonably necessary, and
un er such provisions as the legislature may
determine. Also to authorize said corporation to make such connection with the Maine
Central Railroad Company and the Washing,
ton County Kail road Company as may oe
d« emed expedientDated at Sullivan, Maine, Dec. 8.1906.
Be ifOid E. Tracy.
Gvo. H. Grant.
Will R. Havey.
Bradbury Smith.
Stewart E Phelps.
Orlando W. F< ss.
Chas. H. Wooster.

....

Rebekah circle will meet with Mrs. Alice

if

*

give
iliey will petition m#
legislature of Maine, at its comi g sesy on,
for legislation authorizing them to oe m d» a
corporation, under some appropriate n me,
with authority t>- construct, operatg and in n-

a

Stanley Friday evening.
A. W. Bridges and A. E. Blake

io

mean

ILtgtsIattb? iUotfcrg.

L. W. JORDAN.

H.

a

01

undersigned and
r|'HK
no ice that
I

new ones.

Porcelain

clever

a

57 Main St., Bangor, Me.

greet old customers and

Ellsworth,

is

Sawyer

I

The

bridging

over

to renewed tooth comfort.

booklet,

UNDERTAKING.

Crownim

patrons.

more

I

dentis

up-to-date

do it; will gladly semi you
free

AND

1

important scrvii

another

that

one or

enjoying the treat furnished by the
storm is forming.
There was a Thanksgiving party at the hostess. All report a nice time.
EUGENE BRANN,
special trip
4. The wind always blows from a region
home of Mrs. Harriet Stevens Thursday.
Dec. 10.
£.
for
from
the
Belfast
Sunday
freight
to
Licensed
Taxidermist.
of
fair
weather
toward
a
where
a
Mrs. Stevens laid a table for seventeen of
regiou
Boston boat, which was delayed on acNORTH BROOKSV1LLE.
storm is forming.
her children, grandchildren and greatstorm.
of
the
oount
5. When the temperature falls suddenly
Clarence
Young has purchased the
grandchildren.
The winter term of the normal school
there is a storm forming south of you.
schooner Victory.
The
built
boarding
house,;i4x28, being
commences this week. The steamer Ruth
6.
When the temperature rises suddenThe Brooksville Lumber Co. held its anat the Manhattan mine is nearly com- f
will make a special trip to Bucksport on
there is a storm forming north of you
and will be ready to receive its fur- nual meeting Saturday, Dec. 3, and elected ly
pleted
Tuesday for the students.
7. Cirrus clouds always move from a renishings, which are daily expected to the following officers: President, Capt.
Miss Myrtie Freeman, who has been in arrive from
Charles Babson; secretary, Joseph Tapley; gion where a storm is in progress to a rein
few
a
The
Boston,
days.
ion of fair weather.
Lufkin’s candy store for some time, has boiler and
engine will arrive at the same treasurer, James Condon; directors, Capt.
8.
Whenevt r heavy white frost occurs a
finished her duties and will soon leave to time.
Charles Babson; Fred Hawes, E. E. BabMoose and Deer Henris. Animate, Birds
storm is forming 1,000 miles north or
teach school. The store will be run a
and Fish Mounted True to Nature.
Dec. 10.
son, J. S. Condon and Ira Cousins.
Tomson.
northwest
of
Miss
Blanche
time
thort
you.
by
Staples.
Skins Tanned for Mats, Robes, etc.
William L. Grindle died Dec. 4, aged
0.
When
cirrus
clouds
are
BLUE HILL.
moving rapAt the regular meeting of the masonic
MAINS.
ELLSWORTH,
seventy-five years. The funeral was held
from the south or southeast there will
lodge last Thursday evening, officers were
Henry Saunders is clerk at the Pendle- Thursday at his residence, Rev. A. B. Car- idly
be
a cold rain storm on the morrow, if it
elected as follows: W. M., J. L. Hooper; ton.
ter officiating. Interment at Mt. Rest. The
be in summer, and if it be in winter there
B. W., E. H. Carpenter; J. W., F. E. Rea;
Miss Ethel Stover is at home from Bar deceased leaves four daughters and one
will be a snow storm.
B. D., William Patterson; J. D., Joseph Harbor on a vacation.
son—Mrs. N. P. Douglass, of this town;
10. The wind always blows in a circle
Peterson.
Miss Lilia McIntyre is teaching the Mrs. Annie Lord, Chelsea, Mass.; Mrs. around a
The most up-to-date dental
storm, and when it blow s from
Mrs.
Winnie
DolliBaron de Cast in lodge of Foresters,
May Green, Bangor;
primary school at East Bluehill.
the north the heaviest rain is east of you;
work. Crown and Bridge
week
as
and
officers
last
Bar
Charles
of
elected
follows: C. R.,
this
ver,
Harbor,
W.,
if
it
blows
from
the
south
the
Mrs. William McHowell had the misheaviest
Work.
Gas, Ether and
George M. Weeks; V. C. K., I. E. Gray; fortune to fall
place.
rain
is
west
of
if
it
blows
from
the
and break her wrist last
you;
Cocaine for l'aiuless ExDec. 10.
financial secretary, J. G. Sawyer; recordC.
east
the
heaviest
rain
is
south
of
if
week.
you;
j
traction.
ing secretary, Everett Connor; orator,
it blows from the west the heaviest rain is
The stores are putting on their holiday
EAST BLUE HILL
Bertie Gott.
north
of
you.
with an attractive display of
The stores in town are commencing to appearance,
Ralph Witham shot a fine back deer
I Christmas goods.
Tuesday, and Frank Wescott shot one
take on their holiday look. If the weather
Fishes’ Defensive Armor.
Wallace Saunders is employed in Clar- Thursday.
has anything to do with it, this should be
Two fairly well defended creatures now
DENTIST.
ence Snowman’s blacksmith shop in place
a record-breaking Christmas for busincs-,
Mrs. Oliver Rackliff and daughter Ellen, before me serve to explain that fish are
of Ormand Gray, who has gone into busias no one can say that this is not a “good j
who have been visiting Mrs. Rackliff’s
EllswortK
generally seized as prey fron above, be- Main Street,
ness for himself at Castine.
old-fashioned winter” thus far.
parents, John Love and wife, have re- cause nature invariably puts the armor
The news of the death of Chief Justice turned to theft home in Rockland.
C.
L.
Brann.
C. A. Brann.
Word has been received from J. S.Snow,
where it is most needed. One of these is
who recently went to Vermont, that his Wiswell was received here with sadness
The primary school, taught by Miss Lilia the horned shark, which has tw'o defenL.
C.
BRANN
&
CO.
health has much improved since his arri- and regret. Much sympathy has been ex- McIntyre, of
Bluehill, began Monday, sive spears, each high up on a separate
val there, and that he likes his work very pressed for Mrs. Wiswell in her great loss. Dac. 3, after a week’s vacation. The gram- dorsal fin; and the other is the trigger
MASON
CONTRACTORS.
Schooner Lewis R. French, Capt. Clos- mar school will begin one week later.
much. All wish him well, and hope that
fish.
Brick-work. Plastering
he will improve in health and once more son, arrived last week w ith lumber from
R.
In both cases the bayonets are p ointed
Dec. 10.
j
auil .stonework.
be with us.
| Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., of Ellsworth, Sometimes the Pope arises within us for the enemy as when a battalion receives
CONCRETING A SPECIALTY.
Thursday tvening the S. K. Whiting ; for E. W. Mayo. The lumber is for a cot- that the idea of the world’s vast fellow- the order to prepare to receive cavalry.
of Philadelphia.
But the trigger fish has a sort of pocketchapter O. E. S., will be visited by the tage for Theodore Nevin,
ship will triumph in the mind and life of
LIME. HAIR AND CEMENT
humanity, and bring in the great glad knife attachment for his. It folds down
The ten-cent supper served in the Condeputy grand matron, Mrs. Thompson, of
that
is
when
“the
passionate
peace
age,
which reaches along his
always on hand and
Wrinterport. A supper will be served at 6 gregational vestry Friday night w s very and the passion that is peaceful” shall into a groove
at lowest prices.
back, exactly as the blace of a penknife
o’clock, after which the proficiency of the l well attended. The ladies entertaining reign.—IV. J. Jupp.
may be turned down when its use is not
officers will be shown by an exemplifica- were Mesdames Maria Gross, Fanny
Shop and offl.-e In rear of Postofflce.
A Guaranteed Cure lot Pile*.
required.
tion of the work in the evening.
Stevens, Elizabeth Partridge and Kate
MAINE.
The trigger fish is a huge head propelled ELLSWORTH,
Itrhlu/, Blind, Blooding Protruding I'll*
Dec. 10.
Atherton.
G.
•»r. cut*
a™ authorized to n fund mon*»\
by a short, broad tail with no intermeM.
Dec. 10.
re In *1 1* today
PAZO OlNTMr.Nl fans to
ELLSWORTH
diate body to speak of; and in this ques
BROOKLIN.
ftoc
for the winter.

AND

a

It KIM OVAL.

Washington Star,

How to Forecast the Weather
following rules were issued by the
Farmers’club of the American institute:
1. The wind never blows unless rain or
snow is falling within 1000 miles of you.
When cirrus clouds are moving rapid2.
ly, there is a storm forming north of you.
3 Cumulus clouds always move from a
region of fair weather to a region where a

CROWN

rPH,B subscribers, Harold

A.

Howard and

X John C. Howard, both of the ity of
Chicago, county of Cook, stale of Illinois*
hereby give notice that they be n duly appointed executors of the laai will and te-t»<

ment of warah J. Howard, late of Chicago, iu
the county of Cook, stale of Illinois. de< e <sed,
and given • onds a« the law directs said executors residing out of the btale of Man e have
Try W. L. Dougins ‘Women’s, Misses and appointed Luere B. Deusy, of Eden, Hancock
Children's shoes; for style, fit and wear
county, Maine, whos- postoffice ad cress la
they excel other makes.
[ B.ir Harbor. Maine, as their agent for the purIf I could take you Into my large poses specified in Revived Statute-* of Maine,
All persons having dehap. 66. Sec. 43.
factories at Brockton, Mass.,and show I'nial
ds against the estate of said deceased are>
VV.L. Douglas shoes I desiu d to precent the same for sett lenient,
you how
and all inde led thereto are requtsted to make
are made, you would then understand
payment immediately. Harold \. Howabi
why they hold their shape, fit better,
November 10. 1906.
John C. Howard.
wear longer, and are of greater value
subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpiHE
than any other make.
she has been duly appointed adminisWherever you live, you can obtain W. L. tratrix of the estate of Hervey W
King,
Douglas shoes. His name and price Is stamped late of Southwest Harbor, in the county of
on the bottom, which protects yoa against high
Hancock, deceased, aud given bonds as the
no
substl•
shoes.
Take
prices and inferior
directs.
All persons having delaw
Ask your dealer for W. L. Douglas shoes mands against the estate of laid deceased
tute.
and insist upon having them.
are desired to
the same for settlepresent
will
not
wear
brassy. ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
Fast Color Eyelets used; they
Write for illustrated Catalog ot Fall Styles.
to make payment immediately.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Brock tow. Mass.
Lucy C. Kind.
November 6, 1908.
8H0ES

FOR EVERYBODY AT ALL PRICES.

Men's Shoes, $5 to $1.60. Boys* Shoes. $3
to $1.26. Women's Shoes. $4.00 to $1.50.
Misses’ & Children's Shoes. $2 26 to $1.00.

carefully

Mrs. Ruhama

The Holiday Store in Ellsworth.

Col. Charles H. Lewis, whose name is
closely associated with the development
of Sorrento as a summer resort, died suddenly at Camden Saturday night, of heart
disease. His brother, the late W. D.
Lewis, was associated with him in the

GALLERT.

M.

Begin

j

Christmas

your

Uli store offers the largest assortment of articles suitable for
We are confident that our
Christmas gifts. Select early.
qualities, tor the pr ces, are the best and not equalled by other stores.
Some stores sell a few items cheap. We sell everything at the smallest
living profit. We are never undersold, comparing quality. Note the
great vaiiety here and the large selection. We have prepared for the
ct-

Business *ny

Greatest Christmas
store

Ellsworth

in

Silk Petticoats.

Notice the Handkerchiefs.
Handkerchiefs,

See the Linen

initialed for

and

men

Special
flounce,

Equal to any 25c Handkerchief sold
Swiss Embroidered Handkerchiefs,
loc, 12 1 -2c, 15c, 25c, 60c up to
$2 apiece.
Fancy Handkerchief Boxes given
with each purchase of 60c worth of
Handkerchiefs.

10

$10.

Books, Shopping Bags, in all
and sizes. New and novel

designs; prices
25c

have

we

Box

$1.50,

a

55c, 50c, 75c, $1,

at

up to

Ladies' Knit Vests and Sweaters,
Tamies and Stocking Caps.
Ladies’, Misses' and Children’s
redaction of price daring

a

Everything
this department.

season.

Our Shoe

at

with

a

fine silver

| considering
1

by

Admired

all the

Please

examine

when in the store.

window

display.

Also

at

special prices

see

a

large assortment of
Baskets, Dolls and Fancy Knkk Knacks.
Rags. Art Squares, Coach Covers,
Portierts, Pillow Tops, Lace

Kid

a

that

one

Tbe

sea

coast

missionary

Furs.

to make

Mittens

has been

the agency for the
celebrated Centemery Kid Gloves,

most

seen

now

hard at work

over

she is looked upon

her

as one

up-to-date fishermen

fisherwomen

to

traps,
of the

or,
rather,
She usu-

along the coast.

ally

manages to do all
traps in the morning,

and will have them for sale for the

her work at

the

that she can
her family.
Little Mary keeps house while her mother

time in this city daring this

so

afternoon with

the

spend

is away, and they are one of the happiest
families to be found along the coast.

for Ladies

$3.50 and 85-extra fine quality.

at

sought

manly boys of five and six years of age.
Every working morning her familiar
figure, clad in oilskins and rubber boots,

We have taken

Caps

place,

and has

a living from the sea for her three
little children, a girl of eight and two

until

Fur

launch has dis-

lobster

a

wrest

week.

Very large stocks of Ladies’ and
Children’s Furs, in sets or single
pieces.

Harbor is very sensitive about its
high-flyers. The Gossiper’s little pleas! antry of a week ago, which had reference
I to some of the high-flyers of Bar Harbor’s
Bar

I

|
We have many other goods which time does not allow us to enumerWe claim the only complete and up-to-date Dry Goods and Shoe
stock in Hancock county. Keep almost ever)thing in this line, as we
bought many goods for the special and sole purpose of making our
store the headquarters for all purchasers of Christmas gifts who desire
ate.

give presents at moderate cost.
We expect no one to miss the opportunity to examine our stock before purchasing. Ours is the store for thrifty and economical people,
for they want reliable goods at moderate prices.

to

; swell

summer

set,

This is the way
I back at us, and

|

a

touched a tender spot.
Bar Harbor writer gets

it makes

us

feel real bad:

The Ellsworth
| fling
at its

American indulges in a
prosperous neighbor when it
says: “The Bar Harbor man who has invented
a fly ng machine thinks he’s ‘got it’. And perhaps he has! Bar Harbor has somewhat of a
reputation for high-flyers.'* And a Rockland
paper adds that Bar Harbor’s reputation for
high-flyers is only exceeded by its high
prices. May be so, brothers. Perhaps it’s a
case of the proverbial pot and kettle.
But at
any rate. Bar Harbor is still alive. Poor Ellsworth! She couldn’t brag about high-flyers
if she wanted to.
All she possesses is the
court house and jail, together with a delegation of Bar Harbor lawyers at stated times. It
is said that a friend met Senator-elect
peasy
on the boat the other night and said: “How do
you do, senator? How are all the good people
“Don’t know," reup where you’ve been?”
plied Mr. Deasy; “haven’t seen any. I’ve just
come from Ellsworth.”
more

j
|
[

jI
j

|

M. GALLERT.

CANDIES, NUTS, ORANGES
AND GRAPES.

O, Deasy! Deasy f How could you ?
after that republican connty
vention, too!
so soon

A

Large Line For CHRISTMAS.

And
con-

ORLAND.
Loais

-COME AND SEE MY LINE OF-

IO,

15 and
3

lbs.

Mixed

Broken Candy,

college.
Fred I. Ames is

Candy,

IO and

Farnham is at home from Bates
ill with pneu-

seriously
Candies I monia, following whooping
cough.

20c

Howard Johnson has moved to Backsport, where he has employment for the

25c.

I5cts.

A LARGE LINE OF FANCY BOXES, FILLED

winter.

pound.

par

WITH

THE

A. R. Boper has returned from Gloucester, Mass., his vessel, Lizzie Griffin, Capt.

BEST

William

OF CHOCOLATES

Anderson, having

port from the Banks.
The death of Mary J.

I have just received a large line of Box Paper, Christmas Cards, Seals, Post
Card Albums and other Christmas Novelties. A large line of CREPE
PAPER for decorating. Come and see what I have to offer,

the

family

residence

arrived in that

Holt occnrrcd at

2 STATE STREET,

after

an

illness of three week.

was

nearly eighty-three years,
was due to old ago.
She

widow of Samuel

LELAND,

been most

;

OSGOODS STUDIO

CLARION.

MAKES

Whether it’s

a

range or a fur

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

LATEOT

STYLES OP

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street

THE

Eixs worth

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Nothing better for
22 Main

Street,

a

Christmas Present.
Ellsworth.

lovingly

and

cared for

was

had

by

the

always

her son,

B. Holt and wife.
and Mrs.

are

ELLSWORTH

Holt,

Her age
and her

The other children
Aimed* Jordan. There
Virgil
are seven grandchildren and four
greatgrandchildren. The funeral services were
held at the home Sunday.
Rev. Mr.
Palmer, of Methodist church, officiating.
The bearers were Orrin Harriman, Frank
Farnham, Edward P. Hutchins and A. R.
S.

THE—=

will

precede the

tree.

Miss Helen York and sister, of Rock-

land,

and Miss Laura

McCarthy,

of East-

brook, have been spending the past two
weeks here, guests of A. W. Ellis and wife.

Frank
week to

Fitts expects to start his mill this
run

all winter.

Saturday, M. Quinn loaded three cars of
cordwood for Bangor.
Monday brought the fish car, and teams
hauled the fish cans part way on the lake
from the hatchery.
Sunday Amos Hardy, Messrs. Harlow,
Friend and. Drinkwater caught fifty-two
pickerel at Rocky pond.

Soper.
Dec. 10.
Reprint, News-Herald:

j).

“There is at least
one effectual, safe and reliable Congh CureDr. fthoop’s—that we regard as suitable, even
for the youngest child. For years Dr. Hhoop
bitterly opposed the use of opiates or narcotics in medicine, offering $10 per drop to
anyone finding Opium, Chloroform, or any
other
or narcotic ingredient in Dr.
Shoop's Cough Cure. And the challenge is as
yet unanswered. Here is one manufacturing
physician who welcomed with much satisfaction, the new Government Pure Food and
Drug Law. The public can now rotect itself
at all times by insisting on
having Dr.
Sboop’a when a cough remedy is needed."
Sold by G. A. Parchrr.

poisonous

Senor Quesada, Cuban Minister to the United States.
Senor Quesada, Cuban Minister to the United States, is an orator born. In
article in The Outlook for July. 1SWI, by George Kennan, who heard Quesada
Speak at the Esteban Theater, Matamas, Cuba, he said : “I have seen many audiences under the spell of eloquent speech and In the grip of strong emotional excitemenl, but 1 have rarely witnessed such a scene as at the close of Quesada’s
eulogy upon the dead patriot, Marti.” In a letter to The Peruna Drug MTg.Co.,
written from Washington. D. C., Senor Quesada says;
an

!

UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton. vastor.

Sunday,

Dec. 16—

Morning

service at

Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
•
school at 11.46 a. m.
UNION OONO’L, KLLHWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prig more, pastor.

10.60.

Sunday, Dec. 16— Morning service at
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
11.46. Evening service at 7.00.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.00.
BAPTIST.

Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7 p. m. Evening service at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
Sunday,

Dec.

16

ROMAN

CATHOLIC.

Rev. J. D. 0’Rrieny pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 16—High mass and serBenediction and Sunday
mon at 10.30.

school_after

There is

no remedy Id the world
proven so popular for catarrh
as Peruaa.
It has been used for more
than thirty years and cured thousands
of cases as proven by our testimonials.
If you do not derive prompt and satisfactory results from the nse of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he will
1)6 pleaded to give you hie valuable ad*

Mr. Will A. Hoffman, Hagerstown.
111., writes:
“1 gladly give my testimonial with

which

the thousands of others who nave aeen
cured by the use of Peruna.
‘•I had catarrh ot the head and
throat. I took cold easily and was

dizzy-headed

Rev. P. A. A. Kill am. pastor.

mass.

CONGREGATIONAL.

to

•‘I was all rundown and hardly able
work at all when / began using

Peruna.

vice

Lung

Troubles

Ask your

Druggist

for

a

There can be no mistake about
this. You know it is true. And
your own doctor will say so.
The best kind of a testimonial
“Sold for over sixty years.”
O. Ayer Co., Lowell,
Alaso manufacturer a of

A ifers

last Monday. Steamers ciating.
Winterport Mondays and
Mrs. M. A. Gott has
Thursdays at 10 a. m., Bucksport 12 m., sj end the winter with
for Searsport, Belfast, Camden, Rockland Daniel McKay.
winter schedule

will

leave

County Newt,

tee

other pttyee

the

and Don’t Know it.
How To Find Oat.

bottle or common glass with your
water and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
Fill

The young
law gave her
her home on

set-

of the
neys: if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; toe
frequent desire to
tion

Pass 11 or P*,n
the back is also
that
the kidneys and bladconvincing proof
der are out of order.
1

*

cOSC^T'*“*a-»v
———

*•

Wliat

j

j

j

to

Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, b adder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
It, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mi d and the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures cf the most distressing cases,
If you need a medicine y.ou should have the
best. Sold by druggists :n5Cc. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
discovery
and a book that tel.sr"
more about it. both s#'-

I absolutely

Saturday evening.

or

tling indicates an
condi^ unhealthy
r
kid-

friends of Miss Laura Green!
genuine surprise party at

a

a

sediment

for the winter.

Irving Barbour, who has been ill with
typhoid fever, is out again, and has opened
his store to the public.

address

free

Ur.

by n

Numer

».

The lobster and smelt fishermen have
r.g menCo., Binghamton. H. Y. V:
us pa?®1*
not been able to haul traps for the
past I lion reading this generous on
two weeks on account of rough weather.
Don't make any ml Hike, but r»"
no-Root. Dr Kilmer’^*
Hagan & Co. have just shipped a load of nmf.Hwa
on every
ano
the addree*. Binghamton. N. *
stone to Philadelphia, and w ill shut dow n j bottle
___
this week.
This puts quite a number of
men

out of

rff»b€r^the

Relieves

employment.

der her care, rehearsing a cantata
held in the opera house Christmas

Dan-

MY

un-

to be

eve, for
the benefit of the Methodist church.
The four-masted schooner Francis
Stomach dosing in the hope of cur- is at Benvenue Granite Co.’s wharf Hyde
j
having
ing catarrh of the head and throat is : brought a large lot of machinery from
useless and often leads to serious stom- "New York. She will load stone the comI
ach trouble.
ing week for New York.
Dec. 10.
Nihil.
Ilyomei, breathed through a special
inhaler that comes with every outfit,
SWAN'S ISLAND.
brings a medicated healing air to every
Van B. Hagerman has
gone to New York
part of the nose and throat, killing all on business.
catarrhal germs and soothing and easMrs. Emma Prock is
spending tJbe hoiiing any irritation in the mucous mem flays at the
lighthouse with her aunt.
brane.
Mrs. Emory Gott and
daughter Merbicc
A complete IIyomel outfit costs but was here
calling on friends last week. \
$1, extra bottles of Ilyomei if neeeed,
Mrs. 8. J. Morse and Mrs. F. F.
Morse
50 cents, and G. A. Farther gives his S!
nt a part of last week in
Koekland.
personal guarantee with eveiy packMrs
William P. Herrick and
grandage that money will be refunded unless
daughter Myra returned from Boston last
the treatment cures.
Overcome

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble

A masquerade ball is on the tapis for
|
Thursday evening, at the opera house.
I
Frank H. Tibbetts, who is in poor
j
health, has gone, with his family, to Colo- I

Mrs. Violet Goss has fifty children

WHAT IS CATARRH.
to

'SJmmtsnnniisi.

The Stonington band has its headquarters in the old school building.
Capt. Fred P. Weed and wife are at the
Ocean View hotel for a few weeks.

rado

Spec.

Dec. 10.

COUNTY NEW&.
F * additional

gone to Surry to
her daughter, Mrs.

1

Keep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
P"i",
and
thus hasten recovery.

gers

|0(I7.

j

SARSAPARILLA.
PILLS.
HAIR VIGOR.

We have uo secrete! We publish
the formulae of *11 our medicine*.

Simple Way

or

vices were 1 el 1 at the Met ho.list church.
Rev. Joseph Jackson, of Stonington, offi-

Winter Schedule For Boston Boats.
The Eastern Steamship Co. began its

—

Mad© by J.

gratis.

Free P..ui;a Almanac l

8TONINGTON.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral certainly cures coughs, colds,
bronchitis, consumption. And
it certainly strengthens weak
throats and weak lungs.

r.a«

Address Dr. Hartman, President of
••But, now, after using It about six
months lam well and st.ong.”
The Hartman Sanitarium. Columbus. 0.

Rev. R. R. Mathews, pastor.
aud Boston.
Sunday, Dec. 16—Morning service at
Returning, will leave Boston Tuesdays
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school and
Fridays at 5 p. m., and Rockland for
at 11.46.
landings above on Wednesdays and SatMETHODIST EPISCOPAL.
urdays at 5.30 a. m.
Rev. J. P. S monttm. pastor.
Steamer will leave Bar Harbor Mondays
Sunday, Dec. 16— Morning service at and
Thursdays at 10 a. m., touching at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
at 11.46. Junior league at 2.30. Epworth
Harbor and Bass Harbor
(McKinley)
league at 7. Evening service at 7.30.
Stonington and North Haven, for RockFridav
at
7.00.
evening,
Prayer meeting
w
ith
boat
for
Boston.
land, connecting
Trenton— Preaching
unday at 2 p. m.
Steamer will eave Bluehill Mondays
Mr. Simon ton.
and Thursdays at 0 a. m., touching at
Ladies’ aid society will meet with Mrs. Sou h
Bluehill, West Tremont, Brooklin,
8. L. Lord to-morrow afternoon.
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, South
Brooksvillc, Dark Harbor, for Rockland
StofomianjuntB.
I connecting with boat for Boston.
Returning leave Boston Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5 p.m.; Rockland at 5.30 Wednesdays and Saturdays.

For

|

“Peruna I can recommend as a very good medicine. It is an excellent strengthening tonic, and it
is also an efficacious cure for the almost universal
complaint of catarrh."—Gonzalo De Quesada.

CHURCH NOTES.

Thursday evening,

death

C. H.

Recommends Pe-ru-na.

The committee appointed for Christmas
a tree in the vestry on
Christmas evening. A short programme

life-tinte

a

flsherworaan down on
one of the Hancock county islands.
It is
Mrs. Kate Wilson, of Fisherman’s island.
Since the middle of December, three years
ago, when her husbard was lost almost
within hailing distance of his own home,
covered

and Cashmere Gloves.

first

in

one, prime and extra large.

handsome

a

mod-

Kid

a

has decided to have

years, and
is luck

Mount Desert island m the past ten
years. He was in Ellsworth Monday with
the skin purchased of Mr. Walls. It was

price.

Gloves, Golf Gloves,

A

and Muslin Curtains.

one

valuable present at
erate

Price from lOc to $5 apiece.

enable

eight

on

Department.

to

E. Foster went to Boston
visit of two weeks with
friends and relatives.

hunters, this is remarkable. Mr.
Young has bought twelve silver fox skins

Dress Goods and Silks

ladies.

CUBAN MINISTER Z U. §

relatives.

Mrs. Albert

Monday fo^

for most

a

jast received after a lpng
wait a complete line of the celebrated
Gold Seal Rubbers, the only rubbers good for anything, ana give sat-

China.

in two

fox.

silver fox he has shot in

1

she has taken his

Fancy

and returned

He sold thQ_
skin to the veteran fur dealer,
It. H.
Young, of South Hancock, (or a good
round price. Among hunters “Ed” Walls
has the reputation of being the luckiest
| in Hancock county. This is the third
hours

isfaction.

$3.

dog Snide,

trained

We have

handscme holy
Two great
Box
box at 25c; another at 15c
paper for children at 10c. Extra assortment

Blankets from 5i)c

with

are

Mt. Desert island continues to produce
quota of silver grey foxes. Last Wednesday Edward N. Walls, of Otter Creek,
started out with his well-bred and well-

which is the largest in town, in fact
the only complete Shoe Store.

Paper.

values-

sale of

mark-down in

25c to $2.

Prices from

Wrappers.

^5.

shown.

ever

short

Great towel value at 25c, 37c and
50c.

the holiday

Ladies’ Neckwear.
The finest line

and

Bangor

went to

rumor comes

parties

its

Cloaks at

$8.

to

long

Sale of

Robes ami

Special

styles

From

Special

Kinionus, Dressing Jackets, Hath

to

Leather Goods.
Pocket

at

Special matched sets in Table Linen
and Napkins from $5 to $IO per set.

Umbrellas
50c

plaited ruffle or shirred
$5; usual price, |7.60.

best Satine Petticoat at $1.

The

in any other store.

Petticoats with

Silk

new

accordion

women.

Two f»»r *J5c.

From

handled.

ever

Mrs. Mary I). Jordan
Monday for a week's visit

Mrs. Edward Finn, who has been serifrom Bar Harbor that
negotiating for Moose island, ously ill for several weeks, is able to sit
near Seal Cove, Trcmont, to be used for
up. Miss Mary Finn, who was called
building a summer resort. As the island home fror.! Washington by her mother’s
inillness, is caring for her.
| is now, it is a barren place, without
habitants, the only building being a fish
! house used sometimes by people who rent
LAKEWOOD.
| the wier privileges. At low tide one can
of Bangor, was here reJames
Clark,
walk across the bar. The property is
on business.
| owmed by heirs of former residents of the cently
Eddy Garland has gone to Brewer,
! island, and it may be difficult to acquire
where he has employment.
! title.
During the past week four deer have
next session of the legislature a
I At the will
been shot here by parties from Ellsworth
be
for
two
charters
presented
petition
Falls.
The first will be for
of importance.
Schools 1 and 2 opened Monday for the
building and maintaining a bridge from
winter term. Miss Bessie Starkey teaches
Waukeag to West Sullivan, the second for
No 2.
an electric road from Wauktag to Cherryof Ellsworth
Miss Lizzie Carpenter,
field, passing through the towns of Winter
Harbor, Milbridge and Steuben. Falls, who ha9 been visiting relatives here,
Among those interested are County Com- has returne • home.
missioner O. W. Foss and Charles H. !
After spending a few days with his
Wooster, of Hancock, Bradbury Smith, | mother here, Ivory Frazier has gone into
W. R. Havey, Dr. S. E. Phelps, Sullivan, the woods for the winter.
Bedford E.
Tracy, Winter Harbor, and
George H. Grant, Ellsworth.
GREEN LAKE.

The

;

Shopping Early.

of Sorrento.

purchase

1

!

Austin, aged eighty-three

years, ono of West Brooksville’s smart old
| ladies, has since May 15, knit 200 pairs oi
fishermen’s mittens, hooked seven rugs,
picked and sold |16 worth of berries.

1ftp*rtiniui wt%

KALLS.

ELLSWORTH

COUNTY OOS8IP.

Hbb.rtisrmcng.

''i

HEART
T R. O V B L, E

of this Disagreeable Disease.

Dear Sirs:—Sebago Lake, Me., Mar. at, *9*+
I have taken six bottles of “L* P.
Bitters for heart and stomach trouble, ano
1 hnd it does me the most good of anythin!
I have ever used, and 1 have taken hunof
dreds of dollars worth of different kinds
deall
for
cure
a
is
It
medicine.
speedy
and liver, an
rangements of the stomach
for constipation it has no equal.
Yours truly, J. H. RandThousands of well-known Maine people
«
to the remarkable curative qualities
®
*’
Atwood's Bitters, for nearly
True “L. F.
35c.
fears the leading family medicine.
r~
Colored Postal Cards. ^ beUros
Write us. H. H. Hay’a Sons,
hrpf>
■
■
Agents, Portland, Me.

testify

week.

Subscribe for The American

Curtis Robinson' died
Monday after a
few days of great
suffering. Funeral ser-

The ElIsSWObth Amkiuca'
(The on>v co*ri«TV P,r'pr

